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Abstract 

Model Driven software development has been considered to be a further 

software construction technology following object-oriented software 

development methods and with the potential to bring new breakthroughs in the 

research of software development. With deepening research, a growing number 

of Model Driven software development methods have been proposed. The 

model is now widely used in all aspects of software development. One key 

element determining progress in Model Driven software development research 

is how to better express and describe the models required for various software 

components. From a study of current Model Driven development technologies 

and methods, Domain-Specific Modelling is suggested in the thesis as a Model 

Driven method to better realise the potential of Model-Driven Software 

Development.  

Domain-specific modelling methods can be successfully applied to actual 

software development projects, which need a flexible and easy to extend, 

meta-modelling language to provide support. There is a particular requirement 

for modelling languages based on domain-specific modelling methods in 

Meta-modelling as most general modelling languages are not suitable. The 

thesis focuses on implementation of domain-specific modelling methods. The 

"domain" is stressed as a keystone of software design and development and this 

is what most differentiates the approach from general software development 

process and methods. Concerning the design of meta-modelling languages, the 

meta-modelling language based on XML is defined including its abstract syntax, 

concrete syntax and semantics. It can support description and construction of 

the domain meta-model and the domain application model. It can effectively 

realise visual descriptions, domain objects descriptions, relationships 

descriptions and rules relationships of domain model. In the area of supporting 
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tools, a meta-meta model is given. The meta-meta model provides a group of 

general basic component meta-model elements together with the relationships 

between elements for the construction of the domain meta-model. It can support 

multi-view, multi-level description of the domain model. Developers or domain 

experts can complete the design and construction of the domain-specific 

meta-model and the domain application model in the integrated modelling 

environment. The thesis has laid the foundation necessary for research in 

descriptive languages through further study in key technologies of 

meta-modelling languages based on Model Driven development. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Targets of Research 

After 40 years of development, the software industry has become an important 

pillar of the modern information society. Today, productivity in software 

development struggles to keep up with the growing demand for software. As 

software becomes increasing large and complex, achieving quality is an ever 

growing challenge. Software complexity, diversity and volatility have become 

the very real problems that today’s developers have to face. 

How to make software development more efficient while maintaining quality 

has always being the focus of the software industry. However during software 

development the only never changing theme is change itself. Constantly 

changing user requirements, together with constantly changing implementation 

technologies, systems architecture and platforms are all factors making software 

development more difficult but they do not lie at the heart of the problem. The 

key problem is that traditional software development methods and development 

tools cannot adapt to these inevitable changes. 

Almost 50 years of history, software development has progressed in its level 

of abstraction from the use of machine languages and assembly languages 

through to advanced languages. Now, Model Driven development is becoming a 

new research focus to further develop the level of abstraction so that software 

developers can more easily focus on the real nature of the tasks to be faced [11].  

As abstraction levels are raised and Model Driven development methods are 

applied, thought processes are moving on from code-centric to model-centric 
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approaches. In essence this serves to further improve the abstraction level of 

development, so that developers can be freed from onerous and error prone code 

compiling tasks to concentrate on core domain problems of software systems. 

Seeking to promote Model Driven development, the software industry is 

constantly exploring new methods, technologies and tools, such as Model 

Driven Architecture (MDA) [77], Language-Oriented Programming (LOP) [21], 

Language Workbenches, Generative Programming (GP) [124], Intention 

Programming (IP) [105], Software Factories and Domain-Specific Modelling 

(DSM) [49]. All these address the same question: how to implement the 

description of the system model of target domain? This is also the problem to be 

solved first in order to fully realise model driven development. 

Of these, MDA from the OMG (Object Management Group) puts the 

emphasis on using Unified Modelling Language (UML) to establish a domain 

system model. The others advocate the use of DSLs designed according to 

target domain or DSMLs to establish models of the target domain software 

system. This suggests that combining domain-specific development with Model 

Driven development is an important direction for research and practice.  

MDA is one of the most representative standardisation systems of Model 

Driven development. Recently, it has become the main focus of research in 

Model Driven development [122]. However after several years of research and 

pilot projects, the results produced by MDA in Model Driven development have 

not been as good as expected. At present, there have been few successful 

commercial applications of MDA. One of main reasons is that the modelling 

language used, namely UML has some inherent deficiencies in its power of 

expression of the characteristics of domain and in its ability to improve the 

abstract level of modelling. After all, UML is based on an object-oriented 

paradigm. Indeed it had unprecedented success in object-oriented modelling. 

But it lacks the necessary flexibility and extensibility when it is used to model 

the domain system. It is the case that OMG provides MOF (Meta Object 
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Facility) as UML’s meta-modelling language and this does permit an extension 

of UML by modifying the MOF. However, the grammatical structure of the 

MOF and modelling elements are very complex. So, for the general developers 

and development organisations, if they want to further develop modelling tools 

by modifying the MOF this will be a very difficult task. 

Compared with the unification and standardisation emphasised by MDA, 

DSM pays more attention to a simple, practical, economic and agile approach. It 

is a Model Driven development method system that is more suitable for typical 

development teams and organisations. From the perspective of meta-modelling, 

MOF can be described as a kind of “heavy-meta-modelling language” which 

suits MDA. While the research purpose of this thesis is to put forward a 

“light-meta-modelling language” which is suitable for DSM. Goals include 

providing adequate extensibility and facilitating tool support by keeping the 

construction of the language as tidy as possible.  

Consequently, the research emphasis of the thesis addresses: 

(1) Syntax and semantics of meta-modelling language and its formal 

definition. 

(2) Hierarchical structural design of meta-modelling language. 

(3) Infrastructure design of meta-modelling language. 

(4) Visualisation of modelling elements and scalable definition mechanisms 

of meta-modelling language. 

(5) Support of the meta-modelling language through the architecture design 

of the integrated modelling environment. 

The intention of this thesis is to seek a new solution for the spread and 

application of Model Driven development methods through research and 

exploration based on DSM methods and its meta-modelling language, and to lay 

a foundation for further study of Model Driven development methods.      
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1.2 Scope of Thesis 

Using research based on meta-modelling theory and Model Driven software 

development technology to investigate the design of a visual meta-modelling 

language based on a Model Driven approach, and to use Domain Specific 

Modelling (DSM) to implement Model Driven software development. The 

research scope of this thesis is mainly focused on: 

(1) An analysis and understanding of the differences and connections 

between the MDSD method and traditional software development methods, to 

include both the principles of MDSD and its application. 

(2) An investigation of the inherent complexity and systematic 

characteristics of modelling activities and software system models from the 

perspective of system science and the research methods of system science to 

provide an insight into the implementation framework of DSM. 

(3) A study of current research results relevant to modelling language and 

methods of Model Driven software development, and to an analysis of the 

similarities and differences between DSMLs and other Model Driven 

development methods, especially the architecture of DSM methods and its core 

constituent elements.  

(4) A study of an infrastructure needed for the application of a DSM 

approach to Model Driven development and the corresponding implementation 

scheme and application framework. 

(5) The combination of concepts and principles of domain-specific software 

architecture to the study and design of meta-modelling language suitable for 

DSM. 

(6) A study of the provision of instantiation of meta-modelling language and 

modelling activities for a software system via the necessary tools and 

environmental support.    
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1.3 Original Contributions 

By discussing and studying the above problems, the original work in this thesis: 

(1) Puts forward an implementation scheme and application framework 

based on DSM and offers a Model Driven development process model based on 

DSM methods and a series of guiding principles. The method emphasises 

domain analysis and modelling as the core, and achieves agility, economy and 

efficient Model Driven development through rapid design and development of 

DSMLs (Domain-Specific Modelling Languages).   

(2) Defines a visual meta-modelling language XMML, which is suitable for 

DSM and supports both the development and design of DSMLs and domain 

application systems. This includes a description of the design concepts of 

XMML and a formal description of its core elements.    

(3) Provides a design for a meta-modelling infrastructure based on XMML, 

including meta-meta modelling which supports the design of DSM languages 

and a model reflection interface. Detailed modelling elements and design model 

of meta-meta modelling are given.   

(4) Gives an implementation framework of visual integrated environment 

Archware based on XMML and according to the instantiation activities of the 

meta-modelling language. An analysis and explanation is given for the 

supporting tools and implementation schema provided by the integrated 

environment for making the design of the main members of its architecture.   

1.4 Success Criteria 

For Model Driven Development, a basic standard which can be used to judge 

the success of a modelling language is whether or not it can effectively improve 

productivity in software development together with the quality of the software 

produced. In order to focus on these criteria, the thesis mainly looks at the 
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following aspects in order to study and judge a modelling language and quality 

of its supporting tools. 

(1) Can it effectively improve the abstract level of system development? 

The modelling language must be able to achieve system modelling according to 

domain concepts. Only in this way can it really embody advantages brought by 

Model Driven development.   

(2) Does it provide meta-modelling extensibility? In different 

domain-specific software developments it is inevitable that there will be 

different requirements of the modelling language applied in the domain. 

Therefore, it is necessary to be able to customise and extend the modelling 

language so that it can be suitable for domain specific meta-modelling.  

(3)  Does it support system model descriptions of multi-view and 

multi-level? Usually, a complex system model should be described from 

different angles. Only in this way, can a complete system requirement be 

comprehensively characterised. However, it is necessary to be able to take a 

step by step approach to disassembling and refining at different levels within 

similar models to clearly reveal the essential characteristics of a system. 

(4) Can it provide a formal definition mechanism for the semantics of the 

modelling elements? Formal semantic definitions of modelling elements and 

descriptions are necessary conditions for the conversion, iteration, refinement 

and testing of a model.   

(5) Does it have a flexible reflection mechanism? During Model Driven 

development, the boundary between modelling and development is becoming 

fuzzier. So, it is required that modelling language not only statically describes 

the target system, but is also capable of introducing the dynamic characteristics 

of an advanced programming language. 

(6) Does the modelling language support visual definition? Visualisation is 

an absolutely necessary and key characteristic of any modern modelling 
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language. It is essential that modelling elements should support visualisation, 

customisation and extension of interactive interfaces for design elements in 

different domains and views.      

1.5 Organisation of Thesis 

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 gives an overview of Model Driven software development and 

domain specific modelling. Current challenges facing software development are 

discussed together with the basic connotations of a Model Driven approach. 

Related contents and progress with MDA which is the most representative of 

the Model Driven development approaches are also discussed. Finally, a method 

system for Model Driven development, DSM as studied in the thesis is given.        

Chapter 3 discusses related work ranging from the perspective of domain 

specific development, current methods and technologies related to Model 

Driven development. 

Chapter 4 investigates a general implementation framework supporting DSM 

methods. Model Driven development methods together with the core values and 

main features of DSM method are discussed. Ways of combining the 

organisation of traditional software engineering with basic theories of 

management technology, systematic engineering methods, and software 

architecture etc are explored. A general implementation framework based on 

DSM methods is put forward. An instructive implementation framework at 

engineering application level is given to include engineering methods applied to 

the implementation of DSM methods, role definition for developers, 

development frameworks, development environments and modelling languages.         

Chapter 5 discusses the architecture of the visual modelling language XMML. 

The design characteristics of a domain-specific modelling language, as well as 

design goals and concepts of XMML are discussed. The design model of 
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XMML is given. The basics of the syntax and semantics of XMML are 

discussed. Special attention is given to a description of the abstract syntax of 

XMML, together with the concrete language and formal definition of its various 

modelling elements. The visual definition schema of the visual modelling 

language XMML is also given.   

Chapter 6 offers a discussion of meta-modelling infrastructure based on 

XMML. The basic principles and implementation framework are discussed. 

Particular attention is paid to the architecture of meta-modelling infrastructure. 

According to the design of XMML given in Chapter 5, a meta-meta model 

based on XMML as well as a definition of meta-modelling elements and the 

composition of the model reflection interface are given. Finally, an example 

using the XMML meta-meta-model to describe ADL is also given.  

Chapter 7 covers the design of the general integrated modelling environment. 

Development of current modelling tools is discussed. The characteristics of 

several general modelling environments are analysed. The architecture of an 

integrated modelling environment supporting XMML Archware is given 

together with supporting mechanisms for extensibility.     

Chapter 8 provides two case studies. A modelling process for using XMML 

to implement domain application in integrated environments is given. A group 

with characteristics of domain application examples is used to show domain 

meta-modelling and modelling examples.  

Chapter 9 contains the conclusions and overview. Research conclusion for a 

meta-modelling language based on the Model Driven development described in 

the thesis are summarised together with prospects for further research. 
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Chapter 2  

Background 

2.1 Challenge for Software Development 

As software development increases in scale and difficulty, the cost of software 

development is increasing and reliability of software is harder to ensure. 

“Software crisis” [19] is a difficult problem that faces the software development 

industry. Decades have now past since software engineering came into being.  

Many researchers have made contributions to the progress of software 

development methods. From the very early days of structured methods to the 

widely used object-oriented development methods used at present, these 

software development methods make for a software industry that is ceaselessly 

developing and progressing. However, the “software crisis” problem has not 

been solved. Software development, beginning with requirement analysis and 

proceeding through to final code implementation is still a long process. In 1986 

Frederick Brooks could assert that “in ten years, there has been no single 

software engineering process bringing a major productivity improvement” [10]. 

The judgment is widely called the “silver bullet law” [10]. 

As a rule, user is inclined to believe that software development is easy. 

Developers can better understand domain problems by communication among 

themselves and with domain users. According to the information gathered they 

can design corresponding solutions and finally deploy the developed systems to 

their customers. But in this seemingly simple process, there are always some 

problems to make software development full of challenges [6]. 

Often, developers do not immediately gain a full understanding of all the 

problems of a particular domain. Meanwhile, the users of the domain will likely 
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have a comprehension of the problems that is limited to just that part with which 

they themselves are familiar. Besides, they look at the problems from different 

angles and are interested in different methods and processes. Their priorities for 

dealing with problems are different and different points of view appear. Some of 

the viewpoints conflict with each other. Therefore, in the actual development 

process, it takes system developers time to analyse the various data obtained 

from domain users and finally to synthesise from these a system requirement 

specification that covers all the domain problems. 

When designing a system solution, it is necessary to consider many limiting 

factors. These can include the time required to realise a system, balancing 

difficulties affecting realisation, integration with current applications, systems 

or technologies and coordinating the use of components developed by several 

different development teams working separately on the overall system.  

In the development stage, various changes will be required. For example: 

errors of system design may be discovered with a need to adjust the original 

design solution; user requirements may change; the planned development 

priority of system modules may change; the original implementation code may 

be redrawn and so on. Such changes are hard to accurately estimate in advance. 

Change is a problem that faces any software development process. The 

developer must take a lot of time to understand and analyse these changes. 

Consideration must be given to what effects will there be on system 

development. The necessary plans and solutions to deal with change must be put 

in place and care taken to ensure that the measures are appropriate and effective. 

A large software engineering project usually needs various specified 

technically competent staff to take part in the project. Their work must be 

coordinated and this coordination must continue for a long time after 

development has been completed and the system has been put into use. The 

result is that we take into account many project management technologies. 

These can include process management, resource management, risk 
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management, ROI analysis, document management and supporting services. 

Development technology for software systems is becoming increasing 

difficult as the related application domains become more and more widely 

spread. Developers must be able to apply many different technologies, including 

the popular object-oriented technology XML, script language, interface 

definition language, procedure definition language, database definition and 

query language. In the actual projects, the developer should have a deep 

understanding and grasp of many technologies, architectures, protocols and 

tools. Only in this way can we see a smooth transformation from the 

requirements of a problem domain into corresponding solutions. 

Core issues for software engineering research include: the challenges that can 

be found anywhere during software development; shortening the development 

cycle: improving development efficiency and software quality; and adapting to 

changing requirements. 

Some domains besides software development, such as software architecture, 

electronic products and car manufacturing have successfully incorporated 

design for automation or semi-automation into their production process. In this 

way they have effectively achieved production at low-cost and with high 

reliability and high efficiency. It is reasonable to ask, is it possible to use the 

same thinking and principles to construct software systems and so substantially 

improve software development efficiency and software quality? In the light of 

the experience of these project domains, in recent years many software 

development methods and process control strategies have been put forward. 

These include software architecture, web services [44], MDA [76], RUP [29], 

agile development and CMM. They help to decrease software development 

costs and to improve software development process and software quality.   

For the software development process, we need to have better forecasts, 

visibility and reliability for the whole software life cycle. For software 
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development methods, we need better and more efficient automation 

development methods for coding. Driven by these requirements, MDD becomes 

a new research hotspot of the software industry and it has been predicted that it 

will be the most important software development methodology over the next 

several years [92]. 

2.2 Model Driven Development 

2.2.1 Introduction of Model Driven Development 

Model Driven development (MDD) [62] is a new software engineering method 

developed from object-oriented development methods. It is a new approach that 

can be suitable for many methods of software development. At its core is a 

system model design providing best practice in the construction of the software 

system model. The model guides various stage such as requirement analysis, 

system design, code design, system-testing and system maintenance. MDD 

involves such technologies and methods as model description, modelling 

methods, model transformation and code generation. 

MDD does not completely abandon earlier software development methods 

and technologies to develop its own new methods. Instead, it is one further step 

in an ongoing process based on sound software development methods. A study 

of MDD can serve to explore and consolidate methods for improving software 

production, extending these step by step. In order to make the successful 

application of MDD practicable, further progress is necessary in current 

software development methods and technologies. Let us now consider some of 

the main technologies and methods supporting and accelerating the 

development of MDD. 

(1) The development and progress of software programming languages 

progressed from the original assemblers to the current general advanced 

programming languages. This has led to significant productivity improvements 
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in software development. During the development process, the level of 

abstraction in program descriptions of software systems constantly improved 

and developers now use higher level language tools for coding. 

(2) Component-Based Development (CBD) [3] extracts experience gained 

in industrial production process and applies this to create flexible components to 

be assembled in creating applications. Such components mean it is not 

necessary to re-invent the same solution in different application programs. So 

productivity is improved and development costs are decreased.  

(3) The use of design patterns [32] makes a big contribution to the 

improvement of software development efficiency and quality. The concepts of 

design patterns are key points for industrial production flows. With these for 

guidance, developers can reuse general design patterns already created and 

proven in use by others.   

(4) Middleware [5] is a step in improving abstraction of computer platforms 

beyond the operating system layer. Middleware makes application developers 

focus more on business logic rather than on functions when considering how 

best to provide message mechanism, business control and security. 

(5) Declarative Specification [80] refers to compiling systems by 

configuring attribute values. Meanwhile, Imperative Specification refers to 

writing systems by giving instructions that follow a prescribed order of 

execution. Using Declarative specification developers replace relatively 

complex programming code with relatively simple declarations. 

(6) Application Framework technology [27] constructs a basic 

implementation framework for the full application system. Layer architecture 

and the technique of splitting the focus point when organising a complex system 

framework is helpful as it allows system change to be limited within one part of 

the system. At the same time, having an application framework means 

developers can effectively make necessary modifications in response to system 
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change. 

(7) The concept of Design by Contract [67] is a method for building reliable 

software. In a visual and formal way, it places the emphasis on specifying 

contract relationships among software components. This is of benefit in driving 

high-quality software engineering. 

(8) Object-oriented method. Object-oriented development technology 

brought a big leap forward in software development technology and had an 

important role in facilitating the emergence of large scale software. The 

development and application of OOP, OOD and OOA led in turn to the 

Object-oriented software development method. 

MDD is a development method that integrates a series of new technologies. 

It provides a new solution in improving software development productivity, 

enhancing software quality and in the system maintainability of existing 

software engineering. The application of MDD can bring increased automation 

to the design process for software systems and enhance design consistency and 

system maintainability within each phase of the software system development 

process.   

2.2.2 Model and Modelling 

Model is the main software artefact of MDD and code and other software 

artefacts can be generated by the model. The model provides an abstract 

description of the target system. It can help system developers look beyond less 

important details and focus on more important parts of the system. Many 

projects depend on the model in order to understand complex, real world 

systems. Model’s many uses include: predicting system quality when some 

aspects of the system are changed; understanding specified attributes; and 

helping stakeholders to communication effectively about key system 

characteristics.   
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The model can be developed as an outcome of the implementation of the 

software system or to model an existing or developing system as an aid to 

understanding system behaviours [92]. By modelling the target system to an 

abstract system, key problems are revealed and the problem domain and its 

solution domain can be better described. Modelling objects and relationships 

allow us to record and describe the mapping of relationships from problem 

domains to solution domains and to resolve problems at the model stage. 

Advantages include helping not only developers but also users of the target 

system better understand, analyse and estimate system design accuracy and 

reliability and to timely discover the potential problems of system design by 

building a system model before the full system is realised. It means developers 

can examine every aspect of the model to deeply consider and analyse the 

system to ensure a correct understanding of the system. 

Modelling has a long tradition. For thousands of years, engineers, artists and 

craftsman have built models to test design solutions before putting their projects 

into effect. Software systems are no exception to the benefits of modelling. In 

software development, various aspects of the model reflect the actual system. 

These include the logic model, maths model, architecture model and the mixed 

model. In MDD, it is necessary to integrate several types of model to replace a 

final system realisation model written by hand. In recent years, many 

researchers have done much work in the field with the most visible result being 

the appearance of a large number of modelling tools based on object-oriented 

development technology.  

Most recent reforms pay attention to symbols and tools. These tools allow 

users to easily map the model into a specific operating system and so be able to 

express a valuable system view to assist developers with architecture and 

programming language code. The current state of practice is that UML provides 

the preferred modelling symbols [8]. UML allows the development team to get 

key characteristics of various aspects of corresponding models. Transformations 
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among these models are carried out by hand. UML modelling tools typically 

support the tracking of requirements and dependent relationships among 

modelling elements. In the context of a large scale development they provide 

guidance on best practice using synchronous models through supporting 

documents and complementary consultation information [1]. 

As software engineering continues to develop, various system modelling 

patterns are put forward to further enhance the proportions and status of models 

and modelling in software system development activities as shown in Figure 2.1. 

This shows a series of modelling methods used by today’s software developers 

[11]. Each can help the software developer create application code to be run on 

specific run-time platforms and relationships between models and code. 

 

Figure 2. 1 Modelling Pattern Series [11] 
 

In the software world, source code is the most accurate model used to 

describe a real system. Today, many software developers still use a pure code 

method and do not use other detached definition models. This is the most direct 

means of development. System creation fully depends on the code they write, 

and they are always in an integrated development environment (such as IBM 

WebSphere studio, Eclipse or Microsoft VisualStudio) and using a 3rd 

generation programming language such Java, C++, or C# to directly express the 
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models that they are building. Any “modelling” they do is carried out in an 

abstract form of programming that is embedded in code (package, module and 

interface, etc.). These are managed by a program library and the mechanism of 

object hierarchy. Any design model separately showing the architecture is not 

normally produced and if so will be based on instinct and will reside on a white 

board, in a PowerPoint presentation or just in the developers’ head. However, 

this kind of method may be sufficient for the individual developer or small 

development team. This approach makes realisation of the detail of business 

logic very hard to understand particularly in respect of the key features of the 

system. What’s more, such an approach is not effective in managing system 

evolution with increasing system scope and complexity or where members of 

the original design teams can not directly communicate with those maintaining 

the systems.  

One improvement is to provide code visualisation through some appropriate 

modelling symbol. When developers create or analyse an application, they 

usually prefer to produce some sort of code visualisation to help their 

understanding of the code or graphical symbols to help in understanding 

behaviour. For optional editing of text code, making use of graphical symbols is 

possible. This visual description can be viewed as a direct representation of 

code. This kind of description is called code model or implementation model. In 

those tools that allow painting (such as IBM WebSphere Studio and Borland 

Together / J), a code view and a model view can be displayed at the same time. 

When developers operate one view, the other view will be synchronised at once. 

In this way, the graphics are tightly connected with code, and provide a view at 

code level so offering an optional means of editing.  

The core benefits of modelling come through Round Trip Engineering (RTE). 

RTE provides architecture to describe the system or a round trip exchange 

mechanism between the design and model of the code. In typical cases, the 

developer first produces the system design to a certain level of detail, then the 
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first round implementation is realised by transforming between model and code 

with this being completed by hand.  For example, a team working on a high 

level design may provide a design model to a team working at the 

implementation level. This may be via a simple printed graphical model or by 

providing files including a model to the implementation team. The realization of 

team transform of abstract, high level design becomes a set of detail design 

model and realization of programming language. Repetition of expressions will 

appear as errors and these errors will be corrected in the design model or in the 

implementation model. Good discipline is required to ensure that the abstract 

model and the implementation model proceed at a synchronised pace. Tools 

allow initial transformation to be carried out automatically. This helps the 

models keep pace with each other as the design model and implementation 

model evolve. The typical application case is that tools can generate framework 

of code from the design model but these must then be further refined. 

Modification of the code must be made consistent with the original model at 

some point (so we have the term “Round Trip Engineering” or RTE). To ensure 

effective implementation, there is a need to adopt some method to identify 

generated and user-defined code. One method is to place tags in codes. There 

are some tools for realising this, such as IBM Rational Rose, which can provide 

several transformation services for the round trip between the model and 

different implement languages.  

A method which takes the model as the core means of modelling the system 

must have enough detail to generate a realisation of the whole system from the 

model. To ensure this can be done the model may include information such as 

persistent data and non-persistent data, business logic and representations for 

elements of the presentation layer. If there is any integration between legacy 

data and services, modelling with interfaces of those elements is necessary. 

Then code generation process use a series of patterns to transform the model 

into code. Usually, developers can choose among various applied patterns such 
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as a choice of different deployment topologies. This method often uses standard 

or private application framework and run-time services. These application 

frameworks and run-time services can make the task of code generation easier 

by limiting the generation of applied types. Therefore, tools using the method 

typically focus on the generation of specific application types (such as IBM 

Rational Rose Technical Developer which is used for real time embedded 

systems and IBM Rational Rapid developer for enterprise IT systems). However, 

in each case the model is the main product created and operated by the 

developers.  

In a modelling pattern using a single model, developers treat the model 

purely as a means of aiding comprehension, as a solution domain, or as playing 

a supporting role in analysing the proposed solution architecture. The model is 

often used as a vehicle for discussion and communication within a single 

organisation or as a basis for analysis in a project crossing over several different 

organisations. These models often appear in proposals for new work or are 

displayed on the office wall and in the software laboratory as a method for 

facilitating understanding of some complex domains. They are also helpful in 

building a vocabulary and set of concepts to be shared across different teams. 

As a matter of fact, implementation of a system must be separated from models 

which start from draft or update an existing solution. The design of the model 

absolutely does not take realisation into account, it only relates to system 

business, and in building a domain business system model from the angle of 

pure domain application.   

At present, the keystone of MDD research focuses on modelling patterns in 

which the model is taken as the core of the research process. Using a modelling 

pattern taking the model as the core can make developers pay more attention to 

the architecture of the system model, and the realisation code for the actual 

system is automatically completed by a code generator. With adjustments and 

maintenance performed by the design model, it is not necessary for developers 
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to maintain a process of generated code. The emphasis on a single modelling 

pattern is helpful to make domain modelling grow naturally in MDD to enhance 

realisation of domain modelling. In software development, many of those 

factors that can make software development more difficult relate to domain 

issues. General domain modelling can effectively find domain related problems 

that may appear during the modelling process and solve these by adjusting the 

domain model.   

2.3 Model Driven Development in MDA 

2.3.1 Concepts of MDA 

Model Driven Architecture (MDA) was introduced by the Object Management 

Group (OMG). It represents a fundamental shift in the approach to software 

development from object-oriented design to model driven development [68]. It 

provides an open, neutral approach to deal with changes of operation and 

technique. The basic concepts of MDA involve: model, abstraction, refinement, 

view, zoom and platform. 

(1) Model is the description of a part of the structure, function or behaviour 

of the system. 

(2) Abstraction: An infinite set of details can be extracted from an objective 

system. Any specification of a system only describes the system at a level 

matching a specific perspective. This is the abstraction for the objective system. 

(3) View: a particular point of view or level of abstraction. 

(4) Refinement is the actualisation. 

(5) Shrink/Release: Developing from an object in the abstract model 

(relationship) to a number of objects in the refinement model (relations) is 

called the releasing process and the converse is called the shrinkage process. 
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(6) Platform: A new type of developmental environment, which is 

independent of the hardware and software environment. The model will be 

divided into the platform independent model (PIM) and platform specific model 

(PSM) by the platform. It implements the functional description of the system 

and systems separated from the achievement in a specific platform. PIM 

describes the function of the system and the abstraction of the structure. PSM is 

the process of refining the function of the system in line with the specific goals 

of the platform. However, PSM it is not the same thing as the concrete and 

platform specific computer language, which generates the model language. 

2.3.2 Model Framework of MDA 

In MDA, the model is not only the description of the system and a tool of 

auxiliary communication, but is also at the core of software development and 

major work. Figure 2.2 shows the architecture of MDA software development 

as issued by OMG in July 2001. 

 

Figure 2.2 Framework of MDA [76] 
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OMG puts forward MDA in order to deal with the changing needs of 

software development and technology, and to protect investment in IT. As a 

framework for software development, MDA provides a new way to design a 

software system. It can be seen as a new methodology for software development. 

The core idea of MDA is to abstract the platform-independent model separate 

from the technology and provide a complete description of the operational 

functions. Next is the platform-specific model which is concerned with the 

concrete implementation technology through the specific mapping rules. Finally, 

we have automatic conversion into code through a series of auxiliary tools for 

mapping rules. 

The framework of MDA raises the level at which problems are addressed. It 

achieves this by separating analysis of the design of the operational function of 

the system from the concrete implementation of the system. Software system 

modelling is divided into platform-independent models (PIM) and 

platform-specific models (PSM). PIM describes the structure and processes of 

the system, including considerations of transaction process, information security, 

data persistence and other technical issues. However, PIM has nothing to do 

with the concrete implementation technology, which is used to address such 

problems as imprecise definition of user requirements and imprecise abstraction 

of enterprise business. PSM corresponds with specific platform technologies, 

for example the persistence layer corresponds to the database, and the 

middleware platform corresponds to J2EE and so on. Using model rules, the 

two models can be converted into each other. PSM can automatically generate 

code and deploy description files [51]. 

MDA divides the model and meta-model into four layers, as shown in Figure 

2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 Hierarchical Model in MDA 

 

Among them: 

(1) The M0 layer is an instance level. It is an example of the model in M1 

level. For example, the UML model corresponds to a specific program. 

(2) The M1 layer is a model level. It is a model usually faced by the 

modelling people, such as the UML model in the figure for analysis and design. 

(3) The M2 layer is called the meta-model level, which corresponds to the 

meta-model of the M1 layer, such as UML and SPEM, and so on. The M2 layer 

extracts abstract concepts and relative structure of different areas in M2’s 

meta-model. It also provides modelling symbols for the modelling language of 

the M1 layer. Namely, the M2 layer provides corresponding domain-specific 
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modelling language for different areas. 

(4) The M3 layer is meta-meta model level. MOF is located on this level. 

MOF provides a more abstract level of modelling support for defining the needs 

of M2’s meta-model. MOF is a meta-model for all meta-models in the M2 layer. 

At the same time, it is self-describing for MOF can describe the meta-model of 

MOF itself. We should note that in the framework of MDA, there is only a 

model of MOF in the M3 layer. It is at the very core of MDA and provides a 

unified semantic basis for all models / meta-models in the framework of MDA. 

MOF makes it possible to unify all model operations [122]. 

2.3.3 Main Core Technology of MDA 

At the core of MDA lie modelling and the techniques of model mapping. These 

are Meta-Object Facility (MOF), Unified Modelling Language (UML), and 

Common Warehouse Meta-model (CWM). 

(1) MOF (Meta Object Facility) [72] defines the modelling language and 

also provides the concept and tools for visualising the modelling language. 

MOF is the core technology of MDA. 

(2) UML (Unified Modelling Language) [73] is used as the standard 

modelling language for MOF definition of meta-models. It can be applied to 

almost all areas of application and platforms. UML is the basis for the existence 

of MDA. Meanwhile, MDA technology creates its programs based on the 

standardised, platform independent UML model. UML has been used to 

describe a variety of models and it does not exist for MDA alone. However, 

currently as the most popular Modelling Language, UML occupies a 90% 

market share among the world's modelling languages and has become the de 

facto standard for modelling languages. It is not only the basis for MDA but is 

also its most powerful weapon. 

(3) XMI (XML metadata Interchange) [74] facilitates the exchange between 
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the data and metadata of UML modelling tools and provides the mechanism for 

data storage in the multi-tier distributed environment. XMI is based on the 

meta-data exchange in XML. Through the standardised XML document format 

and DTD (Document Type Definitions), it can define all models for the format 

of data exchange based on XML. It makes a model of the final products and 

transfers using all kinds of tools and ensures that MDA will not subsequently 

re-introduce a new layer of restrictions. The specifications of XMI support any 

data exchange of meta-data (including model and meta-model) which can be 

expressed by MOF. At the same time, the specification supports the conversion 

of a complete model or a fragment of a model to XML. 

(4) CWM (Common Warehouse Metamodel) [75] provides a means to 

transform the format of data so that it is possible for it to be the common data 

model of the transformation engine. MDA appeared in order to promote 

improvements in the efficiency of software development, to enhance the 

portability, inter-operability and ease of maintenance of software. The 

object-oriented technology sector has predicted that CWM will be the most 

important software development methodology over the next few years. 

However, since its introduction by OMG in 2001 to the present day, MDA has 

had only lukewarm success. It has neither achieved market domination nor has 

it been abandoned. 

(5) JMI (Java metadata Interface) makes it possible to achieve the 

infrastructure of meta-data management. This infrastructure greatly facilitates 

the integration of applicable programs, tools and services. In the past, in the 

absence of a standard way to express their own unique characteristics, it was 

difficult to achieve full interoperability and integration among the systems. JMI 

provides the framework for such meta-data to capture these semantics. EJB 

hides in the complexity of computer platforms and allows developers to avoid 

having to deal directly with affairs, security, resources and a range of other 

low-level programming tasks and has been proved to be very efficient. Similarly, 
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JMI allows developers to hide complexity through the creation of a specific 

technology and high level models of the business field [69]. 

(6) QVT (Query/View/Transformation) [34] is one of the new OMG 

development standards. It is used mainly to solve problems relating to the 

achievement of transformation in models. QVT is used for the definition of 

MOF and is a part of MOF. 

2.3.4 Research Situation of MDA 

At present, key research relating to MDA is focused on: the supporting 

technology of MDA, model language, model conversion, setting up the model, 

running the model, application of the model and so forth. The areas can be 

summarised as follows: 

(1) Standardisation: In order to ensure that all the components can 

understand the shared metadata, MDA-based systems need to be further 

standardised in the following areas [85]: Firstly, the use of formal language 

(including syntax and semantic) to express Metadata. Secondly, the use of an 

exchangeable format to exchange and disseminate data. Thirdly, the use of some 

kind of programming model for the metadata to visit and find, which must 

include a universal programming capability to deal with the metadata which has 

the performance of location. Fourthly, an optional form of meta-data service, 

which can be used to release the stored metadata. Finally, expanding the four 

mechanisms above. 

(2) Research into model semantics and the improvement of model language. 

Nowadays, the focus is on designing and establishing accurate and effective 

model definition language [7]. This leads on further to a study of the 

methodology [35] and development of the Object Constraint Language (OCL). 

At present, the RFP of UML2.0 has seen much improvement and advancement 

in the model semantics [76]. However, the study of this aspect is still ongoing. 
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The defects of UML1.x have been much improved in UML2.0, but there are 

still too many cross-dependencies in the meta-model elements. Meanwhile, the 

use of graphical methods among the tools in the standard method of exchange 

has not yet been fully resolved. 

Object Constraint Language (OCL) may provide a guarantee in respect of the 

refinement definition and the conversion of the model. The company involved, 

Klasse Objecten has released Oetopus in the Netherlands. This supports the 

development environment of Eclipse control in OCL2.0; however, it is not 

perfect for OCL when using only its own tools. UML can also fail to provide 

the meta-model for OCL when a number of specific tools are collaborating in 

the MDA environment, which does not currently have the necessary 

extensibility. Therefore, improvement of the UML language and its OCL is a 

focus of research. 

(3) The establishment of sub-modelling languages in the business area. 

Relevant applications include: establishing a large number of MOF-based 

meta-models, defining and establishing a sub-domain model language for this 

area [115] and defining the abstract syntax of specification. These meta-models 

should include the special rules and semantics in the field of application. This is 

necessary not only to achieve accuracy and to avoid ambiguity but also to 

facilitate proficiency in the field for non-expert users. Because the meta-models 

must understand each other, a variety of different languages also must be based 

on the MOF meta-model to be studied in this area. 

(4) The study of Mapping Models in the platform. MDA is a means of 

solving interoperability problems in the system-level model. It separates the 

specific platform from the implementation technology. Meanwhile, it generates 

a variety of implementation models depending on the mapping relationships of 

different specific platforms. Then it maps to code, such as Java, XMI or SOAP 

as shown in Figure 2.4. At present, there have been various mappings such as 

from MOF to CORBA, from MOF to XML and from MOF to Java. Research 
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includes mapping of WSDL and SOAP and from MOF to Web Services. 

 
Figure 2.4 Platform Independent Model is Mapped To the Platform 

Specific Model 

 

(5) The organisation and study of the knowledge warehouse in MDA tools. 

Here the key content of implementation in MDA tools is the effective 

organisation, development and modelling of the knowledge base for software 

development. For example, modelling has proven to be a successful experience 

for previous practitioners whose models have involved algorithms, design 

models, models of modelling and where the knowledge has been organised in 

the form of the model or code. Thus we have seen technology based on the 

pattern [32], the aspect [33], the contract [31], the object-orientation, and so on 

and the independent development of platform architecture with a variety of 

architecture together with integration of oriented MDA at a level above the 

technology and architecture. These are all of considerable value for   

implementation with the development tools of MDA. Eventually, there is a need 

to create a system that raises the majority of software development knowledge 

and field knowledge to a higher level of abstraction. Such a system will 

understand how best to extract and operate information and will further support 

the process of model development. 
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(6) The further development of compiler technology. There is a need to 

compile at a single or multi-levels or to work together with a virtual machine 

from model through to executable code. At present, even though compiler 

technology has matured it is still a new challenge to compile for MDA at all 

levels. This can be described as mapping technology. 

(7) The research and development of the Super Virtual Machine and specific 

CPU. The virtual machine is actually the development of the running platform. 

It can learn and improve from the experience of Java Virtual Machine so that 

the model can directly run in virtual machines [63]. There is also the concept of 

the development of specific CPU referring to JavaCPU [89] (the CPU for 

running Java directly). The development of a direct running high-level model 

for MDA remains a challenge. 

(8) Applications. Modelling the work flow in the field of business under the 

guidance of a meta-model in MDA. An example of this would be modelling the 

CRM system for communication carriers or devising architecture for the 

framework [114]. The integration of different systems in the application of a 

project may be achieved through conversion to a high level model. In addition, 

designing the meta-model of the same level conversion in a variety of data 

models [77] under the guidance of CWM is a current focus of the major 

companies. 

The appearance of MDA is playing a good role in improving software 

development efficiency and in enhancing portability, interoperability and 

maintainability of software. So in the object-oriented technology industry MDA 

is predicted as likely to be the software development methodology of choice in 

future years. However as previously mentioned, since its introduction by OMG 

in 2001 to the present day, MDA has had only lukewarm success. 
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2.4 Domain Specific Development 

2.4.1 Domain Specific Modelling 

Steven Kelly and Juha-Pekka Tolvanen tell us what Domain-Specific Modelling 

(DSM) is about. “Domain-Specific Modelling mainly aims to do two things. 

First, raise the level of abstraction beyond programming by specifying the 

solution in a language that directly uses concepts and rules from a specific 

problem domain. Second, generate final products in a chosen programming 

language or other form from these high level specifications. Usually the code 

generation is further supported by framework code that provides the common 

atomic implementations for the applications within the domain. The more 

extensive automation of application development is possible because the 

modelling language, code generator, and framework code need fit the 

requirements of a narrow application domain. In other words, they are domain 

specific and are fully under the control of their users.” 

(1) Higher Levels of Abstraction 

Abstractions are extremely relevant to software development. Throughout 

the history of software development, raising the level of abstraction has led to 

the greatest leaps forward in developer productivity. The most recent example 

was the move from Assembler to Third Generation Languages (3GLs), which 

happened decades ago. As we all know, 3GLs such as FORTRAN and C gave 

developers much more expressive power than Assembler and did so in format 

that was much easier to understand, yet compilers could automatically translate 

them into Assembler.  

According to Capers Jones’ Software Productivity Research, 3GLs increased 

developer productivity by an astonishing 450%. In contrast, the later 

introduction of object-oriented languages did not raise the abstraction level 

much further. For example, the same research suggests that Java allows 
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developers to be only 20% more productive than BASIC. Since the figures for 

C++ and C# do not differ much from Java, the use of newer programming 

languages can hardly be justified by claims of improved productivity. 

The great leap from compiler to 3GL benefits from improvement of abstract 

level. Each statement in C++, BASIC or JAVA is equal to several compiler 

instructions. The important is that these languages can automatically translate 

and compile instructions. This means that a line of manual code is equal to five 

lines of machine code from the angle of productivity,  

If raising the level of abstraction reduces complexity, then we need to ask 

ourselves how we can raise it even further. Figure 2.5 shows how developers at 

different times have bridged the abstraction gap between an idea in domain 

terms and its implementation [48]. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Bridging the Abstraction Gap of An Idea in Domain Terms and 
Its Implementation [48] 

 

The first step in developing any software is always to think of a solution in 

terms that relate to the problem domain. This will be a solution at a high 

abstraction level. An example here would be deciding whether we should first 
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ask for a person’s name or payment method during registration for a conference.  

Having found this solution, we would then move on to the second step and 

map that to a specification in some language. Here, with traditional 

programming, the developers map domain concepts to coding concepts: “wait 

for choice” maps to a “while loop” in code. With UML or other general-purpose 

modelling languages, developers map the problem domain solution to the 

specification with the modelling language in the same way as “wait for choice” 

triggers an action in an activity diagram.  

The third step then sees the full solution implemented giving the right 

conditions and code content for the loop code. However, if general-purpose 

modelling languages are used, there is an extra stage of mapping from model to 

code. It is most remarkable that developers still have to perform the first step 

without any tool support, especially when we know that mistakes in this phase 

of development are the most costly ones to resolve. Most of us will also argue 

that finding the right solution on this level is exactly what has been the most 

complex task. 

A traditional general modelling language like UML cannot further improve 

the abstraction level. This is because the abstraction level that is provided by 

their core model and programming language are same. When designing with 

UML, we still have to work directly with objects, their attributes, return values 

etc. A day spent on modelling work using a modelling tool supporting UML is 

still equal to a day spent on coding.    

Of course, UML has its own advantages e.g. the visual expression is easy to 

read and so we can get a holistic description. However, looking at the actual 

application of UML, we find that many developers feel that they have aspects 

remaining that they cannot express in the model and that they must take further 

steps to deal with these. There are many people who believe that UML is too 

complex, and hope that it can be reduced to its core elements. 
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By trying to do too much, UML fails to improve abstraction level.  

(2) Domain-Specific Modelling used to Improve Abstract Level  

How can we provide a higher abstraction level than 3GL? Perhaps we should 

stop trying to use a group of general programming language concepts for every 

type of application program. Instead we can use product specific concepts that 

can create unique visual representations. 

DSML tags together with the rules for using them and the relationships 

among them come directly from the problem domain, the target environment of 

the system. They provide a much higher abstract level than UML. The result is a 

design language that is rich in expression, with a clear boundary and 

specialising in defining the system run in the problem domain.  

For example, a DSM language used for developing a mobile phone system 

can use concepts like “Soft Button”, “menu”, “Send SMS” and “notification”. 

These concepts can be used in the mobile development domain but it is hard to 

apply them within the web system, ERP or commercial intelligent software. It is 

much easier to define a special domain-specific modelling language than to 

define a general language like UML or Java. It only takes a little modelling 

work to fully define a system. 

Because it contains so much functionality a domain-specific modelling 

language can automatically generate full code. It gets a graphical model from 

the core part of the development work then automatically generates all the codes 

and documents required.   

The model can provide both design and documentation. It can introduction a 

higher level of abstraction to the product and system and provide a direct source 

of code realisation. Documentation and reliability run through the whole life 

cycle of the system and are driven by the model.   

(3) Automation with Generators 
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While making a design before starting implementation makes a lot of sense, 

most companies want more from the models than just throwaway specification 

or documentation that often does not reflect what is actually built. UML and 

other code-level modelling languages often just add an extra stepping stone on 

the way to the finished product. Automatically generating code from the UML 

designs (automating the third step) would remove duplication of work, but this 

is where UML generally falls short. In practice, it is possible to generate only 

very little usable code from UML models. 

Who can easily write compile code by hand then keep it in synchronisation 

with their C++ code?   

A code generator is needed to generate full code from DSML. The mapping 

between model and code is defined in the generator. DSML needs a code 

generator to meet the requirements of the problem domain. That is to say, we 

need a means of ensuring that we can generate full code from DSM language as 

required while having full freedom to define how the language is mapped into 

code.  

In DSM, the generated code is functional, readable and efficient. Ideally it 

looks like code handwritten by the experienced developer who defined the 

generator. Here DSM differs from earlier CASE and UML tools. The generator 

is written by a company’s own expert developer who has written several 

applications in that domain. The code is thus just like the best in-house code at 

that particular company rather than the one-size-fits-all code produced by a 

generator supplied by a modelling tool vendor. 

At this point, we need to emphasise that code generation is not restricted to 

any particular programming language or paradigm. The generation target can be 

for instance, an object-oriented, structural or functional programming language. 

It can be in the form of a traditional programming language, a scripting 

language, data definitions or a configuration file. 
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(4) DSM Solution Evolves 

Changes to the DSM language and generators are more of the norm than an 

exception. A DSM solution should never be considered ready for use unless all 

the applications for that domain are already known. The DSM solution needs to 

be changed because the domain itself and related requirements change over time. 

Usually this leads to changes in the modelling language and related generators. 

If a change occurs only on the implementation side, like a new version of the 

programming language to be generated or the use of a new library, merely 

changing code generators can be adequate. This keeps the design models 

untouched and hides implementation details from developers using DSM.  

2.4.2 Architecture of Domain-Specific Model 

To get the DSM benefits of improved productivity, quality, and complexity 

hiding, we need to specify how the automation from high level models to 

running systems should work. For this task DSM proposes a three-level 

architecture on top of the target environment, as illustrated in Figure 2.6: 

 
Figure 2.6 Architecture of DSM 
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(1) Language 

A domain-specific language provides an abstraction mechanism to deal with 

complexity in a given domain. This is done by providing concepts and rules 

within a language that represent things in the application domain, rather than 

concepts of a given programming language. Generally, the major domain 

concepts map to modelling language objects, while others will be captured as 

object properties, connections, submodels, or links to models in other languages. 

Thus, the language allows developers to perceive themselves as working 

directly with domain concepts. The language is defined as a metamodel with 

related notation and tool support.  

Language provides the abstraction for development and as such is the most 

visible part for developers. In DSM, it is used to make the specifications that 

manual programmers would treat as source code. If the language is formed 

correctly, it should apply terms and concepts of a particular problem domain. 

This means that a domain-specific language is most likely useless in other 

problem domains. 

Generally the major domain concepts map to the main modelling concepts, 

while others will be captured as object properties, connections, submodels or 

links to models in other languages. This allows users of DSM to perceive  

themselves as working directly with domain concepts. The focus for the narrow 

domain is provided through language properties such as its modelling concepts, 

underlying model of computation, and notational symbols.  

General definitions adopted are also suitable for the domain-specific 

language. It is general recognised that the modelling language includes syntax 

and semantic. We further abstract syntax into abstract syntax and concrete 

syntax. The former represents language structure and grammatical rules. The 

latter deals with symbols used by the language and representation. Usually it is 

necessary to extend language and semantics to improve the abstract level of the 
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design and generate more concrete code.  

(2) Generator 

A generator specifies how information is extracted from the models and 

transformed into code. In the simplest cases, each modelling symbol produces 

certain fixed code, including the values entered into the symbol as arguments. 

The generator can also generate different code depending on the values in the 

symbol, the relationships it has with other symbols, or other information in the 

model. This code will be linked with the framework and compiled to a finished 

executable code. While creating a working DSM solution the objective is that 

after generation, additional manual effort to modify or extend the generated 

code is not needed. The generated code is thus simply an intermediate 

by-product on the way to the finished product, like .o files in C compilation.  

In DSM, code generators transform the model into codes which are 

interpreted or compiled into executable code. Code generator is helpful in 

realising the productivity claimed for the DSM method and in ensuring quality 

is achieved.  It does this by making the necessary changes automatically. From 

the viewpoint of the modeller, generated code is complete. It means generated 

code is full, executable and that quality is ensured. That is to say, there is no 

need for the manual rewriting of code or for additional manual operations on the 

codes after code generation. This is possible because both generator and 

modelling language are constructed to meet the requirements of a small domain, 

such as is used within a company. 

We must emphasise that this does not mean that all the codes used are 

automatically generated. This is also the reason why the domain framework and 

target environment exist. They may be generated from different models or 

manually written as is common today. The generator itself, like the domain 

framework and target environment is largely invisible to developers. This 

invisibility is similar to that of the black box or complier, which are also unseen 
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by the developers.  

Code generators are be classified in different ways. They can be divided into 

declarative and operational types and hybrid (mixed) versions are also in use. 

This kind of classification is based on methods used to specify the generator. 

The declarative type describes a mapping between source (meta-model) and 

target programming language. An example of the operational type would use 

graph transformation rules to define the necessary steps to generate target code 

from a given source model.  

(3) Domain Framework 

A domain framework provides the interface between the generated code and 

the underlying platform. In some cases, no extra framework code is needed and 

the generated code can directly call the platform components, whose existing 

services are enough. Often, though, it is good practice to define some extra 

utility code or components to make the generated code simpler. This framework 

code can range in size from components down to individual groups of 

programming language statements that occur commonly in code in the selected 

domain. Such components may already exist from earlier development efforts 

and products. 

In general, the generated code is not executed alone but rather together with 

additional code in some target environment. This target comes with platform 

code, the code that is already available with the target. 

2.4.3 Domian Specific Language 

The area of modelling language is not strange to most of us. The reason is that 

UMLs are so popular. However, the use of domain-specific modelling language 

is still novel. The idea of domain-specific languages has existed since the first 

computer languages were designed [60] in fact it probably contributed to the 

early proliferation of programming languages. Many years later, the idea that 
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drives the development of today’s languages remains nearly identical to that 

which emerged with the first languages. This idea is that an improved 

abstraction of the problem allows for the rapid creation and maintenance of a 

complex application [98]. A domain-specific language (DSL) is a language 

designed to provide a notation tailored toward an application domain, and is 

based only on the relevant concepts and features of that domain. As such, a DSL 

is a means of describing and generating members of a program family within a 

given domain, without the need for knowledge about general programming. By 

providing notations tailored to the application domain, a DSL offers substantial 

gains in productivity and even enables end-user programming [55]. 

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are being increasingly used as a realistic 

approach to address a program family. That is, a set of programs that shares 

enough commonalities to be considered as a whole. These programs may 

already exist or their development is anticipated. In this situation, in principle, 

software development can benefit from introducing a DSL in that (1) it offers 

concise and specific notations to express a member of the program family, and 

(2) it enables the development of safe code thanks to its restricted semantics and 

/ or requirements for additional information. 

Domain-specific languages are special languages defined for developers to 

resolve domain-specific problems. Martin Fowler believes [28] that DSLs are 

not a new idea and that the early “little language” of Unix, the use of lex and 

yacc to generate program code together with languages defined in LISP are all 

examples of application of DSLs technology. Karl Frank believes that [29] 

DSLs can refer to any domain-specific language, such as UML, XML and that 

even C# and Java may be considered as a domain-specific languages because 

they are aimed at special purposes (software development) and used in special 

situations though this a rather broader view. However, in terms of software 

development domains, C# and Java can be applied to various types of software 

development so we usually regard them as general-purpose languages. 
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Here we prefer to use a definition [16] that Steven Cook gives us, namely 

“domain-specific development”. DSLs are computer programming languages to 

resolve domain-specific problems. They provide fixed abstract concepts and 

symbols to fit to the domain. DSLs are usually small and focus on limiting the 

number of rules or instructions. However, ability of expression is limited 

compared with General Purpose Languages (GPLs) and such DSLs cannot 

operate complex data structure. So domain-specific language is called 

application domain language, “little” language or macro language and closed 

with script language. For example SQL, Unix, shells and makefiles with which 

we are familiar can all be considered as domain-specific languages [102, 104, 

88]. At present, application of domain-specific language has been introduced 

across various domains, such as graphics, financial products, phone switching 

systems, protocols, device driven programs, network routers and Robot 

Languages. Due to DSLs’ higher level of abstractness of domain, making use of 

DSL facilitates programming, validation and brings benefits of improved 

productivity, reliability and portability of products together with realisation of 

system level reuse [103].  

DSL presentations can be in the form of text only but can also use graphical 

symbols. Text has the advantages that it is easy for the computer to handle 

various useful operations such as search or replace string. Text also allows for a 

contrast of differences in text content, mergers and so on. Meanwhile, graphical 

presentations are easy to understand and can offer a master profile of the whole 

model as well as illustrating relationships between and among elements.  

Since DSLs are languages intended to deal with domain-specific problems, 

domain experts must be included among the necessary staff. Their skills are 

required even to define a suit of relatively simple syntax for domain-specific use 

that end users will later be able to modify themselves. One hope for the 

continuing use of a DSL is that it can evolve into a domain logic which the end 

users can modify unaided. Meanwhile the program developer can mainly focus 
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on development of the DSL’s supporting tools rather than on ever-changing 

domain requirements. With DSLs, many of the simpler software requirement or 

permissions can be controlled by end users who can adjust the software 

themselves. The more that can be controlled by DSLs, the lower the cost.  

Ideally, program developers can be freed to focus their efforts on more valuable 

work. But to say the least, even if only the developers use DSLs this is a big 

help in improving productivity in software development.  

2.5 Summary 

Software is becoming increasing large, complex and difficult to produce. Costs 

are increasing and software reliability is becoming more difficult to ensure. 

Software development brings many challenges. Core problems of software 

engineering research include how to shorten the development cycle, improve 

development efficiency and software quality and respond effectively to 

change-on demand. Driven by these requirements, MDD is becoming a new 

research hotspot for the software industry. It is predicted that it will be the most 

important software development methodology over the next several years 

At present, the research focus with MDD is on model-oriented modelling 

pattern and that of a single model. Seeking how best to realise MDD, the 

software industry is constantly exploring new methods, techniques and tools. 

MDA, which has been proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG), 

places the emphasis on using unified modelling language UML to build a 

domain system model. Other approaches advocate using DSLs designed 

according to target domain or DSMLs to establish models of target domain 

software systems. This shows that a combination of domain-specific 

development and model driven development is an important direction for 

research and practice. This chapter explains the relevant content and progress of 

MDA, which is the most representative of the model driven developments. The 

method for domain-specific development studied by the thesis is the model 
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driven development method. This is described from the viewpoint of 

domain-specific modelling, architecture of domain-specific modelling and 

domain-specific languages.  
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Chapter 3  

Related Work 

3.1 Introduction to Domain Specific Development 

Domain-Specific Development is not new. In 1976, David Parnas introduced 

the concept of families of programs in his paper “On the Design and 

Development of Program Families” [81]. He also drew attention to the 

possibility of using a program generator to create the family members. In 1986, 

Jon Bentley in his column in the journal Communications of the ACM pointed 

out that much of what we do as programmers is the invention of “little 

languages” [4]  that solve particular problems. Later in 1994, the popular and 

seminal book DesignPatterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software, 

by Gamma, Helm, Johnson and Vlissides (also known as the “Gang of Four” 

book), introduced the Interpreter pattern. According to the authors, the intent of 

this pattern is: “Given a language, (to) define a representation of its grammar 

along with an interpreter that uses the representation to interpret sentences in the 

language.” But it is only relatively recently that Domain-Specific Development 

has begun to gain widespread acceptance in the IT industry. Domain-Specific 

Development is closely related to many emerging initiatives from other authors 

and organisations, of which the following is a partial list. 

3.2 Model Driven Development 

The majority of MDA research deals with PIM, PSM and transformations 

between these models. However, the scientific community has not expressed 

much interest in computational independent models and few proposals defining 

CIMs exist [70, 78, 79]. 
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Regarding the model driven development and language family supporting 

environment, literature has been put forward to describe [61] PKUMoDEL 

(Peking University Model Driven Development Environment for Languages 

Family). This is a modelling environment based on UML 2.0 with an integrated 

body of meta-modelling environment based on MOF that can be seamlessly 

integrated into the blue bird component library management platform and other 

middleware platforms. Other literature [117] gives an analysis of problems that 

must be faced currently in the management of software development and puts 

forward a business-oriented software integrated platform (BOSIP) as the basis 

of the problem solving process. This literature also describes the model driven 

implementation techniques of the BOSIP system together with a study of model 

driven principles and expresses a point of view on the run-time driven model. 

Literature [12] describing research into embedded systems gives a design 

method for a model driven embedded system. In the development of WEB 

applications, literature [43] starts from the requirements of model 

transformations and puts forward a WEB application development method for 

combining software architecture with MDD as validated by the J2EE platform. 

In key algorithms used by enterprises in Heterogeneous Data Integration and the 

realisation of technology based on semantics and models, literature [116] puts 

forward a proto system of semantic model driven HDSI. Other literature [119] 

puts forward an automated method for executing distribution testing of model 

driven, designed and realised distributed test executable models. This is 

achieved through scheduling and deployment models leading to the building of 

a test executable distribution-oriented framework. With the constant increase in 

the existing number of web services, study is now turning to address the issue of 

how to make use of current Web services to create new and more complex Web 

services. Literature [44] puts forward a combined Web service development 

method driven by transforming the MDA model, according to the static 

modelling aspects of Web composition. Here, a static-structure method is put 

forward to build both platform-independent and platform-dependent Web 
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services and transformation rules between these are given. 

Meanwhile as a standardisation method for conversion from PIM to PSM 

has not yet been completed, IBM, Borland, Oracle and other large software 

developers remain cautious on tool support for MDA. Though they are 

following each other in providing development tools that provide some of the 

functions necessary for MDA they do not comply fully with the definition of 

MDA norms as defined by OMG. With IBM adding MDA functions in Rational, 

and in the open-source projects of Eclipse together with EMF (Eclipse 

Modelling Framework), which is an innovative system project of MDA code 

generation, we can see that IBM is also poised for further explorations in 

developing MDA technology.  

In contrast to the caution of the large software developers in the industry, 

a number of small and medium-sized companies are particularly active. These 

include such well known products as Arc-Styler from Interactive Objects, 

OptimalJ from Compuware Corporation and AndroMDA. These companies 

have already integrated MDA technology into their own enterprise-class 

solution software. This software has already been widely used and has achieved 

remarkable results [87]. 

MDA research is more active in the modelling of simulation systems. 

Successful MDA simulation modelling product applications have appeared with 

SMP2 developed by the European Space Agency. Here, the main goal is to use 

open standards to improve portability of the models in different simulation 

environments and on different platforms together with improvements in model 

reuse and development efficiency. SMP2 has been successfully applied to 

simulation tools in such projects as the Galileo satellite positioning system, a 

general project test-bed and the Rosetta spacecraft simulator [99]. In addition, 

SM plicity [86, 82, 83] developed by the Australian company Calytrix, is a 

simulation component used to assistant developers. This is based on a MDA 

design method for the rapid development of a HLA simulation integrated 
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development environment. It supports the full processes of design, development, 

deployment and management of HLA simulation projects. 

Most other relevant areas of research are based on MDA applications of 

MOF. Literature here [126] puts forward a GIS application development model 

based on MDA. According to a CAPP (Computer Aided Process Planning) data 

model and different areas of business needs together with various CAPP process 

chart based solutions, Literature [41] puts forward an XML model driven 

solution to CAPP customised information release. Further literature [100] 

presents a model driven intelligent form of design method, which is 

e-government-oriented. This is based on supporting the business object library 

by making an analysis of traditional forms of development techniques and the 

current main forms of intelligent products. Addressing the difficulties faced 

during the design process in current disaster recover systems, Literature [113] 

puts forward a design for a disaster recovery system based on model driven 

decision-making support. Literature [42, 50] constructs a meta-model based on 

a meta object facility using SACRED （Subject, Action, Data, Constrain, Event, 

Relation）to define the model and a further-developed development tool PureX 

supporting MDA based on the SACRED meta-model. The tool supports 

development from model creation through to code generation, and even the 

generation of the final executable system process. It also supports a simulation 

of the implementation of the model. 

3.3 Language Oriented Programming 

The cycle of software development has been lengthening resulting in the need to 

expend a great deal of manpower, material and financial resources. This has to 

some extent hindered the development of the software industry. Sergey 

Dimitriev, founder and CEO of the JetBrains company, in his article 

"Language-Oriented Programming: The Next Programming Paradigm", 
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describes methods of "language-oriented programming" that is the creation of a 

domain-specific language to solve a particular programming problem. This is in 

order to cut down the length of the software development cycle for some 

domain-specific problems. 

At present, the major research companies are competing with LOP [21] 

(Language Oriented Programming) system platforms.  Examples include MDA 

from IBM, software factories from Microsoft and MPS from JetBrains. These 

tools are in an initial stage of development. Although they differ in form, the 

basic principles of each involve converting a domain-specific model or 

language into a general programming language (such as Java, C + +) and to 

compile to generate executable program [101].  

Meta Programming System (MPS) is a new programming environment 

which makes it easy for the developer to define new specialised languages that 

can be used as required together with any other language. Such new languages 

also have full IDE support with code completion, navigation, refactoring and 

more. Specialised support (such as special editors) can be added if necessary. 

Existing languages can be extended with new features [45]. MPS eliminates the 

programmer's dependence on languages and environments giving more freedom 

and power to the programmer. It makes programming easier, more fun and more 

productive. MPS is an implementation of Language Oriented Programming 

whose goal is to make defining languages as natural and easy as defining classes 

and methods is today 

The ideas underlying LOP and MPS are not new and have actually been 

around for more than 20 years [54, 20]. The term Language Oriented 

Programming itself has been around for at least 10 years [118]. Martin Fowler 

gives us the traditions of language oriented programming such as Unix Little 

Languages, Lisp, Active Data Models, Adaptive Object Models, XML 

Configuration Files and GUI Builders [28]. 
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A program in LOP is not a set of instructions. Instead a program is any 

unambiguous solution to a problem. Or, more exactly: A program is any 

precisely defined model of a solution to some problem in some domain, 

expressed using domain concepts. 

In LOP, a language is defined by three main things: Structure, editor and 

semantics. Its structure defines its abstract syntax, what concepts are supported 

and how they can be arranged. Its editor defines its concrete syntax, how it 

should be rendered and edited. Its semantics define its behaviour, how it should 

be interpreted and / or how it should be transformed into executable code. Of 

course, languages can also have other aspects, such as constraints and type 

systems [21]. 

Martin Fowler divides LOP into two broader styles: External DSLs and 

Internal DSLs. External DSLs are written in a different language to the main 

(host) language of the application and are transformed into it using some form 

of compiler or interpreter. The Unix little languages, active data models and 

XML configuration files all fall into this category. Internal DSLs morph the host 

language itself into a DSL. The Lisp tradition is the best example of this. 

The biggest advantage of External DSLs is that any form can be used 

freely. The biggest shortcoming is the lack of symbolic integration, namely DSL 

is not really connected into the host language. The host language environment 

cannot check code written by external DSLs. Now that the programming 

environment is becoming more complex, this is becoming an increasing serious 

problem.   

For many people, one of the advantages of External DSLs is that they can 

be dynamically handled while they are being run. This facilitates modification 

as amendments can be put into effect with no need for recompilation. This is 

also one important reason why XML configuration files are so popular in the 

Java world. Although calculating external expressions at run-time is a major 
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problem for static compiled languages there are many other languages that can 

do so easily so the above-mentioned problem is becoming less and less 

important. At present, there are many people interested in languages that bring 

together compile-time and run-time, for example IronPython in .NET. So 

IronPython as an Internal DSL can be dynamically evaluated in the context of 

the system most developed by C#.  This is a very common technology in the 

UNIX world together with C / C + + and script language.  

The merits and demerits of Internal DSLs are the opposite of those of 

External DSLs eliminating obstacles to integration with the symbol languages. 

They can also make full use of the strengths of host languages and their related 

supporting tools. Lisp and adaptive object model are examples of DSLs. The 

internal DSL forms feature Lisp or Smalltalk rather than Java or C#. In fact, the 

advocators of dynamic language believe that it is one of main advantages of the 

dynamic language. But internal DSLs are limited by the syntax and structure of 

the host language. Because internal DSLs are close to their programming 

languages, when something to be expressed is not well mapped to the 

programming language itself, this may be a difficulty. For example, there are 

layer concepts in enterprise application software. To a large extent, these layers 

can be defined by package constructs of the programming language. However, 

the dependence rules among these layers are hard to define.  

3.4 Domain Specific Modelling 

Steven Kelly and Juha-Pekka Tolvanen have elaborated what is meant by 

domain-specific modelling [49]. The main ideas of DSM are first to improve the 

abstract level beyond programming while specifying the language for the 

solution and secondly to generate target code by using selected programming 

languages or other methods generated from high-level specifications. It is 

believed that the main benefits brought by the application of DSM, such as 

improvements in productivity and quality as well as the ability of the whole 
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development team to share specialised knowledge are hard to achieve by other 

development methods. Kelly and Tolvanen also introduce DSM tools such as: 

(1) The domain-oriented modelling environment (DOME) researched and 

created by Honeywell laboratory and used exclusively for their own projects.  

(2) MetaEdit the forerunner of MetaEdit+ was developed by Smolander in 

1991. It is composed of general modelling tools and the support of its modelling 

language is provided by binary metafiles. Its meta-modelling language is based 

on OPRR (Smolander, 1991) and is an example of the reuse of existing work. 

OPRR was originally developed by Welke (Welke, 1988) and is applied in 

QuickSpec (Meta Systems, 1989).  

(3) The framework of the TBK (Tool Builders Kit) and ToolBuilder 

metaCASE systems were initially reported in Alderson framework and later 

commercialised by IPSYS. 

Domain-specific modelling has been successfully applied in many 

industrial domains with the productivity of these domains being increased by 

5-10 times. This is an area in which many companies seem worried about 

revealing the basis of their competitive advantage. In the open reference 

literature, only a few have openly given examples and results of case studies. 

One example is the Nokia Series 60 / Python [22] which gives an in-depth 

explanation of an example of DSM used in mobile applications as well as 

examples of microcontroller programming [23]. It shows how the DSM is 

applied in an embedded system with limited resources. The language menus of 

the family of automation systems used an 8 bit microcontroller. 

3.5 Generative Programming 

“Generative programming: method, tools and application” written by Krzysztof 

Czarnecki and Ulrich W. Eisenecker [17] discusses how to automatically 

generate an application program, especially in domain engineering and feature 
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modelling and also provides a detailed discussion on different program 

generation technologies. A regular meeting on the theme “generative 

programming and component engineering” (GPCE) is held committed to the 

topics of this research. 

Generative programming (Figure 3.1) is such a technology. The 

characteristics of the technology are not concerned with the final program, but 

with the generator program. Its input is in domain code and the final program is 

output in object code. The domain code is expressed in DSL [18, 93]. 

 

Figure 3. 1 Workflow of Generative Programming 

 

The different applications of generative technologies depend on how 

DSLs is defined, how editing will be carried out and how the generator itself 

will access the language. Krzysztof Czarnecki and Ulrich W. Eisenecker 

summarise the possibilities [17]. 

Charles Simonyi gives other methods using generative technology to help 

resolve the complexity of software development. Code generation is the most 

common way used in the generative method. For example, a template library, 

like STL [71] uses code generation technology. CASE from the 1980’s can 

generate standard COBOL or C applications as well as a fixed generator from 

specialised diagrams. If the components of the generator library cannot satisfy 

user requirements, then users have to maintain the generated COBOL or C code. 

More specifically, if the generator library of components available to resolve 

user problems is satisfactory then code generation can be effective. Reference 

[15] gives a current and comprehensive list of existing code generators. 

L. Robert Varney and D. Stott Parker present a new generative interface 
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oriented-programming method and suggest that transformations between source 

code and output code play a complementary role in interface-oriented 

programming design [110].  

With the increasing scale of software, complexity is growing ever higher 

and higher. How to efficiently develop software of high-quality and how to 

effectively maintain and update software are key issues for current software 

methodology. To achieve these goals, various effective methods and 

technologies have appeared one after another. Krzysztof Czarnecki and U. 

Eisenecker seek to harmonise some advanced methods and technologies by 

presenting a new software engineering paradigm in the form of generative 

programming design. It is based on software system modelling to develop a 

given requirement specification and the use of configuration knowledge to 

achieve automatic configuration of basic and reusable components as required 

to generate customised, optimal software products. The basis of generative 

programming design is a system-oriented generative domain model. This model 

includes three basic components: the problem domain, the solution domain and 

configuration knowledge connecting these two domains. The generative 

program design includes various separate development cycles. These are the 

design and realisation of the generative domain model, providing the support 

necessary for reusable development, the use of the generative domain model to 

generate the actual software system and finally supporting development applied 

in reuse [26]. 

Neither can the current generative programming method be effectively 

applied in the development of complex software systems (such as information 

systems), nor can the software be reused at the analysis and design levels. The 

literature [125] presents a generative programming method based on refinement 

characteristics. Here a feature model is used to describe the basic concepts and 

characteristics of the domain. Next, a method of feature refinement is used to 

refine the model into a set of basic characteristics together with the relationships 
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between the basic features. This is used to explain how the features are to be 

realised. Finally the basic features are mapped into components that are used to 

construct the system as a whole according to a system feature model for 

assembling the components. Problems that object-oriented theory finds hard to 

resolve are analysed in the literature [124] and a way of thinking of using 

generative programming to construct general domain models and low-coupling 

modules according to such issues is presented. This takes Aspect Oriented 

Programming (AOP) as an example, and lists its main methods together with an 

analysis of their merits and demerits and goes on to compare pattern realisation 

by traditional OO methods and pattern implementation with Observer. 

3.6 Intentional Software 

The purpose of Intentional Software is to develop an environment in which all 

of the program design is based on a specific domain. Domain workbench 

technology is used to express the program and the model as data and to provide 

a wide range of channels for the use of domain specific text and graphics syntax 

to render programs and models and to interact with them. Enterprises have 

invested considerable time and money to develop such software, but the 

knowledge and insights obtained in the development have then disappeared in 

the details of the code or even in the best case scenario they only exist in the 

document which has a weak link back to the source code. There is potential 

value to be found in the intention behind the software. This is why this method 

is called intentional software. Intentional Software is a software company 

created by Charles Simonyi. It focuses on the development of software tools 

that can deliver functional control to the users [108]. The approach also 

embodies the principles of intentional programming that feature in the current 

programming software movement [94]. Its goal is to "to accelerate innovation 

by allowing experts from the business domain to participate in the generating 

process." 
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Intentional software captures tremendous value that often disappears in 

the process of design and development and makes it become part of the software. 

Using intentional software, domain knowledge is obtained rather than lost. All 

of the software stakeholders including programmers, domain experts and others 

are able to clearly express their own design intentions in the code. This 

increases the quality and value of the software and is mainly realised by making 

software development, maintenance and modification easier. 

Intentional software provides a software method that can separate 

enterprise knowledge from software engineering. Business specialists directly 

use domain knowledge and symbols with which they are familiar. Capgemin is 

developing a new Pension Workbench. Here, old-age insurance experts use 

Pension Domain Language (PDL) to express their knowledge. PDL follows a 

format and terminology of their domains with which they are already familiar. 

The corresponding applications are generated from generators created by 

programmers who do their best to create a simple, reusable and reliable program. 

Innovation is accelerated in a creative team where everyone has an effective 

way to express their intentions. 

A WYSIWYG editor can simplify the process of document creation by 

separating document content from document layout. Automated re-use of 

existing layouts can facilitate changing document content. In the same way, 

intentional software simplifies software creation. Domain-dependent software 

content can be separated from the software itself so that when the content 

changes the software can be automatically regenerated. In this way, domain 

experts and programmers can work in parallel in their respective areas of 

expertise while repeated instances of software completion can be automated. 

Intentional software is provided through the tool of the domain workbench. 

During the process of software creation, several domains can be defined, created, 

edited, transformed and integrated by the tool. Its key features include many 

domain-related unified representations, which can simply access program 
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generators through many projection-domain editable symbols. 

Charles Simonyi, Magnus Christerson and Shane Clifford give a creative 

workflow for intentional software as shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3. 2 Creative Workflow for Intentional Software [69] 

 

Effective evolution and maintenance of the software needs adequate 

documents to be provided in software development. However, continuous 

evolution of the software means that documents and software code may not 

keep pace. Intentional software has put forward a document technology to 

address this problem. The creation of such a view is not a trivial task, Tom 

Tourwe, Johan Brichau1 and others have proposed using a learning algorithm to 

create the viewpoint of intentional software. This algorithm comes from an 

extensional software viewpoint, which is easier to build. The method combines 

the advantages of the viewpoint of intentional software and the characteristics of 

a more easily constructed extensional view [105]. 

3.7 Software Factory 

Software factories are described in “Software Factories: Assembling 

Applications with Patterns, Models, Frameworks, and Tools” written by Jack 

Greenfield, Keith Short, Steve Cook and Stuart Kent [36].  

Software Factory is an implementation solution given by Microsoft for the 

development of model driven research. It combines passive content such as 

pattern, model, DSLs, components and help documentation with dynamic 
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content such as custom tools, customised processes, templates, guides and 

testing. All these are integrated into Visual Studio, the use of which produces a 

particular type of solution. Software Factory is also a Microsoft strategy for 

initiative in the field with DSL featuring as an important part of the initiative. A 

software factory is a production line, which configures unitised content and 

guidance for extendable development tools, such as Microsoft's VSTS (Visual 

Studio Team System). These are carefully designed to build a variety of specific 

applications. Software Factory contains three main ideas: a software factory 

model, a software factory template and an extendible development environment. 

If the software factory model is compared to a recipe, then the software factory 

model is just like a bag of groceries containing the various components listed in 

the recipe. What’s more, the extensible development environment such as VSTS 

is like the kitchen used for cooking the food [36]. 

The literature [81] presents a belief that a product family provides an 

environment in which many problems are very common to members of the 

family and can be resolved collectively. Based on the above thinking, in order to 

construct the software product line, the software factory provides a full solution 

by understanding the environment and managing changes among software 

products [14, 37]. 

Instead of waiting for perhaps unlikely special circumstances in which the 

software can be reusable, software factories systematically capture data relating 

to members of a specific product family group in the form of assets, such as 

patterns, frameworks, models and tools. These assets are then systematically 

applied in the automated development of new family members. This reduces 

costs, reduces product time to market and improves product quality compared 

with one-off development. 

Of course, development of the software factory necessary to achieve the 

above objectives still involves development costs. In other words, the software 

factory embodies visible trade-offs of cost-effectiveness to be found in the 
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product line as a whole. Competitive advantage is not achieved by generating 

multiple copies; instead it comes from generating many related but unique 

products or product variants, such as the document for a series of case studies 

with costs being spread across the product line. We believe that the key to 

industrialisation is effective cost control in the construction and operation of 

software factories. Jack Greenfield and Keith Short give us an example of an 

operational software factory. 

The Software Factory’s core ideology is focused on a software product 

line, component-based development and model driven development. Its 

innovation lies in the integration of these into a cohesive framework supporting 

new tools and new practices. By combining model driven technology and the 

principal product lines, software factory has ushered in a new application 

development model. Its development tools provide high levels of extensibility. 

Development tools in the model bring fast, inexpensively configured, 

domain-specific development. 

3.8 Summary 

In order to better realise model driven development, the software industry is 

constantly exploring new methods, technologies and tools. These include: 

Model Driven Architecture (MDA), Language-Oriented Programming (LOP), 

Language Workbenches, Generative Programming (GP), Intention 

Programming (IP), Software Factories and Domain-Specific Modelling (DSM). 

Based on a review of the above methods and technologies, this chapter argues 

that all of these are involved in addressing the same problem: how to implement 

a description of the system model of the target domain? This is the problem that 

must be properly resolved before the goal of realising model driven 

development can be fully achieved. This thesis aims to find a new solution for 

the promotion and application of the model driven development method by 

researching and exploring the DSM-based method and its meta-modelling 
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languages and go on to lay a foundation for the further development of the 

model driven method. 
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Chapter 4  

A General Implementation Framework 

Supporting DSM Methods 

4.1 Overview 

DSM is a member of a large family of model driven development methods. It 

provides us with new research ideas and trends in the use of model driven 

development in creating software systems. Unlike other Model Driven 

development methods, there is no formal guidance framework for the 

implementation and application of DSM. One problem that needs to be further 

researched and explored is how to make best use of DSM methods and hence 

improve technical practice in software engineering projects.    

In this chapter, a general implementation framework is put forward 

according to the characteristics of DSM methods. The framework also takes 

account of traditional methods of organising software engineering, management 

technologies, systematic engineering methods, software architecture, etc. This 

instructive implementation framework is given at the engineering application 

level and includes a consideration of engineering methods for implementing 

DSM methods, division of developer’s roles, development architecture, 

development environment and modelling language. 

Any software engineering methodology must have an appropriate 

application of core values, namely values that practitioners of the methodology 

accept and conform to. This is a fundamental body of knowledge and ideas that 

forms the cornerstone of the methodology. Practice without such values is just a 

wild potpourri of activities. At the BOF meeting of OOPSLA 2003, experts 
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defined a group of core values for Model Driven software development [111]. 

 Verification of software under development is more important than 

verification of software requirements.  

 Level of domain-related assets, including model, component, framework, 

generator, language and technology were identified. 

 Automatic output of software constructed according to the domain 

model, while at the same time, consciously differentiating between 

software factory construction and software application.  

 It is believed that the software development supply chain will come to 

the top, which leads to domain-related specialisation as well as to mass 

customisation.  

The establishment of a DSM implementation framework actually provides a 

practical method of embodying the above values. The core values that DSM 

methods have mainly embodied in practice are as follows.    

(1) Reduce the gap between system requirements and system realisation 

There is a large gap between requirement description and software realisation. 

Requirement description is a specification description with a high-level of 

abstraction, while coding is carried out at a low level in the description of 

system implementation. It is a long process to turn an abstract software 

requirement into an actual software system using traditional software 

development methods. During the process, because there is deviation between 

requirements as expressed by users and requirements as understood by 

developers, the software system is unlikely to turn out be exactly as the users 

expected. The corresponding domain application system model generated by 

modelling can effectively build a bridge for better communication between 

users and developers. Therefore, it is requirement that the level of abstraction of 

the model should be neither too high nor too low otherwise it will be very 
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difficult to achieve the desired effect. Although current UML modelling 

technology is widely used, the results have not been as good as expected. One 

of the main reasons is that there is big gap between the UseCase diagram used 

to capture user requirements and the Class diagram that supports system 

realisation. A UseCase diagram can only describe system requirements 

informally and at a very abstract level. Meanwhile, a Class diagram gives a 

solution at a level that is very close to implementation code and is a visual 

representation of the code layer. At the same time, system users usually cannot 

easily understand the information expressed in class diagrams. Therefore, even 

use of UML modelling technology cannot effectively guarantee good 

communication. Unlike modelling methods using a modelling language, UML 

design is based on an object-oriented paradigm. DSM emphasises 

domain-specific modelling languages (DSMLs) to create an application model. 

The design philosophy of the domain-specific modelling language resides at a 

level above that of the implementation layer. It also uses formal modelling 

elements that are closer to the target domain to directly describe the system. 

This means that the system modeller can work directly at the domain layer to 

build a system modelling solution. It also not only allows users within the 

domain to understand and analyse the domain model using domain knowledge 

they are familiar with, but also enables final implementation code to be 

generated from the domain model using the code generator supporting the 

domain model. It can effectively narrow the gap between system requirements 

and system realisation and so effectively enhance the usefulness of the model. 

(2) Full reuse of domain-related assets. 

As the demand for software increases, the requirment for application 

software is also growing and the software industry continues to pursue the goal 

of finding better ways to develop high quality software systems. There is 

considerable evidence to support the view that software reuse is an effective 

method. Research into a component-based approach to development methods 
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based on an application platform framework is now moving towards seeking to 

increase the amount of reusable software and practical applications have been 

achieving good results. However, these methods are limited in the range of 

general software development methods used to study software reuse. For 

example, current developments based on components or application frameworks 

concentrate on the design and development of the components or frameworks. 

The emphasis is on universal properties and adaptability and on trying to use 

these to resolve all software problems. In the end, this just leads to the 

components or frameworks becoming huge and more and more complex. 

Studying how to use them can be more difficult than learning a programming 

language. How best to use them to realise the dream of reuse is a dilemma 

facing many developers. Any development organisation that has engaged in 

domain-specific development for a long time will have accumulated many 

domain related assets such as, domain system platforms, frameworks, 

components and technologies. One main target of DSM research is to efficiently 

integrate these assets to achieve better reuse. In DSM methodology, system 

development is carried out at the domain-related asset layer. It can encapsulate 

the common features of the domain application system into the platforms, 

frameworks, components etc of the domain application infrastructure. 

Meanwhile, those differences that are domain-specific are extracted and 

analysed to form the modelling elements of the domain model. The domain 

model enables the description and reuse of domain-specific knowledge that 

cannot be easily captured in reusable components. This underlying technology 

facilitates automated code generation and without the need for further input 

from the domain-application modeller can handle many aspects relating to the 

platform, framework and components. So, the domain-application modellers are 

free to pay attention to the organisation and construction of related domain 

application business without the need to master reuse implementation 

technology. Therefore, compared with traditional reuse technology, DSM 

methodology puts forward a new means of implementation and software reuse. 
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Full reuse of domain knowledge can be achieved through comprehensive use of 

its basic framework, modelling language and modelling tools. 

(3) Development of the meta-model allows for the automated creation of 

the domain application from the domain application model. 

Auto-creation of the application system is one of the targets of many Model 

Driven development methods. They try to find a general technology which can 

automatically generate various software systems. Unfortunately, as far as 

current development technology is concerned, this target has proven to be 

difficult to achieve. However, the early successful use of the CASE tool, which 

is used to generate systems with fixed applications, shows that if the 

implementation range is limited to one particular domain, difficulties are 

effectively reduced and the feasibility of automatically generated software can 

be greatly improved. However, many restricting factors make it difficult to 

expand the use of CASE tools. One of the main problems is that these CASE 

tools lack sufficient flexibility so users cannot modify and customise them 

according to their own requirements. So, the final automatically generated 

application system can barely satisfy the users’ actual application requirements. 

At the same time, current technical and cost restraints mean it is not practicable 

to allow the developers of each domain to design and develop their own CASE 

tools to suit that specific domain. Therefore, the essential issue is not that CASE 

tools are not good but that they are neither available in large numbers nor 

sufficiently flexible and powerful. Similarly, the same questions also exist in 

Model Driven development. How can we rapidly design and develop a suitable 

modelling language and realise auto-creation of application systems by the 

modelling language? In addressing these questions, solutions given by DSM 

methods realise the development and construction of modelling tools by 

introducing meta-modelling and the use of modelling tools to build a domain 

model of the application system and so realise auto-creation. DSM methods 

emphasise meta-modelling infrastructure as well as the importance of 
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meta-modelling activities. Here, the main value lies in reducing the 

implementation threshold for developing a domain-specific modelling language 

and providing a low-cost means for rapidly developing and constructing a 

suitable modelling language together with the modelling tools required by the 

developer. So, it is helpful to enrich domain-specific modelling languages and to 

promote the range of applications for auto-creation software.  

DSM as a special Model Driven development approach still has some main 

features that are different from other Model Driven development methods. If we 

want to get a general implementation framework for DSM methods, we need to 

analyse and research its characteristics as well as its emphasis in project 

implementation. Only in this way can we propose a general implementation 

framework suited to DSM methods.   

The importance of using and implementing DSM methods is embodied in 

two terms: “domain-specific” and “modelling”: 

“Domain-specific” refers to both functional and non-functional requirements 

and features that reside within an area covered by a group of application 

systems with similar software requirements. During the process of DSM 

implementation, it is necessary to analyse the domain-specific system in order 

to recognise both the common and the different characteristics of the target 

application system. These characteristics can be structural, functional, or 

non-functional, or they can belong to the mechanisms that regulate the business 

process. They are further selected and abstracted so that the domain concepts of 

the target modelling system can be obtained and to provide the reusable 

specification, design and architecture information necessary for “modelling”. 

The difference compared with other Model Driven development methods is that 

with DSM methods the implementation focus is mainly on carrying out 

modelling development based on identifying variations among the domain 

systems, rather than on fully constructing a software system by modelling 

everything over again from beginning to end.   
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During software development, “modelling” usually shows establishment 

activities at an abstract level of the software. “Modelling” in DSM includes two 

main activities: domain meta-modelling and application system modelling. 

These modelling activities are in different phases and are at two different levels 

of abstraction. Of these, domain meta-modelling is a basic modelling activity of 

the DSM approach and represents the keynote of the entire process of DSM 

project implementation. This is also an important aspect in which DSM methods 

differ from other Model Driven development methods. For example, building an 

application model by using the general modelling language UML is given 

greater emphasis in MDA. Although it provides MOF as the meta-modelling 

infrastructure, meta-modelling is not a keystone modelling activity of MDA 

methodology. UML used as a main modelling tool cannot effectively embody 

domain characteristics. But in DSM, meta-modelling is a very important means 

of realising domain-specific modelling. The relevant domain knowledge can be 

utilised in common specifications and design for domain application systems by 

meta-modelling. This extends the range of usable information to high-level 

abstractions in the analysis and design phases. In this way, the cost of domain 

application modelling is reduced and the domain application system can be 

developed more efficiently. Essentially, DSM is a software development method 

based on domain-specific analysis that works through domain meta-modelling 

and domain application modelling. Therefore, a “domain-specific” approach 

and “modelling” are core elements of any DSM general implementation 

framework. 

4.2 Thinking of System Engineering 

4.2.1 Characteristics of Systems Engineering 

The late computer scientist Edsger Wybe Dijkstra once said, "The art of 

programming is to deal with the complexity of the arts." In software engineering, 
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the activities involved in developing software include identification, 

decomposition and isolation and these must deal with the various complex 

situations that may be encountered. The same activities are also key aspects of a 

variety of systems engineering methods. Applying such engineering methods 

can help us to control the complexity of the project, and to resolve or reduce the 

impact of those complexities which may bring risks to a software project. Such 

methods can also be an appropriate means of reducing costs and shortening 

development time. 

DSM is a development method based on domain-analysis. It defines the 

modelling and solving of the target domain within a certain range in order to 

seek specific solutions according to the characteristics of that domain. This 

helps in the design and development of the target software system, as to a 

certain extent, this can simplify the complexity that exists in the process of 

domain-specific software development. At the same time, the complexity of a 

software engineering project is not only determined by the software itself for it 

is also generated by the environment in which the software must be created and 

implemented and through the influence of the various stakeholders in the 

software creation process. From the perspective of the system, strong coupling 

effects exist in the environment, in the software and in the people. They are 

generally in the form of a special kind of complex system which is emergent, 

instable, nonlinear, in-definable and unpredictable etc. Examples include: there 

is no strictly linear relationship between system complexity and the number of 

functional modules that comprise the system; there is no inevitable positive 

correlation relationship between system development efficiency and the number 

of people involved in system development; each individual in the system 

development team is likely to understand and grasp only that system 

information that is local to them; and no one is well aware of the entire system 

plus each segment of the development process. System requirements, running 

platform, changes in and evolution of implementation technologies are not 
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completely predictable during system planning and design stages. System 

science research offers some effective and important theories and 

methodologies to refer to when dealing with such problems. When we use the 

DSM approach in specific software projects, introducing and borrowing ideas 

from some of the theories and methods of systems engineering can offer 

significant guidance in building a framework for the implementation of DSM 

methods. 

4.2.2 Engineering Thinking Based on Hall Three 

Dimensional Structures 

In software engineering, characteristics such as description, logic, norms and 

artistry are intertwined and constitute the unique thought processes of software 

engineering together with its theoretical basis, basic procedures and process 

flows. In the practice of software engineering based on Model Driven 

development, DSM is a solution which focuses on technology to ensure a 

complex software engineering project can be successfully carried out and 

implemented. Besides general technical methods we must also consider 

engineering implementation methods and procedures together with staffing and 

other factors. 

In the research and application of systems engineering, a variety of scientific 

working methods and procedures have been gradually explored, accumulated 

and summarised. In 1969, American systems engineer, A.D. Hall put forward a 

method with universal significance in the application of systems engineering. 

This is the "Hall-three-dimensional structure." Its appearance provided a unified 

way of thinking for resolving issues in the planning, organisation and 

management of large complex systems.  We can learn from it to specify a 

unified engineering way of thinking for a general implementation framework 

for the DSM method. This is in the form of a spatial structure composed of a 

time dimension, a logic dimension and a knowledge dimension. Figure 4.1.  
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illustrates such a structure showing each step of a project using the DSM 

method together with the relevant scope of knowledge: 

 

 
Figure 4. 1 Hall Three Dimensional Structure from Systems 

Engineering 
 
 

(1) Time Dimension 

The time dimension refers to the chronology of the implementation process 

from planning through to updating. In software engineering, it is performed as 

an iterative cycle for the engineering project. The implementation process can 

be divided into six stages (shown a-f below) by integrating this into software 

development with DSM. 

(a) Domain analysis phase 

This involves investigating and researching the domain-specific system to be 

developed, defining the domain characteristics of the target system and based on 
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this, producing a domain definition together with a scope definition. Domain 

analysis differs from requirement analysis, whose main objectives are to 

establish basic concepts, to identify the scope of the domain model, to gain an 

understanding of requirements that are common to the various systems in the 

domain, to reveal the commonalities and differences among the application 

systems within the domain and to produce a reference architecture model that 

can be adapted to all applications of the domain . 

(b) Infrastructure design phase 

The objectives of this phase include gathering the reusable components, basis 

library, specifications, etc. for the domain-specific system architecture (DSSA). 

DSSA describes a domain-specific solution for domain requirements. It is not a 

representation of a single system but a high-level design adapted to the 

requirements of all the various systems of the domain [84]. Reuse of the 

infrastructure is organised according to the domain model and DSSA. So, the 

infrastructure specification is obtained at the same time by including DSSA in 

the phase.   

(c) Meta-model design phase 

The main activity of this phase is to complete meta-modelling of the target 

domain application system. Meta-modelling is an activity carried out according 

to the nature of a series of concepts (objects, terminology, etc.) of a specific 

domain. A model is often used to create an abstract representation of some 

things or phenomena in the real world but the meta-model involves a further 

level of abstraction for its emphasis is on an abstraction of a model that is itself 

abstract. In a DSM project, this phase will see the completion of the design and 

development of the modelling language for a specific domain.  

(d) Domain application modelling phase 

This phase will use the results of meta-modelling i.e. the domain specific 

modelling language to model the domain application and obtain a system model 
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of the domain application. In the previous meta-modelling phase, what we got is 

a structure common to the domain system. Now, in the domain application 

modelling phase, we will confer value assignment specific attributes and 

behaviours on these general domain structures according to actual system 

requirements of the domain applications. This is a process of further refinement 

of the domain model and what we get in this phase is a high level abstract 

model of the target system.  

(e) Domain application system generation and running phase 

The main objective of this phase is the operational software system, which is 

usually generated by the DSM code generator. This directly transforms the 

domain application model obtained in the previous phase into the code of the 

computer programming language and so produces a software system that can be 

deployed and run with the assistance of the necessary compilers, linkers, etc.  

(f) Maintenance phase  

At this stage, we mainly modify and adjust the already-running system to 

ensure failure-free operation. When we use the methods of systems engineering, 

we must note that the field of software engineering is different to other areas. 

The changeability of requirements for the software product is a main 

characteristic that differs from other types of product engineering projects. It 

can be said that in the software engineering project, the only constant theme is 

"change." Long-term research and practice indicate that the "iterative" process 

is an effective tool to address the problems of constantly changing system 

requirements. A way forward can be found in the face of change as iterative 

development allows each iteration cycle to provide a solid foundation for the 

following development plan. A revised working version of the system can be 

produced after completion of each iteration cycle. Successive revisions 

gradually make all the required system functions possible. As these revisions are 

made, even though full final functionality may not yet have been achieved, all 
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the functions must be faithful to the final system requirements and each must be 

fully integrated and tested. Therefore, the time dimension is not the full life 

cycle of the software product, instead it represents each iterative cycle in the 

development process. 

 

(2) Logic Dimension 

In the three-dimensional structure, the logic dimension refers to steps carried 

out at each stage. This is a normal procedure that should be followed when 

using a systems engineering approach to consider, analyse and solve problems 

and involves: 

(a) Identifying problems and gathering together as much information as 

possible in order to understand these problems. This step includes user research, 

requirement analysis and market analysis. 

(b) Choosing objectives for resolving the problems and developing 

standards to measure whether or not these have been achieved. 

(c) System synthesis i.e. collecting and integrating solutions which achieve 

the desired goals and give necessary explanations for each solution. 

(d) System analysis i.e. using systems engineering methods and techniques 

to systematically compare and analyse the various solutions by integration when 

necessary and also by building mathematical models to carry out simulations or 

by theoretical deduction. 

(e) Solution optimisation by evaluating the results given by the 

mathematical models etc and selecting the best solution to meet the required 

objectives. 

(f) Decision-making to determine the best option. 

(g)  Implementing the solution to complete the various steps at each stage. 

 

(3) Knowledge Dimension 
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The knowledge dimension of the three-dimensional structure refers to a 

variety of professional knowledge, management expertise and systems 

development knowledge, etc. required for completion of the above steps. For 

system development using DSM the knowledge needed to develop the project 

can be divided into three broad categories: domain knowledge, software 

development expertise and DSM modelling knowledge. Using a knowledge of 

systems engineering to combine the six time phases and seven steps a so-called 

Hall-Management Matrix can be constructed [120] as shown in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4. 2 Hall-Management Matrix 

 

Each stage of the time dimension in the matrix and the point corresponding 

to each step of the logic dimension represent a specific management activity. 

There are different key points for implementation and management at the 

various steps and stages as well as different knowledge requirements. The 

activities of the matrix affect each other and are closely related. The activities of 

the various stages of the steps must be repeated to achieve optimal overall 

results. 

The introduction of an engineering approach based on the Hall 

three-dimension structure to the DSM implementation framework can help the 
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software practitioner better understand each stage of the DSM method. It can 

also assist in identifying the tasks that are necessary at each stage in order to 

reduce mistakes in decision-making and implementation difficulties. 

4.3 Team Organisational Structure for the 

Implementation Model 

Work undertaken through systems engineering puts the emphasis on peoples’ 

creativity and initiative. People have always played the leading role. Systems 

engineering procedures, principles, viewpoints and methods can make a well 

organised team work better and do so in a shorter time. However, they will not 

make an awful team achieve the same effect. The author of《The Mythical 

Man-Month》believed that the qualities of the project developer and personnel 

organisational management are factors that are more important for the success 

of a project than the tools or technology used.   

The headcount needed for communication and coordination in a software 

engineering project affects development cost. The main constituent parts of the 

cost come from mutual communication and exchanges and costs are increased 

wherever there are failures in communication. The target of team organisation is 

to reduce the number of unnecessary communications and unproductive 

cooperation so good team organisation is the key measure in solving such 

problems in coordinating and communicating.   

The organisational structure of the development team is very closely related 

to the development methods adopted. Practitioners will be allocated to various 

roles according to the characteristics of the methods used by the development 

team. Staff in each role should have the corresponding knowledge and skill. 

When this is the case and when these practitioners cooperate efficiently and 

naturally, the true effectiveness of the chosen methods can be realised. 

Therefore, a well thought through division of roles is not only a precondition for 
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ensuring a team can work efficiently but is also a safeguard necessary to ensure 

the methods used are carried out properly.  

In our implementation framework based on the characteristics of DSM 

methods, implementation is divided into the work of individuals in four 

different roles. These are: infrastructure developer, domain expert, meta-model 

developer and application system modeller. The relationship between these roles 

and the development knowledge that the project should have is shown in Figure 

4.3. 

 
Figure 4. 3 Relationships Between Roles and Knowledge Structure in DSM 

 

(1) Domain Experts 

These include experienced users of the application system of the domain and 

the experienced software engineers who engage in requirement analysis, design, 

implementation of the application system in the domain, etc. Their main tasks 

include: the provision of knowledge for the requirement specification, 

implementation of domain application systems, helping organise a normative 

and consistent domain vocabulary, helping choose a sample system as the 

foundation for domain analysis, reviewing the domain model, domain analysis 
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for DSSA, and so on [58]. Domain experts should know about the overall 

system design thinking of the domain, restrictions on software and hardware, 

future user requirements and trends in technology, etc. They must also be able to 

compare software applications and to build an application domain model using 

DSM modelling tools. 

(2) Infrastructure Developers 

Experienced programmers are required for this position. Main tasks include: 

developing an understanding of the software architecture of the domain system, 

developing new reusable components from start, extracting reusable 

components from existing system by re-engineering, verifying reusable 

connectors and building the relationship between the DSSA and the reusable 

components. The infrastructure developer should be familiar with software 

reuse, low layer technical realisation together with re-engineering technology 

and programming and should have software development experience relevant to 

the domain.   

(3) Application System Modeller 

Main tasks include: controlling the entire domain application system design 

process, building the DSM domain application system according to domain 

application requirements with existing DSM modelling tools, verifying the 

veracity and consistency of models and building the relationship between the 

domain model and the software system.   

Meanwhile, domain designers should be familiar with domain applications 

and DSM modelling as well as methods for software design. They must also 

have good skills in domain modelling together with relevant experience of 

domain software development in order to analyse domain problems and interact 

with domain experts. 

(4) Meta-model Developer 
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This role requires a systems analyst with excellent development experience 

and a background in software engineering. Main tasks include: controlling the 

analysis process for the entire domain, capturing knowledge, organising that 

knowledge into a domain meta-model, verifying the veracity and consistency of 

domain meta-models according to the existing system, standards & specification 

and finally, maintaining the domain meta-model. They should be familiar with 

software reuse and domain analysis methods together with the technologies, 

languages and tools used to capture knowledge and knowledge representation. 

They also require experience of the domain in order to analyse domain 

problems and interact with domain experts together with the ability to handle 

high-level abstractions, associations and analogies. Compared with other 

practitioners, they need a higher level of ability in software development and to 

be better able to interact and cooperate with others. 

Experience with most large programming systems shows that a method of 

development that “throws too many people at the problem” will be high-cost, 

low- speed and inefficient. What’s more, the products that are developed this 

way are unlikely to meet user requirements. 

From the above viewpoint, the allocation of staff roles is actually one 

application of an organisation model that may be described as “the surgical 

team”. In the team, the role of the meta-model developer is at the core and the 

position must be occupied by a particularly able individual within the 

development organisation. This individual should be not only well versed in 

software development but also have a very rich experience in domain-specific 

development together with an especially strong ability to comprehend domain 

concepts and business rules. Meta-model developers are mainly responsible for 

the design of the domain meta-model and the development of the code 

generators, which are the most difficult and vital parts of the entire development 

project. Therefore, they must grasp the most valuable part of the design and 

development of the system. Meanwhile others working at lower levels of 
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difficulty in the development process must give them the support necessary to 

enhance efficiency and productivity. In order to achieve a good division of roles, 

based on individual knowledge and skills, we may use the knowledge 

dimension of a Hall three dimensional structure to help us assign and coordinate 

tasks. This is obviously different to some development processes where the 

division of roles within the development process just emphasises that those in 

different roles should complete given tasks according to different engineering 

phases. During a single phase such as programming, each team member is 

allocated a part of the model of the system to develop. Here, team members 

with a variety of different skills develop and cooperate at the same abstract level 

on tasks that are logically allocated. 

4.4 Hierarchical Development Architecture 

Any software system aims to solve related problems within a domain. However,  

in a great deal of software development activities, developers concentrate on 

onerous and error prone code compiling tasks of software systems. This fact can 

easily lead us to confuse domain solutions with general software technology 

solutions when we develop the software system and may eventually lead us to 

deviate from our development focus and so introduce considerable difficulties 

to the maintenance and evolution of the system.   

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the “domain” is a core element of the 

general implementation framework of the DSM method and the domain is the 

most valuable part of the software system. We need to detach consideration of 

the domain from other functions of the system to avoid confusing domain 

concepts with other concepts related to software technology or even losing 

control of the domain in the overall structure of the system. 

It goes without saying that any software system has its own software 

architecture and that any development method should have development 
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architecture accordingly. In the design of software development architecture, a 

"hierarchy" metaphor borrowed from the construction industry has been widely 

used. A hierarchical structure becomes an effective way to split the functional 

modules of a software system and has been widely used by a majority of 

developers. The basic principle of hierarchy is that all the elements of the layer 

can only rely on other elements of the same layer or directly depend on the 

lower elements. The significance is that each level is responsible for a particular 

area of software system functions. The division based on functions and 

responsibilities can make all aspects of the design more cohesive and make 

these designs easier to understand and organise. However, how should we 

divide each layer? Specific hierarchical principles for the development of 

different methods are not unified. So, how can we best define layers in a way 

that is most favourable for development based on DSM methods? 

In our general implementation framework, the final target of the hierarchy is to 

achieve separation of domain focus points. So, it is vital to separate out the 

domain-related parts of the software system. We have adopted the following 

four-layer structure as the hierarchical development structure solution to our 

general implementation framework. It is a variant of the usual three-tier 

structure: 

Presentation 

Layer 

An interface layer between the software system 

and the outside world. Responsible for collecting and 

displaying data for external users and analysing user 

commands. External users may sometimes be other 

systems. 

Application  

layer 

To define tasks that can be completed by 

software and produce domain objects with the 

necessary depth of knowledge. The tasks charged to 

this layer are of far-reaching impact on the business. 

Interaction with the application layers of other 
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systems is necessary to maintain this level. 

It does not include business rules or knowledge and 

merely coordinates tasks with and entrusts work to 

domain objects cooperating with each other on the 

next level. This level does not reflect the state of 

domain business operations, but instead reflects 

progress in undertaking tasks or the state of the user's 

tasks or programs. With DSM methods, realisation of 

the layer is mainly by application modelling. 

Domain 

 layer 

Responsible for description and realisation of the 

business concept, information on the state of the 

business and business rules. Though the preservation 

of these technical details is completed by the 

infrastructure layer, statements reflecting the business 

are controlled and used by this layer. It is at the core 

of business software. In the DSM method, 

implementation of this level is completed at the 

meta-modelling stage. 

By using meta-modelling activities, the domain 

concepts (objects) used in the upper layers and 

domain rules can be abstracted and represented as 

corresponding meta-model elements to be used in 

modelling by the higher applications. 

Infrastructure layer Provides general technological capability to the 

upper layers. E.g. sending application messages, 

domain persistence and network communication as 

well as providing components using interface 

elements. Besides, this is usually a layer supporting 

the realisation of interactive protocols among the four 
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layers. 

 

Compared with the traditional three-tier structure, we separate domain in 

particular and all the codes related to the domain model are concentrated in a 

single layer that is separated not only from the user interface layer, but also 

from the application layer and the infrastructure layer code. The domain objects 

will be able to focus on expression of the domain model as they do not need to 

deal with the display, storage and management of application tasks, etc. This 

will enable the model to be powerful and clear enough to grasp the nature of 

business knowledge and to realise effective solutions. At the same time, it will 

be very easy to make the hierarchy correspond with the structure of the roles in 

the development team and facilitate a clear separation of the functions carried 

out by the various individuals so making more effectively use of their 

knowledge to complete the tasks within the corresponding problem areas. 

4.4 Development Environment and Modelling Language 

DSM stresses that "modelling" is a main activity throughout the entire 

development process. General models are used to drive the design and 

development of the software system, therefore the development environment 

and modelling language are important parts of the DSM method. At the same 

time, the design of the modelling language must also be closely integrated with 

the modelling environment to provide modelling development with a flexible, 

efficient and easily expandable basis for implementation in the environment 

through effective integration.  

A general modelling environment supporting development of DSMLs in the 

general implementation framework for the DSM method is proposed. It is made 

up of a domain-specific meta-modelling language, XMML and an integrated 

modelling environment as shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4. 4 A General Modelling Framework Based on Development of 
DSMLs 

 

In the framework, the modelling process for applying DSM methods in 

domain-specific software development (DSSD) [90] is divided into the two 

main activities of meta-modelling and modelling. The main task of 

meta-modelling activities is to model the syntax of the domain-specific 

modelling language together with its semantics and rules, etc. This is achieved 

by using the meta-modelling language to define the DSML model [13]. Then a 

model reflection mechanism is used to generate and construct the corresponding 

domain application modelling environment according to a DSMLs model 

derived from meta-modelling. DSMLs and domain application models are 

respectively generated by the two modelling activities and they are defined and 

described by the same meta-modelling language, XMML. 

XMML is the core modelling language for the general modelling framework. 

As such, it is not only able to formally describe the abstract syntax of DSMLs, 

concrete syntax and semantics, but can also provide basic support at 

meta-language level for functional expansion of the framework. Tool-oriented 

[40, 64] principles were used to design and construct XMML in order to make 

the integrated modelling environment of the framework capable of flexibly 
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constructing a domain-specific modelling environment through the extensibility 

provided by XMML and the formal modelling ability of the domain rules. 

4.5 Summary 

DSM is a new Model Driven software development method. It organically 

combines ideas of domain-specific development with software modelling 

methods and offers a new practical direction for facilitating Model Driven 

software development in software engineering applications. In this chapter, the 

thesis analyses the core values that are both emphasised and necessary in DSM 

methods:   

(1) Reduce the gap between system requirements and realisation of a 

description of the system. 

(2) Fully reuse domain-related assets. 

(3) Develop a meta-model to achieve automated creation from the domain 

application model to the domain application. 

These core values are both keystones of and targets for actual software 

project practices using DSM methods. They reflect the main characteristics in 

which DSM methods differ from other Model Driven software development 

methods.   

The application and implementation of DSM methods focus on 

“domain-specific” areas and on “modelling”. In order to analyse the target 

system of a domain and identity the common characteristics together with the 

volatile characteristics of the target application system, the common 

characteristics will be selected and abstracted to provide the necessary reusable 

specifications, design and architecture. Meanwhile, modelling will mainly focus 

on the volatile characteristics of the domain system. Selective use of domain 

elements and concepts in modelling the application system, rather than fully 
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modelling all aspects of the system, is a key to success in the use of DSM 

methods. The modelling of the domain application system depends on domain 

meta-modelling. So, the analysis and design of the meta-model is an important 

and necessary activity in the implement process of the DSM method. Therefore, 

DSM “modelling” includes domain meta-modelling and application system 

modelling. These model creation activities are carried out at different levels of 

abstraction. Compared with other Model Driven software development methods, 

DSM pays more attention to the significance and necessity of meta-modelling. 

Using some existing general modelling languages such as UML it is hard to 

support and realise the characteristics required by DSM. Therefore, it is 

necessary to provide a corresponding modelling language for the DSM method 

in order to better support its modelling activities. 

The DSM method is a solution that places the emphasis on technology to 

ensure that complex software projects can be successfully developed and carried 

out. Not only general technical methods, but also implementation methods, 

procedures, staff organisation and other factors relating to the project must be 

considered. Through an analysis and summary of DSM methods, a general 

implementation framework based on DSM methods is given in the chapter.   

In the framework, a “Hall three dimensional structure” is used to specify a 

unified engineering approach to implementation using the DSM method. This 

has a spatial structure that is made up of a time dimension, a logic dimension 

and a knowledge dimension. These dimensions show the steps in each stage of 

the process as well as the scope of the knowledge necessary to implement a 

DSM project. Introducing engineering principles and methods based on the 

“Hall three dimensions structure” leads the practitioner of the DSM method to 

clarify not only the stages in the process but also the tasks within each stage.  

This serves to reduce errors in decision-making and implementation difficulties. 

In the implementation framework, an organisational structure applicable to a 

development team using the DSM method is given. According to the 
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characteristics of the DSM method, development team members occupy four 

different roles: infrastructure developers, domain experts, meta-model 

developers and application modellers. The division into these roles is a separate 

issue to the knowledge and skill requirements that the developers need to master 

the method. Among them, the meta-model developer is at the core of the whole 

team. This has clear differences compared with alternative approaches to the 

division of roles based on the development process. 

The layered architecture becomes an effective means used by the majority of 

developers to split functional modules of the software system. In the general 

implementation framework, the ultimate goal of layering is to realise separation 

of the domain focus. Therefore, it is vital to separate out the domain related 

parts of the software system. In this thesis, the four-layer architecture is used as 

the layer development architecture solution for the general implementation 

framework, the infrastructure layer, the domain layer, the application layer and 

the presentation layer. In practice, compared to a traditional three-layer structure, 

this approach keeps aspects of the domain separate and integrates all code 

related to the domain model into a single layer. Besides, it separates it from the 

user interface layer, application layer and from infrastructure layer code. 

Domain objects can be focused on the expression of the domain model without 

concern for their own display, storage and application task management, etc. 

This will enable the development of a model powerful enough and clear enough 

to grasp the essence of business knowledge and put it into practice. 

At the end of the chapter, a general description of the general modelling 

environment supporting the development of DSMLs is given. This is achieved 

through the composition of a domain-specific meta-modelling language, 

XMML together with an integrated modelling environment. In later chapters of 

this thesis we will respectively analyse and explain these two important aspects. 
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Chapter 5  

Domain-Specific Meta-Modelling 

Language XMML 

XMML (XML-Based Meta-Modelling Language) is a domain-specific 

Meta-Modelling Language designed according to the methods, systems and 

concepts of DSM. It is used to provide a domain meta-modelling language and 

domain application modelling with descriptive language support in the 

implementation framework. It supports the description and construction of the 

domain meta-model and the domain application model. 

5.1 Overview 

5.1.1 Characteristics of Domain-Specific Modelling 

Languages 

Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs) are one form of 

Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs). DSLs should be differentiated from 

General Purpose Languages (GPLs) such as C, Java, C#, etc. DSM itself has 

been in use for time. Many computer languages are domain-specific, examples 

include: SQL, HTML, macro language for word processing software, etc. 

Earlier languages came with a variety of generic names e.g.application-oriented 

language, special purpose language, specialised language, task-specific 

language, application language, 4GLs, etc. 

In essence, they all have common characteristics for they are computer 

languages trimmed down and designed according to a single specific target 

domain. They are aimed at making DSL users more accurate and more efficient 
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through using the languages to express solutions to domain-specific application. 

Compared with general programming languages, DSLs have two notable 

characteristics: 

(1) Narrowing scope of application, and reducing complexity of languge 

A DSL is a computer language that is specially designed according to the 

problems of software development existing in one application domain and in 

“seeking the specific not the general” it does not require the scope to cover all 

software problems. Despite the drawback that DSLs are used at the expense of 

generality in the application of the language they improve the accuracy of 

description of domain-specific problems and the solutions to these problems 

while at the same time, reducing the complexity of the language itself.  

Compared with generally applicable languages, the characteristics of DSLs 

bring two benefits: Firstly they make it easier for domain-specific users to study 

and master the language and for domain application developers to express their 

domain knowledge. Secondly, as they are more concise and accurate in their 

syntax and semantics, they make it easier to devise support tools so facilitating 

the development of compliers, interpreters and the supporting environment. 

Tool support is a very important characteristic of DSLs and is also a key area in 

which they differ from formal languages with a mathematical basis.    

As a DSL is an application-oriented computer language, it must be able to be 

applied to the development process of the software system and not only apply 

to reasoning and validation processes. After all, the primary users of DSLs are 

programmers engaged in software development rather than mathematics experts. 

This requires that DSLs should not be too complex or exotic or it will be 

difficult to achieve tool support in computers. What is more, unless they are 

simple it will be impossible to spread their use in the industrial community and 

ultimately they would be unable to play their role of improving development 

efficiency in actual software projects. 
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Therefore, to reduce complexity of language makes DSLs rich as well as 

provide feasibility of security to extension of application method of DSLs. 

(2) DSLs are high-level abstract, and they abstract from low-level 

implementation details and realisation platform of concrete matter  

A DSL can better describe domain concepts, relationships between domain 

concepts and domain rules applying to domain objects. 

Compared with general languages, domain-specific languages are at a higher 

level of abstraction and domain users can directly use built-in domain 

knowledge elements of the DSL to develop the target application system. They 

facilitate the construction of components or program codes in line with domain 

concepts rather than from the basic class or object. So they can effectively 

improve development efficiency of the system. For most domain application 

development projects the focus should be on the domain and the domain logic. 

The complexity of many systems does not lie in the technology but in the 

domain itself e.g. due to the nature of the business activities or in the 

complexity of its domain rules. If we fail to get a deep understanding of the 

domain when it is designed, then no matter how advanced or how powerful the 

platform and facilities we use, it will be difficult to ensure success of the project. 

Meanwhile, domain-specific languages are computer languages that are 

designed to suit the domain after a serious analysis of the domain. So, the DSL 

already includes corresponding domain elements as well as rules that must be 

obeyed when designing. This will help developers to develop directly at the 

domain level and effectively avoid some potential errors of understanding and 

so improve development quality for the system.       

From the above two points we can see that the characteristics of DSLs differ 

from those of general languages. One does not need to be as sharp as a needle 

to see what is domain-specific. After all, the domain-specific concepts are so 

flexible that so far no one has give them a precise definition. In domain-specific 
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modelling, we are more concerned about how to establish domain models and 

how to resolve domain software development problems by domain modelling.   

DSMLs belong within a DSM methodology. They represent a new type of 

modelling language with an emphasis on Model Driven development. This is 

where DSMLs differ in a general sense from DSLs. There are special design 

requirements for DSMLs used in DSM methods, so although DSMLs by their 

nature belong among the family of DSLs, there are some differences in actual 

design ideas and realisation approach between general DSLs and DSMLs. 

(1) Emphasis on DSMLs supporting meta-modelling 

Although research institutions and software developers have developed some 

DSLs, most of these are related to specific domains or platforms. What is worse 

is that these DSLs do not support adjustment through meta-modelling so users 

of these DSLs are subjected to constraints when they use them to design and 

develop. For example, SQL is a typical DSL but not a DSML. The users cannot 

adjust or extend SQL by meta-modelling because it does not provide a flexible 

meta-modelling supporting mechanism for itself. 

If DSLs do not provide users with the ability to support meta-modelling then, 

although they can improve development efficiency for software systems to 

some extent, just like with CASE tools in back in the 1980’s, as the users 

cannot extend and customise the tools, ultimately this will limit their practical 

application in both extent and scope. With DSM methods, modelling work is 

actually divided into two parts: the first is modelling according to domain 

concepts and any domain rules that may exist in the target application domain, 

namely establishing the domain meta-model; the second is to use the results of 

meta-modelling (DSMLs) to implement domain-application modelling of the 

target application system. During both parts of this work, supporting 

meta-modelling is the core task of the DSMLs.             

Therefore, great emphasis is attached to supporting meta-modelling in DSM 
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methods, only in this way can the user get much more flexibility in the 

modelling language to adapt to the requirements of different domain 

applications. 

(2) Emphasise on the ability of description not executability 

In DSM architecture, the modelling language and code generator have 

different roles. Modelling language is mainly used as input for the code 

generator.  Its focus is on a formal description of the domain model so as to 

enable the code generator to understand the model correctively and produce the 

final source code for the target system. This is different from the executive 

modelling language of other Model Driven development method systems (such 

as the executive UML in MDA). Therefore, DSMLs pay more attention to the 

ability to describe models. They belong among the DSLs and do not emphasise 

executability.   

Stripping DSMLs of any requirements for the executability of the DSMLs 

can bring many benefits in design and application as follows: 

(a) Reducing difficulty in designing DSMLs 

There is no need to take implementation of their executable ability into 

account when designing the DSMLs. Therefore, there is no need to attach 

corresponding definitions of executable semantics when designing the 

modelling element. Clearly, this largely reduces difficulties of formal definition 

of DSMLs. At present, some DSLs start from existing advanced languages in a 

consideration of executability and define the corresponding DSL by clipping or 

secondary development. The largest drawback of this method is that it reduces 

the abstract level of the DSL. What is more, it makes users at the abstract level 

closed to high level programming language to use the DSL.  

(b) Enhancing DSMLs’ ability to describe domain models 

In Model Driven development, the model plays two main important roles: 
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the first is to describe a solution to each domain problem given by the system 

developers by means of a highly abstract expression, that is the model describes 

how to realise system functions; the second is to describe the original intentions 

that is the model expresses user requirements and system specifications. 

We can see that the characteristics and requirements of using a model to 

express user requirements are very important. There are considerable obstacles 

to the evolution and maintenance of a system in the absence of a high-abstract 

level model. This is because developers to have to read a great deal of low level 

source code to refer back to the original user requirements and business rules. 

Therefore, the modelling language should be able to provide multi-view and 

multi-level descriptions making the system models carry more high-level 

description information helpful in understanding system requirements. This is 

something that is difficult for an executable modelling language to do. The 

reason is that to make it executable, the modelling language must have a strict 

formal definition for execution action semantics. However, it is hard to achieve 

complete formalisation of model user requirement information. Finally, in order 

to pursue executability, they have to give up some of the flexible mechanisms 

used to enrich model representation.  

(c) Improve flexibility of realisation of code generator 

Due to DSM separating code generation from the modelling language, this 

task is done by the code generator alone using modelling language as its input. 

There is no correlation between the modelling language and development 

language for the code generator. This means code generation can be more 

flexible and powerful. Conversely, a number of executable modelling languages 

adopt an integrated approach to bind model description and code generation 

together. Under this condition, the two functions must be realised by the same 

basic language, and this will greatly adversly affect the flexibility and 

extensibility of code generation.  
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Therefore, in the DSM method, DSMLs is a specification description 

modelling language, not a code representation modelling language. Its focus is 

on the constituent parts of the domain model such as, attribute, structure and 

relationship, etc. It is used to describe and express concrete domain concepts 

and business process, and it is closer to the domain layer rather than to the 

description of implementation layer. So, its characteristics differ from those of 

many DSLs. 

(3) Emphasis on DSMLs improving level of abstraction in Model 

Driven development, rather than advocating bi-directional mapping 

between model and source code 

The key application of DSMLs is to realise domain modelling, that is, the 

modelling language applied in the domain layer. In fact, the gap between the 

domain layer and the implementation layer or code layer is very large, and they 

belong to different abstract levels and bodies of knowledge. At present, there is 

no mature technology to realise automated bi-directional mapping between the 

domain model and the code model. In the DSM method system, mapping 

between the domain model and the code model is achieved by developing the 

meta-model and the code generator as developed by the designer of the 

meta-model. The modelling language supports bi-direction mapping between 

model and code, actually they work at the same implementation level and 

realise visualisation of coding, but do so at the cost of reducing the abstract 

level of the modelling language.   

From a Model Driven perspective the key to system development has been 

transferred from coding to model design. The DSM method is a model-centric 

development method. With this method, the users of the modelling languages 

are not concerned with generating code, because they do not need to complete 

the generated code. Under these circumstances, the round trip between model 

and source code is not necessary. So, DSMLs emphasise that to improve 

abstract level of modelling while designing, the designer of the DSMLs mainly 
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focus on how to make them effectively represent domain related concepts and 

rules. They are not concerned with how to implement bi-direction mapping 

between elements of the modelling language and the code. 

The above analysis helps us to understand and grasp the essential 

characteristics of DSMLs.  It also provides us with help and guidance for 

design ideas and implementation of a design modelling language suitable for 

the DSM method system.  

5.1.2 Design Goals and Concepts of XMML 

XMML is a domain-specific meta-modelling language designed to make 

domain-specific modelling possible. It is used in the implementation framework 

of DSM to provide modelling language support to the meta-modelling language 

and domain application modelling. When designing XMML, we can confirm 

the design goals of XMML from the following three dimensions, descriptive, 

usable and verifiable, as shown in Figure 5.1. 

 
Figure 5. 1 Three Dimensions of Design Goals of XMML 

 

(1) Descriptive 

This is concerned with the ability of the modelling language to describe the 

contents of the target domain and is one of the essential properties any 
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modelling language should have. Meanwhile, it is also a broad concept, that is, 

it is hard to measure by a fixed standard. Different modelling languages differ 

in their understanding of a target, and will embody different characteristics in 

their requirements and manner of realisation of a description. In the design of 

XMML, we have the identified the following requirements for a “descriptive 

target”:  

(a) To be able to define and extend domain concepts required in the domain 

model. 

Different domains will have different domain concepts. One of the 

descriptive requirements of modelling language is to provide the modeller with 

a corresponding extension mechanism for the modelling language. This is in 

order to be able to map various domain concepts to the basic modelling 

elements of the modelling language. 

(b) To be able to describe attribute features of domain objects. 

There are different domain objects in domain models and they have their 

own attribute features. How can we accurately describe attribute features of 

these domain objects? This is an important (descriptive) target to be embodied 

in the modelling language.  

(c) To be able to describe the life-span of domain objects. 

It is a requirement that the modelling language can describe modelled 

domain objects at the time when they were created and destroyed as well as 

describe how concurrencies and parallel objects come into being. Therefore, the 

modelling language must not only be able to specify the structure of the model 

but also to describe time sequences.   

(d) To be able to make a multi- hierarchy, multi-view description of the 

model. 

Complex software systems cannot be clearly and unambiguously expressed 
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by relying on a single layer and model with a fixed viewpoint. Usually for 

analysis and design, it is necessary to establish models having multi-views at 

different levels. Therefore, a modelling language should be capable of 

providing multi-level and multi-view description.  

(e) To be able to describe domain rules. 

In domain application systems, business rules and constraining relationships 

among domain objects are keys aspects of domain modelling. They will be 

represented as domain rules in the domain models. Modelling languages should 

be able to provide a necessary formal description mechanism for these domain 

rules so that the code generator can correctly understand and identify and so 

deal with them correctly. 

(2) Usable 

This property is hard to define. It is related to the experience gained by the 

modellers when they use a modelling language to develop a domain system. It 

is also related to what the modelling language requires from the knowledge 

system of the modellers. We mainly work from the following aspects to 

measure and enhance usability when in the design of XMML. 

(a) Definition of simple syntax and clear semantics 

It goes without saying that when completing some task, the simpler the 

syntax of the modelling language is the more helpful this is for the modeller. 

Complex syntax structure not only increases learning difficulty for users but 

also increases the probability of errors in the process. Similarly, clear semantics 

used in the definition of modelling elements will help users more accurately use 

the modelling language. 

(b) Provide a visual definition mechanism 

In modern software development technology, visualisation technology is 

becoming more and more important. It can effectively speed development, 
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enhance intuition and increase interest in the development process. Visual 

modelling is also a key characteristic of popular modelling languages. 

Compared with general modelling languages, the domain-specific modelling 

language must be able to provide corresponding visual definition to various 

domain modelling elements so as to make the modelling language easier to use. 

It is helpful for domain users to be able to easily use and understand the domain 

model through their domain knowledge coupled with the use of graphical 

representation. 

(c) Support tool implementation 

To provide necessary tool support is an important means of enhancing the 

usability of a modelling language, especial for graphic modelling tools. It can 

hide complicated details of the modelling language. The users can operate and 

use the modelling language by using a simple and intuitive graphical interface 

and quickly construct the required domain application model. Therefore, we 

must consider how to effectively realise tool support when designing a 

modelling language. At the same time, we can consider providing further 

assistance by transferring some of the language features and tasks to tools such 

as checking the grammar of the modelling language, automatically checking the 

models, etc.   

(3) Verifiable 

It is essential that a modelling language should have a good formal 

foundation. In principle, the method is to use mathematical and logic methods 

to describe and verify software. It cannot be denied that the formal definition of 

modelling language is a challenging task. However, from the practice of 

software development, it is difficult for general software developers to accept 

the formal method at present. In the history of software development, the earlier 

software was used in numerical calculations with programming languages 

focussing on describing functions and on algorithms. Later, database 
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application and data structure became increasing important. Today’s software 

systems are more complex. Early attempts to achieve automation in the 

development of software systems by formal mathematical language modelling 

proved to be a hard target to achieve.   

In an analysis of DSMLs characteristics with DSM methods, compared with 

some strict formal development methods based on mathematics and logic, the 

requirement for formalisation depends more on usability and practicality. 

Therefore, when designing a modelling language formalisation is not the final 

goal and we should locate this instead at the level of verification where it can 

better assist in the realisation of the modelling language.    

In XMML, the target of formalisation relates to two aspects: first, the 

modelling language itself should be formal enough to ensure that the model 

described by the modelling language can be correctly parsed by the code 

generator, and also to support model checking, rule checking and model 

refinement, etc. Second, to provide users with a formal means of description to 

express the properties of modelled objects in the modelling language e.g. static 

constraints and dynamic constraints. 

The formal description of the model can be produced in several ways. These 

include: based on logical, state machine, network, process algebra, algebra, a 

special programming language, as subset of programming language, etc. In 

order to achieve the benefits of convenient tool support, users of XMML can 

more easily accept taking a descriptive method of programming language into 

account. Meanwhile, we adopt the general programming language as the formal 

descriptive language of the modelling language. For example, the formal 

description of domain rules for the model is realised by the general 

programming language. 

The formal infrastructure of XMML itself adopts XML and XML schema as 

formal basic languages. At present, formal description technology based on 
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XML and XML schema is growing mature and has been successfully applied in 

various formal description languages such as, xADL、ABC / ADL、ACME, etc. 

Its characteristics are strict formality; clear; easy to understand; easy to parse; 

easy to store and exchange; easy to expand; abundance of tool support, etc. This 

can provide basic language support to the formal definition of syntax structure 

of the modelling language and some semantic attributes. However, XML and 

XML schema cannot provide good support for complex semantic definitions. 

Therefore, a general programming language (such as JavaScript) is introduced 

to make up for the deficiency and to provide formal description of complex 

domain rules for the model. 

5.2 Design Model of XMML 

5.2.1 Layer Architecture 

XMML is a domain modelling language with the capability of meta-modelling. 

The process of using XMML to complete the modelling of the target domain 

application system is a treatment process, which is a multi-level instantiation of 

XMML (from abstract to concrete). The design model of XMML is realised by 

adopting layer architecture. Regarding the concepts behind the architecture of 

the layer modelling language, the typical application is the layer definition 

structure of UML, shown in Figure 5.2.   
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Figure 5. 2 Layer Architecture Model of UML 

 

There are 4 layers of UML architecture. The M0 layer is an example of a 

target system application model; the M1 layer is a system model built by users; 

M2 is meta-model of UML, and its syntax is defined in the layer; M3 is a 

modelling layer, modelling the meta-model and mainly existing to define the 

specification of the meta-language. It is defined by MOF, the meta-object basis 

of UML.  

The layer architecture of XMML adopts a similar structure and there are 4 

layers according to the abstract level of the language, as shown in Figure 5.3.  
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Figure 5. 3 Layer Architecture Model of XMML 

 

In the layer model of XMML, we see XMML is at the meta-modelling 

language layer. This supplies the necessary meta-modelling elements for the 

development of the domain-specific modelling language. These meta-modelling 

elements do not have any semantic characteristics of the domain. The language 

elements of XMML are independent of the domain, and we can use them to 

define various domain-specific modelling language elements. These include: 

concepts, business, rules, etc, which are abstracted from the domain. Users of 

the domain model can use the well defined domain modelling elements to 

create corresponding domain objects, which are instantiations of domain 

modelling elements of the meta-model and to be used to draw together and 

construct the domain application model. Next, the domain business model 

obtained by domain modelling is input into the code generator. This can 

examine, check and parse as well as generate corresponding target source code 

according to business logic and rules designed by the meta-model developer.  
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abstracted from lower layers For example, the modelling elements of the 

DSMLs layer are abstracted from domain object concepts of the domain 

application system model layer, while its concepts are abstracted from concepts 

of the real world target application system. The semantics of the modelling 

language provide a bridge between defined concepts in the upper layer and 

model instance concepts of the lower layer. Across this bridge, upper layer 

concepts are endowed with practical significance, and the lower layer concepts 

are highly abstracted and pre-digested descriptions by upper layer [52]. The 

semantics of the modelling language represent the bridge between concepts in 

the two layers and map their relationships. By this mapping, the lower layer 

concepts give practical significant to the upper layer. 

 Use of the layered structure is helpful in the division of labour and 

cooperation in the development organisation. In the architecture, the design of 

the domain-specific modelling language and development of code generators 

are achieved by the meta-model developer and modelling of the domain 

application system is completed by the domain model designer. From this angle, 

domain model designers are users of the developer of the meta-model. Besides, 

another great advantage of using layer architecture is that it helps reduce the 

risks brought about by variations in requirements. With the hierarchical 

structure, such variations, which are likely to occur in any practical project, can 

be classified into three types:     

(1) Variation from business model 

This type is the most common variation of system requirements. A typical 

example in an office automation system would be the variation of a user 

document delivery processes. Another would be variation of credits in a student 

management system. Usually, this kind of variation is not related to a change in 

the nature of the concrete domain concepts but caused instead by a change in a 

combination of domain objects or in the distinguishing conditions of some 

domain object attributes. When these variations happen, they are only related to 
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an adjustment of the domain model layer and do not affect the domain 

meta-model. As a result, what we need to do is to adjust the original domain 

business model according to these practical demands and regenerate the code.  

(2) Variation from domain concepts 

This type of variation is the opposite of the former one. This kind of 

requirement variation is usually caused by changes in some concepts of the 

domain application. For example, an office automation system has to be 

updated to take account of a new type of document type or some departmental 

organisation. Here, the domain modelling elements of the original design of the 

meta-model will not correspond with the new domain application concepts or 

rules. In these circumstances, there is a need to bring meta-modelling into effect 

and adjust the treatment rules of the code generators according to these newly 

appeared domain concepts. If this kind of variation is not related to a change in 

the business model, we will still be able to reuse results of original domain 

application modelling. For example, if a new kind of student was added to the 

student management system, the original business model for student 

registration and choice of course could remain unchanged. Here, the original 

business model can be directly applied to the new domain concepts so that in 

practice much of the domain can be reused.    

(3) Variation from implementation technology or platform  

Such changes are usually due to technical changes in the software system, 

for example, the change of a programming language. Say, the original language 

is Java but is then changed to C#, or by transplanting the database system. Such 

changes will not give rise to changes at the domain level and the original 

meta-model and the domain model remain the same. However, what we need to 

do is to change the code generator and the underlying technical support to the 

framework.  

Thus it can be seen that the hierarchical structure of the modelling language 
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is a suitable way of thinking for the characteristics of the DSM development 

method. It provides language-level support for successful application of the 

development method and has a fundamental effect in promoting sound 

definition of staff responsibilities of staff and in identifying concerns.   

5.2.1 Meta Description Language of XMML 

This thesis uses XML (extensible markup language) as the meta-language to 

define XMML. As a standard independent operating system and programming 

language, XML is not only a structured language, but is also used to define 

other language systems. It is usually used as a meta-language to define 

structured language organised with graded and strictly nested data objects.    

Attaching the term “Meta” to the two concepts of “model” and “modelling 

language” can often cause misunderstanding and confusion. Therefore, it is 

necessary to explain which level XMML is in and this is put forward by the 

thesis from both these two angles. 

As shown in the following figure, from the point of view of the model, 

XMML is a meta-meta model for the domain model and is used to characterise 

and define meta-model-DSMLs applied in domain modelling, while the 

relationships between DSMLs and Domain Model are those of Type and 

Instance. Meanwhile, viewed from the modelling language, XMML is a 

meta-modelling language based on XML, which is used to define and develop 

DSMLs, at the same time, it is meta-language used to define the domain model. 
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Figure 5. 4 XMML from the View of Model and Modelling 
 

The use of XML to define XMML is mainly based on the following 
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extended, just like the original meaning of XML as “XML is a description 

language by markeup”, and the hierarchical structure marked by XML tag 

names of can be defined by the user. That is, Tags set with special purposes for 

the users can be defined according to the syntax of XML, and this can form a 

new symbolic language. We can say that XML is “a language used to define 
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In the definition technology of XMML, XML Schema is used to define and 

describe the structure of XMML documents and content patterns. It is used to 

define what elements exist in XMML documents and the relationships among 
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element and attribute information. XML Schema is a set of Schema components, 

these components are divided into three groups: 

(1) Basic components: Simple type definition, Complex type definition, 

Attribute declarations and Element declarations. 

(2) Components: Attribute group definitions, Identity-constraint definitions, 

Model group definitions and Notation declarations. 

(3) Helpful components: Annotations, Model groups, Particles, Wildcards 

and Attribute Uses. 

Application of XML Schema can effectively overcome the many 

shortcomings of early DTD such as: 

(1) DTD is based on regular expressions, so descriptive capacity is limited. 

(2) DTD has no data type support, and lacks capacity in most application 

environments.  

(3) DTD has limited constraint definition capacity and it cannot make more 

detail semantics constraints on XML instance documents. 

(4) DTD is not sufficiently structured so the cost of reuse is relatively 

higher. 

(5) DTD does not use XML as its means of description and access is formed 

without a standard programming interface so DTD cannot be maintained 

by using standard programming. 

While designing XML, Schema can address these shortcomings of DTD as 

XML Schema has the following advantages: 

(1) XML Schema itself is based on XML and has special additional 

language 

(2) XML can be parsed and dealt like other XML files  
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(3) XML Schema supports a serious of data type (int, float, Boolean, date, 

etc) 

(4) XML Schema supports scalable date models   

(5) XML Schema supports comprehensive namespace 

(6) XML Schema supports Attribute group definitions 

XML Schema is self-described by XML 1.0, and uses namespaces, has rich 

nested data type and extremely strong data structure definition functions. It 

completely changes and greatly expands DTD capacity (traditional mechanism 

of describing XML document structure and restriction of content) and becomes 

an official language type of the XML system. It is a solid foundation of the 

XML system together with XML specifications and namespace specifications.    

5.2.3 Design for Syntax and Semantics 

The design of a model language includes syntax design and semantics design. 

The syntax design includes both abstract syntax definition unrelated to concrete 

expression of the model language and concrete syntax definition related to 

concrete expression of the model language. The concrete syntax is usually 

classified through text syntax expressed by text and as graphical syntax 

expressed by graphics. The semantics used to express the meaning of concepts 

described by the abstract syntax of the model language. A good understanding 

and correct use of modelling concepts by the modeller is based on an accurate 

understanding of the semantics of the modelling concepts.  

When designing a modelling language, the relationship among abstract 

syntax, concrete syntax and semantics can be partitioned as two mappings 

which do not cross over each other [56]. One mapping is between Modelling 

concepts and concrete syntax, the other is between modelling concepts (abstract 

syntax) and instances (semantic domain). The concrete syntax concepts are 
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concrete expressions of abstract syntax which can have several or multiple 

concrete syntaxes. The mapping between abstract syntax and concrete syntax is 

used to express the relationship between them.   

The semantics of the modelling language is expressed as mapping between 

model concept elements and model instances objects. By the separation of the 

above two area abstract syntax, concrete syntax and semantics can be made 

relative independence to reduce coupling between syntax design and semantics 

and so improve efficiency of the design of the model language. 

 

 

Figure 5. 5 Relationship Model between Syntax and Semantics of 
Modelling Language 

 

The semantics of a modelling language describe the meaning of the concepts 

of the language. When using a modelling language, if we want to understand 

how to use a concept, we need to specify the meaning of that concept of the 

language. The understanding of a modelling language element that we select to 

use in modelling is a key issue for any specified aspect of the problem domain. 

It is necessary to give a formal method for describing the semantics in the 
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engineering projects with the intention of replacing a programming language, 

the key method for describing semantics is by practical means.  
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There are many ways to describe semantics. One way is to use mathematical 

methods (such as the lambda calculus, Turing machine, π calculus, CSP, etc.) to 

describe the semantics. Many theoretical studies [106, 121, 123, 46, 30] have 

used this method to describe the semantics of a great many modelling 

languages. However, complex mathematical description is hard to understand 

and so restricts practical application. Another method is to express semantics by 

an external programming language and this is more practical. But, this method 

will lead the modelling language away from the original platform independence 

to become related to the external programming language to a certain extent. 

Besides, it also makes the designed environments for providing the model 

language induce a programming language together with a definition of the 

model language needed to interpose another language. This leads to a 

separation of the definition process. So, how can we overcome the problem? 

The semantics of a modelling language are quite different from the abstract 

syntax model of a modelling language. The model of the abstract syntax defines 

the language structure and well formed relationships and is a prerequisite for 

the definition of semantics. Meanwhile, semantics have some rules and these 

rules prescribe whether the expression of a language is well formed or not and 

add a layer of meaning to concepts defined by the abstract syntax. Based on 

these principles, in the DSM method the concept of separation of semantics is 

used to solve the problem. That is, parts of the semantics are separated by the 

code generator and wholly put into the code generator and described by the 

external programming language in order to, as far as possible, maintain 

platform-independence of the modelling language and linguistic homogeneity. 

At the same time, the static semantics (such as the corresponding relationship 

between Class of UML and the object of the semantic domain) in the modelling 

language can still be retained and these static semantic rules can be used by 

modelling language tools, such as to check whether the model element type is 

consistent or not, and whether there will be connections among modelling 
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elements, etc.  

5.3 Abstract Syntax Definition of XMML 

5.3.1 Abstract Syntax Model of XMML 

The Abstract syntax model describes the essential character of the Modelling 

Language. It is used to describe relationships between concepts of modelling 

language and concepts. In the design of a modelling language, in addition to 

recognition, concepts of the descriptive language and modelling of these 

concepts, the abstract syntax model is also needed to define and judge whether 

the model written by the language has legitimate rules or not, and if these rules 

are the rules of well-formed model language. XMML is a meta-modelling 

language that describes a concrete model of the DSML. So, a key area is 

defining the basic concepts needed in the design of a domain-specific language 

and the relationships among these concepts. Besides, the rules used to restrict 

whether the constructed model is legitimate or not, are also needed to describe 

such factors as whether we can build a connection between two domain 

modelling elements, etc. 

The purpose of constructing an abstract syntax model of the modelling 

language is to describe relationships between basic modelling concepts of the 

modelling language and concepts. During the design of the modelling language, 

the concepts and relationship between these concepts are also basic to the 

design of related products (such as concrete syntax, semantic model) of all 

other languages. In the context of modelling language definition, a concept is 

anything that can express a word in the language. Abstract syntax as opposed to 

the specific expression (the concrete abstract) of concepts, is concerned with 

the abstract expression of concepts, rather than what is presented to the user or 

the meaning of its components.  

The modelling objects of XMML are DSMLs. Like the domain-specific 
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application system model, DSMLs are also domain-specific models. We can 

obtain a abstract a syntax model of XMML by analysing and identifying the 

basis for the composition of DSMLs as shown in Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5. 6 Abstract Syntax Model of XMML 

Abstract syntax model of XMML expressing the necessary modelling 

elements for building DSMLs as well as the relationship between these 

modelling elements. 

5.3.2 Abstract Syntax Model Elements of XMML 

(1) Model 

In XMML, a modelling type or domain-specific solution is expressed as a 

model. A domain application system can be described by many models. Every 

model describes domain problems and solutions. At the same time, and we can 

build many different types of model for the same domain problem and describe 

it from various perspectives. 

The key purpose of building a model is to express domain concepts and the 

relationship between them as well as their constraints and configurations. For 

some domain problems, it is also necessary to exhibit various aspects of a 
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model by different views. Therefore, in XMML, a model has three main 

constituent elements: domain elements, domain rules and diagrams. The 

relationship between model and them is one to many. In order to make a model 

produce different software artefacts (such as source code of various 

programming language or documents) it can have several code generators 

associated with it. These code generators can use the model as input to parse 

content described by the model. They can deal with the whole model or only 

parse a partial view of the model as decided by the designer of the code 

generator. 

(2) Domain Element 

The main key task of domain modelling is to map domain concepts in the 

domain as domain elements [9]. In XMML, a domain element is derived as an 

entity and a relationship. “Entity” is used to express the type of the various 

entity modelling elements of the domain and they are instantiated as various 

specific entity object during domain modelling. The type of relationship 

existing among domain entities is expressed by “Relationship” and these are 

instantiated as associations among various domain elements. The relationship 

itself in XMML is a binary, but we can achieve the purpose of expression of 

n-ary relations by combining entity and relationship even with association 

between relationships. The entity itself can nest many entities within it and in 

expressing requirements for one entity we can be including many sub entities. 

Besides, some complex entities may need further decompositions and use new 

models to express the structure after decomposing. Therefore, in XMML, we 

can define many sub-model types to be allowed when creating on entity to 

characterise a multi-level model structure. 

(3) Diagram and Visual Element 

The visual modelling language should be able to show each composition 

element of the model and the associations among them. Furthermore, the same 
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model should be able to express every aspect of the model from different views, 

or use many views to illustrate each part of the same model. In XMML, a 

diagram is used to express view information for the model, and many diagrams 

can be built in a single model. In a complex model, each diagram only 

expresses a part or an aspect of the model. The make up of the model itself is 

not related to its visual form. The relationships between diagrams and model 

are loosely coupling. 

In XMML, the representation of a Domain Element in a Diagram is achieved 

by a Visual Element, which is used to define the visual design of each domain 

element. The same domain element may present a different graphical 

appearance in different views, therefore, the relationship between domain 

element and visual element is one to many.   

For a visual modelling language, the appearance of its modelling elements 

should be able to directly express the corresponding domain concepts. At the 

same time, in the visual modelling environments, it is also necessary to make 

these graphic modelling elements able to respond to interactive actions by the 

users. So it is necessary that the meta-modelling language should be able to 

provide a flexible and valid extended mechanism to enable developers of 

DSMLs to define the appearance of various domain elements together with 

their interactive behaviours. Therefore, we designed a visual description 

language structure into XMML to enable it to define both the appearance of 

visual elements and interactive behaviours. The following XML fragment 

shows how to use the kind of visual description language structure to define a 

UseCase’s appearance and handing information for interactive events. 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<VisualElement id="..." type="UseCase" elementId="" events=""> 
<div id="UseCase" style="background-image:RES(UseCase.emf); 
border:none; " features="linkable:true; resizeable:false; moveable:true; 
editable:false; hostable: false; selectable:true" 
events="ondbclick:fnOnDbClick();"> 
 <div id="UseCaseText" style="color:black; text-align:center;" 
features="linkable:false; resizeable:false; moveable:true; editable:true; 
hostable: false; selectable:true"> 
 </div> 
</div> 
<script> 
 function fnOnDbClick(){ 
 ArchwareAPI.openPropertyWindow(ArchwareAPI.currentElemen
t.Id); 
 } 
</script> 
</VisualElement> 

Figure 5. 7 Example of Visual Primitive Definition 
 

Among them, the node VisualElement is used to define every part of the 

Visual Element, such as a background picture, editable text box, etc. At the 

same time, a variety of UI interactive event action calls can be specified for 

them to enhance the user’s interactive experience of the process of graphical 

modelling. HotAreas are used to define the connectable regions where 

graphical elements connect to association lines and the regions where 

sub-element can be placed. An outline node is used to define the drag path for 

an accessory such as a port. Due to the need for this visual description, the 

structure of the language is designed using a method compatible with 

Document Object Model (DOM) [112] of W3C. This means that the developers 

can dynamically operate the visual structure of the modelling elements by using 

DOM API when modelling. For example this could be by using the event 

mechanism to call script to achieve dynamic addition of text or graphics, or by 

changing visibility and size, etc. 
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(4) Domain Rules 

Domain Rules are used to characterise the essential key components of a 

domain model. They are related to business rules in the application domain and 

to domain knowledge. They usually represent some constraint or configuration 

information when they are mapped to the model together with domain 

knowledge. They will have an impact on the modelling process and the results 

of code generation. Therefore, the formal description of domain rules is a key 

characteristic of a modelling language supporting DSM development [39]. 

Domain rules can be divided into two types, fixed rules and conditional rules. 

The former mainly expresses some fixed constraints of the domain and are not 

affected by the properties of the modelling elements when they are applied in 

the model. However, they are affected by constraints arising from the type of 

modelling element. Such constraints usually manifest themselves as what 

modelling elements are allowed in the model and fixed constraints, such as 

what kind of associations are allowed among these modelling elements. 

Meanwhile, conditional rules relate to certain flexible domain constraints. 

Whether a conditional rule is applied or not is decided by some complex 

domain business logic. For example, during the modelling process a conditional 

rule might require that certain kinds of business rules should be applied 

according to the properties of some real world domain elements.  

For the fixed rules, we can use visual modelling to complete a formal 

description when meta-modelling, but it is difficult to express conditional rules 

in a graphical way. For example, we can use a graphical means to define 

modelling elements in the model together with their organisational structure, 

but we cannot specify some special business logic to be applied among them. 

As conditional rules are a very complicated variable, it is necessary that some 

flexible mechanism should be provided to achieve a formal description for 

them.  
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Adopting pure mathematical or logical methods can provide compact and 

precise formal definition for domain rules and many theoretical and prototypal 

modelling language use formal description mechanisms. A descriptive method 

is more complex and difficult to use for most developers and it is difficult to 

achieve tool support. Some modelling languages and tools use special 

specification languages (such as: OCL, B Language) to achieve a formal 

description of domain rules. This also causes some difficulties for the 

developers who study and use these languages. In XMML, we use a general 

programming language (such as, JavaScript, VBScript, Pascal, etc.) to formally 

describe the model’s domain rules. Due to the fact that they are executable, they 

are not only used to describe domain rules, but can also be used to dynamically 

and directly change some domain rules into mechanisms for the operation and 

control of the model with the support of modelling tools.  

Domain rule modelling not only defines what the rule is it must also define 

what it is to be used for and when it is to be used. We use a domain rule 

modelling method based on events to achieve these requirements. Namely, 

according to their conditional character to classify the domain rules, then each 

type of these domain rules can be mapped to various events. The developer can 

use the general programming language of the corresponding event-handler to 

describe domain rules corresponding to the event together with and a series of 

logical processes initiated by these rules.      

For example, take a domain rule, “instance object of modelling entity type A 

can only appear once in the model” that applies to a certain model and is to 

achieve a Singleton Pattern, for the domain rule. Here, we can use an 

onElementCreate event for modelling entity type A and use JavaScript to write 

its process logic, as shown in Figure 5.8. 
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var arrE = XMMLAPI. GetElements (this.model,” EntityA”); 

if (arrE.length>0) { 

return false; 

}else{ 

return true; 

} 

Figure 5. 8 Example: Creating Domain Rules by onElementCreate Event 

 

Among them, XMML API is a global object of the model reflection interface, 

and we can use it to access and operate elements of the model and objects. The 

return value of the event handling denotes whether the event triggered by the 

operation meets domain rules or not.  

Compared with methods (such as, pre-condition, post-condition, assertion 

and Invariant) of modelling the declarative rules used by some modelling 

languages, a modelling method for domain rules that is based on events can 

provide a more flexible, clearer and more accurate means of classifying DSML 

development. At the same time, due to the use of an executable programming 

language to formally define domain rules, the functions of modelling tools 

related to domain rules can be defined and achieved by DSMLs. So, the DSML 

is not just a static declarative modelling language, it can better integrate with 

tools and provide functionality extension for modelling tools. 

(5) Properties and Events 

Properties and Events are attributes that every domain element should have. 
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A set of properties is used to describe and record various characteristic values 

of the domain element. In XMML, the form of name-value can be used to 

describe the data structure of simple attributes. We can provide a form designer 

for this in the modelling language’s supporting tool to help the meta-model 

developer design forms applied in editing complex attributes.   

Events are a language definition mechanism provided for DSMLs 

developers to use when they are modelling in accordance with complex domain 

rules and so achieve event-driven modelling to suit the various complex 

modelling requirements. We define various Event Types (such as 

OnElementCreate, OnElementDeleted, OnPropertyChanged, OnGenerate, etc.) 

in XMML and developers can write a corresponding event handler for each 

Event Type. This can achieve the application of, or a check on, the 

corresponding domain rules by triggering a modelling tool to execute 

corresponding processing logic.  

 The Events of XMML can be classified into two types: DesignTime Events 

and RunTime Events. The former refers to those Events that happened at the 

time of design, and which can provide the modeller with dynamic interaction 

and feedback during the process of modelling. For example, an entity is put into 

a diagram or an association is built between two entities that will trigger their 

OnElementCrete event. As programming progresses it can be judged whether or 

not the element has been legitimately built or whether it is necessary to initiate 

some implicit configuration actions. Meanwhile, the term RunTime Events 

refers to those events that happened during the model processing phase. For 

example, when code is generated it triggers OnGenerate events for each of the 

modelling elements. At the event processing program, each modelling element 

can examine and check some attributes and generates its code fragment of to 

achieve automatic code generation mechanism. To enhance the usability of 

XMML, developers can use any technology that supports ActiveX (such as 

JavaScript, VBScript, Perl, etc.) to write even handling scripts and there is no 
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need to study a new special programming language. The integrated 

environment can provide a model reflection COM calling interface, and scripts 

can use these APIs to read model information or to operate the model.    

5.4 Concrete Syntax Definitions of XMML 

5.4.1 Overview of XMML’s Concrete Syntax 

Although an abstract syntax can describe the potential words or syntax of a 

modelling language, it does not define how to express that abstract syntax to the 

modeller. Such details will be described by concrete syntax. The concrete 

syntax of the modelling language mainly includes text concrete syntax (such as 

text syntax of Java language) and graphic concrete syntax (such as graphical 

symbols of UML). These are called text syntax and graphic syntax. Some of the 

concrete syntax of the modelling languages uses graphic syntax and some uses 

text syntax and it is ok to use both of them. The concrete syntax provides the 

modeller with a concrete means of expressing the model. There are different 

views of abstract syntax, so the modelling language can have many kinds of 

concrete syntax or many different concrete syntaxs to express its own abstract 

syntax.      

Disposal of the concrete syntax of a modelling language is divided into two 

phases. The first phase includes parsing the concrete syntax and ensuring it is 

legitimate; the second phase is to build an abstract syntax using the concrete 

syntax. Although the two concrete syntax forms built by the modeller are very 

different, the above two phases are also suited to text concrete syntax and 

graphic concrete syntax. The graphical model is usually built in an interactive 

way, therefore it is increasing. Meanwhile, the graphic syntax must be parsed 

synchronously with interaction with the users; while text syntax is batch parsed, 

users use this syntax to construct a complete model, then the model is 

transferred to the parser. Syntax is dealt with in much the same way by the 
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programming language’s compliers or parsers.  

XMML is a visual modelling language, but its concrete syntax both uses text 

concrete syntax and graphic concrete syntax, which appear as text concrete 

syntax, to provide a visual means of modelling. In the realisation of XMML 

modelling tools, unidirectional synchronisation is carried out. That is, while the 

modeller is using a modelling tool to gradually build the model, the background 

of the modelling tool will synchronously parse graphic syntax as an equivalent 

text syntax representation of the abstract syntax. On the other hand, if the 

modeller wanted to use a text model, due to being unable to get information on 

the size and location of the graphic, it would be impossible to generate the 

corresponding model diagram. However, the code generator’s parse for the 

model does not depend on graphical syntax information, so the model 

represented by text and built directly with the use of text mode can still be input 

into the code generator to generate code output corresponding to the model.   

The concrete syntax of XMML is defined by XML schema, shown in Figure 

5.9. 
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Figure 5. 9 Concrete Syntax Schema of XMML  
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5.4.2 Concrete Syntax Description Scheme for XMML 

The above gives an abstract syntax model of the basic modelling elements 

necessary to create a domain-specific modelling language, model, entity, 

relationship and diagram, etc. but it does not give clear definitions for and 

description of the attributes and actions of these basic modelling elements. 

There is also a further need to describe the concrete structure of XMML from 

the definitions of the concrete syntax.  

XMML is a meta-modelling langue based on XML, the meta-model as built 

together with the specific application system model based on the meta-model 

use the same concrete syntax structure. The descriptions of the two models are 

finally persisted as a XML file, therefore, the concrete syntax definition of 

XMML is described by XML Schema. XML Schema is a syntax tool used to 

define syntax based on XML, include all the functions of DTD, and enhance 

the stylised character of linguistic elements. Consequently, the structure is more 

rigorous. At present, most new standards of W3C are described by XML 

Schema. Its position and role are similar to the BNF paradigm, which is used by 

the syntax of other programming languages [53]. The concrete definition of 

XMML uses Schema rather than the BNF paradigm. The reason is that Schema 

can be expressed by XML, and expediently form a SOM (Schema Object 

Model) to enable other applications to know about and parse its structure, and 

better provide tool support for grammar analysis and checking.  

(1) Model 

In XMML, a domain modelling target or a solution to a domain-specific 

problem is presented as a model and this is the basic unit that the code 

generator has to parse. It is made up of member objects for describing the 

model in detail, such as, domain entities, associations, diagrams, etc. Its 

concrete syntax structure is shown in Figure 5.10 (for the concrete Schema 

language description please refer to Appendix A):  
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Figure 5. 10 Definition of ModelsType Schema  

 

In the XML Schema for defining syntax, the structure of the grammar of the 

Model is defined as a complexType. These complexly define the description of 

the structure of the Model by using other complexTypes. A description of the 

meaning of each composition element is shown following: 

(a) Attributes 

Describe basic attributes of the model object itself. Among them, id is a 

unique identifier of the model. Meanwhile type is used to describe the type of 

model. 

(b) Entities 

Each represents a set of various domain concepts of model objects. The 

elements of the set are described by a complexType EntityType.  

(c) Relationships 

Denote a set of associations among various entity model objects. The 
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elements of the set are described by a complexType RelationshipType.  

(d) Diagrams 

It is a representation using visual means to display a set of model objects in 

diagrammatic form. The elements of the set are described by a complexType 

DiagramType.  

(e) Properties 

It used to describe various items of attribute information in the model. Due 

to the use of XMML applied in meta-modelling, the attribute information of an 

element has extensibility. So, in XMML, the definitions of Properties elements 

adopts an open structure and be defined by a complexType as shown in Figure 

5.11.    

 

Figure 5. 11 PropertiesType Schema 

 

As shown in the above figure, definitions of Properties are specified by 

meta-model development, so their infrastructure is regulated by the syntax of 

XMML. While PropertyMgr introduces definitions of Properties in charge of 

parsing and setting attributes in the actually modelling environment, 

PropertyMgr manages the special attributes of components. Its action is 

developed by the meta-model developer according to object attributes described 

by Properties to develop the corresponding data management interface and 
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processing logic and to provide query, rewritten, enumeration, and other 

operations with attribute information of external objects. 

Properties are a reusable type of descriptions of structural definitions and are 

reused in Entities, Relationships and Diagrams, etc.  

(f) Events:  

Events describe certain constraints, rules and actions of model objects 

formed by events. In the modelling environment, corresponding judgements, 

verifying and processing actions can be triggered timely by the corresponding 

events. This uses complexType to describe related information as shown in the 

following Figure 5.12. 

 

 
Figure 5. 12 EventsType Schema 

 

The meta-model developer can define various event types in the event 

structure,  and event handling can be described by corresponding scriptFile. 

(g) Specification 

Represents a set of some semantic features of the model and is used to 

describe model specification information such as, model functions, modelling 

intentions, required constraints and so on. The way in which they are described 

can be formal or informal and the meta-model developer will decide how to 

extend and use the structure. It is a complexType, as shown in the following 

Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5. 13 SpecificationType Schema 

 

(h) CodeGenerators 

Express how a set of code generators can be accepted as input to the model. 

A model can be associated with many CodeGenerators to produce different 

outputs. Its structure is shown in the following Figure 5.14. 

 
Figure 5. 14 CodeGeneratorsType Schema 

 

(i) RefEntities 

It used to describe entity references introduced from other models. Its 

structure is shown in the following Figure 5.15.   

 

 

Figure 5. 15 RefEntitiesType Schema 
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(2) Entity 

After domain analysis, we can extract and get various domain concepts, 

which will be instanced by various concrete entities when domain modelling to 

express the substantive content of the model. They can be big or small and 

decided by granularity of modelling. At the time of final code generation, some 

entities may correspond to a module or correspond to a class. The concrete 

syntax of description of these entities is defined by an Entity element, and it is a 

reusable complextType. Its structure is shown in the following Figure 5.16.   

 

Figure 5. 16 EntityType Schema 

 

 
The symbol for a ComplexType. 

 

It represents the type with two attributes. 

 

The symbol is used to denote the ComplexType with a 

series of sub-elements, namely, what kind of 

sub-element can appear and the appearance order of 
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these sub-elements.  

 

It only represents a sub-element, which can have its own 

sub-elements  

 

It represents a sub-element, what differs from the above 

one is that it is a reference, here( it has been defined 

previously as a ComplexType, so there is a small arrow 

at the lower left of the symbol, and it is similar to a 

shortcut. ). Besides, it is optional (denoted as radiogroup 

box ) 

 

It represent the number of sub-elements can be 0 or 

infinite 

Table 5. 1 EntityType Schema Element 

 

It is also necessary to further refine modelling to some complex, large 

granularity domain entity. The same domain object can appear in many domain 

models and a domain entity can be a function of the business or a 

non-functional static object. Its syntax is defined by XML Schema. The 

meaning of each of the various constituent elements can be described as 

follows. 

(a) Attributes 

Describe a basic attribute of the modelling entity itself. Among them, id is a 

unique identifier of the modelling entity itself. Type is used to identify the type 

of modelling entity and mark it for reuse. 

(b) RefinedModel 

It is used to express a refinement model included in the modelling entity. 

Usually, we need to further refine the model by building a sub-model when the 

meaning or function of a modelling entity is rich. 

(c) Attachment 
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It describes an attachable set of sub entities of a modelling object. For 

example, in circuit design, a main component of the circuit can be designed as 

attaching many port components, here, the port components are its sub-entities. 

The lifecycle between sub-entity and main entity should be consistent. When 

the main entity is deleted, the sub-entities be removed at the same time. 

(d) Contained 

Describes some other entity set included in modelling entity objects. The 

relationship between them and the main entity object is loosed coupled and the 

deletion of the main entity has no impact on them, so the set just stores their 

references. 

(e) Properties 

It expresses the attributes of a set of entities. It is a complexType in Schema 

and is not affected by which type is used in the definition of the model. 

(f) Events 

Used for describing some constraints, rules and model object actions in the 

form of events. The event processing logic is specified by script. It is a 

complextType in Schema and is the same as the type used in the definition of 

the model.   

(g) Specification： 

Expresses a set of some semantic features of entities and is used to describe 

model specification information such as functions of the model, modelling 

intentions, required constraints and so on. It is a complextType in Schema and 

is the same as the type used in the definition of the model.    

 

(3) Relationship 

Relationship is used for describing the type of binary relation exiting domain 
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modelling elements and for building relationships between one entity and 

another and for the relationship between an entity and an entity relation as well 

as for relations between different entity relations. The connected modelling 

elements act as the role of the relationship, and the relationship cannot exist 

without a role. In XMML, the concrete syntax of Relationship is defined by 

XML Schema as shown in the following Figure 5.17. 

 
Figure 5. 17 RelationshipsType Schema 

 

The meaning of each of the constituent elements is described as follows: 

(a) Attributes 

Describe a basic attribute of the modelling entity itself. Among them, id is a 

unique identifier of the description of the Relationship itself, type describes the 

type of relationship and marks it for reuse.  

(b) Roles 

Express role information of two modelling elements linked by the 

relationship. The role is used to describe information such as the position, effect, 

identity, etc. of two modelling elements that form binary relationship. It is a 

complexType element and its structure is shown by the following Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5. 18 RoleElement Schema 

 

Attributes are used to describe basic information of Role and among them, 

type is used to describe type of role, such as request / response, father / son, etc. 

with the type being specified by the meta-model developer. elementId is used to 

record which modelling element is assigned by the role, here this is just a 

reference to the modelling element. Properties are used for descriptions of some 

of the Role’s user-defined information, such as name, multiplicity, etc. Events 

are used for the description of some constraints, rules, etc. on the role. The role 

assigned to some objects will produce a corresponding event. Specification is 

used to describe some specifications that role should satisfy.   

(c) Properties 

Express attributes of a set of relationships in Schema. It is a complexType 

and is not affected by which type is used in the definition of the model. 

(d) Events 

It describes some constraints, rules and actions of model objects in the form 

of events. The event processing logic is specified by script. It is a complextType 

in Schema and is the same as the type used in the definition. 

(e) Specification 

Expresses a set of some of the semantic features of a related object and is 

used to describe model specification information such as the function of the 
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model, modelling intentions, required constraints and so on. It is a 

complextType in Schema and is the same as the type used in the definition of 

the model.  

(4) Diagram 

A diagram is a graphical definition in the model and is used to record visual 

information relating to a modelling element. It plays the role of a drawing board, 

and provides an interactive interface with the user. The syntax of Diagram is 

defined by XML Schema as shown in the following Figure 5.19. 

 

Figure 5. 19 Diagram Schema 

 

The meaning of each of the constituent elements is described as follows. 

(a) Attributes 

Express basic attributes of the diagram itself, among them, id is a unique 

identifier of the diagram; type is used to describe the type of mark and to mark 

it for reuse; RenderEngine is used to specify which render engine deals with the 

diagram. When dealing with graphical displays and interactions, different types 

of diagram make different requirements on the render engine. For example, 

there is a lot of difference between a sequence diagram and a class diagram in 

UML. Therefore, it is necessary to provide the meta-model developer with the 

approach of freely specifying the render engine.  

(b) VisualElements 
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A visual information set of each modelling element object in the model. 

(c) Properties 

It used to express the attributes of a set of diagrams. It is a complextType in 

Schema and is the same as the type used in the definition of the model. 

5.5 Formal Specification of Meta-Modeling Language 

XMML 

5.5.1 Formal Semantics of Domain and Meta Domain 

The semantics of domain-specific modeling language are divided into two 

kinds: structural semantics and behavioral semantics, the former relates to 

models’ specification, description and operation, while the later focus on 

executing semantics of domain-specific, however, the formal definition in the 

paper is based on domain-specific modeling language and structural semantics 

of meta-modeling language. With the guide of bottom-up, the concepts of 

meta-modeling language of all the domain are established on the basis of 

defining concept of domain.   

From the mathematical point of view, the domain composed by all domain 

models which are described by domain-specific modeling language contains the 

following three kinds of information: 

(1) The common concepts used for constructing domain model or a 

mathematical structure set of common primitives; 

(2) All the possible domain model sets R ; 

(3) domain constraint set C acting on R ; 

Not all the domain model in the R  constructed by  is legal 

(well-formed), only those who meet the domain constraints c are well-formed. 
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The is abstracted as a set of functional symbol, such as Component (x) means 

that for x , x is a component, here the  can be seen as a mapping of 

functional symbol to nonnegative integer,      is a functional symbol 

set used for constructing model,   is the corresponding set of element 

number, so the Component (x) can be represented as (Component,1),  

Component is the name the functional symbol, 1 represents Component is a 

function of one variable. A set labeled by the model elements is abstract as a 

character map , a combination of the functional symbol and the character 

map can be seen a term, which is used to identify an element of a model, such 

as Component (CA) denotes a element of component type named CA. An 

algebra inductive method based on   and   is used to construct a term set 

( )   called as term algebra, and the following definitions are given. 

Definition 1 supposes   is a symbol set,   is a character map, the term 

of term algebra can be generated as follows: 

(1)   is a term. 

(2) If f dom   and 1 2 ( ), , , ft t t 
 are terms, so 1 2 ( )( , , , )ff t t t  

 is a 

term.  

So a model can be seen as a domain functional symbol acting on a generated 

tern set r  identified by the model elements, from the mathematical point of 

view,   ( )r    ; the domain model set can be seen as a power set of the 

term algebra  ( )  , namely = ( ))R    . 

Based on above analysis, we know that a domain of mathematical concepts 

composed by the following parts: a character map   composed by model 

identification; a domain symbol set , which directly corresponding to domain 

construction element; a domain constraint symbol set c , a extension of  , 

contains all the symbols of derivable model’s well-formedness or consistency; a 
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consistent set C acting on all the model of a domain, C is based on   and c  

written by a formal  language. Next, the formal definition of domain of 

mathematical concepts will be given.   

Definition 2 A domain D is a quadruple , , ,c C   ，  and c  are 

functional symbol set based on  , c is an extension of  ,   is a character 

map, C is a formal expression set ( )LF  written by a formal language and 

expresses constraints rules of a domain.   

To map a domain structure of a mathematical concepts to a concrete formal 

domain structure, such as a domain based on first order logic, to realise 

consistency checking of a model and attributes analysis, a interpretative 

mapping from domain of mathematical concepts  to a first order logic.  

Definition 3 an explanation  can be seen as a mapping   from model 

of mathematical domain D to model of first order logic domain LD  , denoted as 

: LR R   , among them , , ,L L L
L cD C     . 

It required that the predicate symbols of first order logic symbol tables L

and L
c in LD  directly come from corresponding function symbol of   and 

c , namely,  and L , c and L
c are identical mapping, only the meaning is 

transformed as first-order predicate from mathematical function; LC  is a 

group of first-order predicate based on L  , L
c , which equals the meaning of 

expression ( )LF ; they are all based on the same character map  .   is a 

mapping from mathematical domain model to a first-order logic domain model, 

1   is an inverse mapping of  . 

Theory 1 the mapping from the model of mathematical model to the model 

of first-order logic is a bijection.  

Proof: To any mathematical domain model, namely, X , 1( ( ))X X   , 
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thereby it can deduced that 1 1( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( ))X Y X Y X Y           , 

so   is a mapping of one to one (injection). For any model of first-order logic 

domain, namely, , , ( )L L LX D X X X    , so    is a surjection. Thereby, 

  is a bijection from mathematical domain to first order domain. 

It is thus clear that this kind of mapping is a mapping of structure 

preservation, which can keep its abstract syntax and structural semantic 

identical.   The same reason can prove that 1 : LR R 
  is a bijection 

preservation of inverse structure between the models of first-order logic domain  

LD  to the models of mathematical domain D . So the purpose of the checking 

and analysis of the model itself can be realised by checking and analysis of 

first-order logic domain LD . The formal definition of domain-specific modeling 

language is given by us based on the analysis of the domain of structure 

semantics (description semantics) of domain-specific modeling language. 

Definition 4 a domain-specific modeling language L is a domain described 

by itself and a two-tuples explained by itself, namely, ,L D   . 

A composing domain of all the legal domain models constructed by the 

domain-specific modeling language, while all the different domains constructs 

another domain ——a domain of domain, we called it meta-domain. As the 

domain depicted by the modeling language, the meta-domain is depicted by the 

meta-language of modeling language, meta-modeling language. A modeling 

process is used to construct new domain application model, while the 

meta-modeling language is a process to define new domain by constructing 

domain meta-model, here the so-called domain meta-model is a model used for 

defining domain constructed by meta-modeling language, that is to say the 

domain is depicted by the meta-model.  

The meta-domain of mathematical concepts composed by the following 

parts: a character map meta  composed by a meta-model identification; the 
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symbol set meta  of public primitives or the common concepts used for 

constructing all the domains, which corresponding to constructing element of 

meta-domain, such as Entity(x) represents to x , x is an entity, here meta  

can be seen as a mapping from functional symbol to non-negative integer:  

  ,   is a functional symbol set used for constructing meta-model,   

is the set of function’s corresponding element number, so the Entity (x) can be 

denoted as (Entity,1), the Entity is the name of function symbol, 1 represents 

entity is a function of one variable, the combination of function symbol and 

character can be seen as a term, which is used for a element of meta-model, 

such as Entity (Component) means the element of entity type, named 

Component; a meta-domain constraint symbol set  meta
C , is a extension of 

meta , which contains all the symbols of well-formedness  of inferable 

meta-domain. A set metaC acts on meta-domain and contains consistency 

constraints of all the domains,  metaC  is written by the formal language based 

on meta  and meta
C . Next, the formal definition of meta-domain of 

mathematical concepts will be given.  

Definition 5 a meta-domain metaD  is quadruple, , , ,meta meta meta meta
C C    ,

meta and meta
C  are the function symbol sets based on  , meta

C  is the 

extension of meta , meta  is the character map, metaC  is a formal expression 

set written by the a formal language, which express constraints rules of 

meta-domain. The meta-domain metaD  expresses the common structure of all 

the meta-models contained by it. 

To map the meta-domain structure of the mathematical concepts to a 

concrete formal meta-domain structure, such as a domain based on first-order 

logic, to realise consistency checking and attributes analysis of meta-model, a 

meta-explanation mapping from the meta-domain of mathematical concepts to 
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a meta-domain based on first-order logic is established by us. 

Definition 6 a meta-explanation meta  can be seen as a mapping meta  

between a meta-model metaR


 of meta-domain metaD of mathematical concepts 

and a domain meta

LR


 of meta-domain  meta
LD  based on first-order logic, which 

is denoted as : meta meta

L
meta R R

 
  , among them 

, , ,
L L Lmeta meta meta meta meta

L CD C     . 

Theory 2 the mapping meta  from mathematical domain to first-order logic 

is a bijection. 

The proof is the same to theory 1. This kind of mapping is structure 

preservation mapping, and it can keep its abstract syntax and structure 

semantics identical. If 1
meta  is a inverse mapping of meta , the same reason can 

proof that 1 : meta meta

L
meta R R 

 
  also is inverse structure preservation bijection 

between a domain meta

LR


 of meta-domain meta
LD  based on first-order logic to a 

meta-model metaR


 of mathematical meta-domain metaD . So the purpose of 

checking and analysis of meta-model itself can be realised by checking and 

analysis of a domain of first-order logic.  The formal definition of 

domain-specific modeling language is given by us based on the analysis of the 

domain of structure semantics (description semantics) of domain-specific 

modeling language. 

Definition 7 a domain-specific meta-modeling language metaL  is a 

two-tuples of described by it and explained by it, namely, ,meta meta metaL D   . 

As the domain is depicted by the meta-model of model, meta-domain is 

depicted by the meta-model of meta-model, namely meta-meta model. The 

meta-meta model not only depicts all the abstract syntax and structural 

semantics of meta-domain, but also the common constraints metaC  kept by the 
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all the meta-model of the meta-domain, so only those meta-models constructed 

by the domain-specific meta-modeling language metaL  meeting constraint 

metaC  of meta-domain are well-formed  meta-model.  

5.5.2 Formal Specification of XMML Meta-Modeling 

Language 

Based on the formal definition of above domain-specific meta-modeling 

language metaL , according to the structure preservation mechanism, on the basis 

of improving the existing problems of definition integrity and consistency of 

XMML meta-modeling language, a formal representation of XMML based on 

first-order logic domain which is easy to check is established. It focuses on 

primary meta-modeling element of XMML meta-modeling language as well as 

its formal depiction of its constraint relationship.  So the XMML 

meta-modeling language  XMMLL  can be seen as a predicate symbol set XMMLS  

decrypting meta-modeling element, an extended predicate symbol set C
XMMLS  

used for property derivation as well as a triad composed by predicate 

expression set XMMLF  of consistency constraints acting on all the meta-model.  

Definition 8 the XMML meta-modeling language XMMLL  can be seen as a 

triad composed by XMMLS , C
XMMLS  and XMMLF . 

The meta-modeling used for constructing meta-model in XMMLS  is 

categorised into types: one is meta-modeling element of entity type, which are 

represented as node  in the diagram form of meta-model; the other is 

meta-modeling element of relationship type, which are represented as side of 

meta-model diagram form, when each meta-modeling element is used for 

constructing meta-model, it is with attributes, such as ID, Type and 

Specification, .etc. to make the system identify different meta-type, as well as 
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different entities of the same meta-modeling element, or make the user write the 

comments. The attributes information contained by meta-modeling language 

refers to concrete syntax definition of XMML.  

Next, a detail formal description of each meta-modeling element as well as 

constraints expression related to each of them will be given, and the non-formal 

diagram form supported by its meta-modeling, based on this, to classify the 

predicate symbol set of XMML and predicate constraint to form the set of  

XMMLS , C
XMMLS  and XMMLF . 

(1) Model 

Model can be represented as a unary predicate ( )Model x , which means the 

metatype of element x is Model, ( ) XMMLModel x S . For example, a 

meta-model constructed by XMML has a element ArchA of model type and 

element EntityA of entity type, so ( )Model ArchA is true, ( )Model EntityA  is 

false.  

The model can contain 4kinds meta-modeling element of entity type, such as  

Entity, refEntity, Relationship, Constraint, and the hierarchy relation of models 

can be established by self-contained, its diagram form of meta-modeling as 

follows:  

 

Figure 5. 20 Diagram Form of Model Meta-Type 
 

(2) Entity 

The entity can be represented as a unary predicate ( )Entity x , which means 

that the meta-type of element x is Entity, ( ) XMMLEntity x S . The entity can be 
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contained in model by Containment relation, the Attachment is composed by 

close containing among entities, the entity Contain relation (EntiCont) is 

composed by loose containing among entities, the property contain relation 

(ProvCont) can be used to define the property of meta-typed entity, the role 

assigned relation (AssginRela) can be used to establish the relation between 

other meta-modeling element of entity type, but the entity can’t contain model, 

relationship refEntity or Constraints.   

 

Figure 5. 21 Diagram Form of Meta-Typed Entity 
 

(3) Relationship 

The Relationship can be represented as a unary predicate e ( )R lationship x , 

which means the meta-type of element x is relationship, 

e ( ) XMMLR lationship x S . The relationship can be contained in Model by 

Contained Relation, Containment. The property of Relation of meta-type can be 

defined by property containment relation (ProvCont) ,to establish explicit 

relationship of meta-modeling element of entity type by combination of 

role-assigned relation (AssginRela) , but the Relationship can’t be 

self-contained, or contain Model, Entity , RefEntity and Constraint. 

<<Entity>>

<<Containment>><<Containment>>

<<ProvCont>><<ProvCont>>
<<AssginRela>><<AssginRela>>

<<Attachment>><<Attachment>><<EntiCont>><<EntiCont>>
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Figure 5. 22 Diagram Form of Relationship of Meta-Type 

 

(4) RefEntity 

The reference entity (RefEntity) can be represented as a unary predicate

( )RefEntity x , which means the meta-type of element x is RefEntity, 

( ) XMMLRefEntity x S . The RefEntity can be contained in Model by 

Containment, and can point to the referenced other entity by Reference relation 

to provide modeler with a mechanism that is to refer to other model entity in a 

model. In addition, the type of \ referenced meta-modeling element referred by 

reference relation can’t be other types excepts entity 

 
Figure 5. 23 Diagram Form of Referenced Entity of Meta-Type 

 

(5) Property 

The data type supported by XMML are Boolean, string and enum, so 

according to different data types, the Property can be respectively represented 

as unary predicate Pr ( )ovBool x , Pr ( )ovString x  or Pr ( )ovEnum x , which 

<<Relationship>>

<<AssginRela>><<AssginRela>>

<<Containment>><<Containment>>

<<ProvCont>><<ProvCont>>
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respectively means attribute name is x, data type is Bool, String or Enum, 

Pr ( ) XMMLovBool x S , Pr ( ) XMMLovEnum x S , Pr ( ) XMMLovString x S . The three 

typed attributes can be contained in model entity and relationship by property 

contained relationship, ProvCont. 

 

Figure 5. 24 Diagram Form of Attribute Meta-Type  

 

We have three constraints on property‘s data type.  

(a) Completeness of data type:  the data type supported by XMML only is 

Boolean, string and enum.   

(b) The uniqueness of data type: the data of each meta-property is one of 

the three types.  

(c) The existence of enum: each meta-property of enum type must define a 

list of enum value.  

If the EnumList(x) is used by us to present meta-property of enum type x in 

the enum list, the above constraints can be formalised by using first-order 

predicate expression as follows: 

The constraints of data type completeness: 

.Pr ( ) Pr ( ) Pr ( )x ovBool x ovString x ovEnum x    

The constraints of data type uniqueness: it is a conjunction of following 

three expressions.  

.Pr ( ) Pr ( )

.Pr ( ) Pr ( )

.Pr ( ) Pr ( )

x ovBool x ovString x

x ovBool x ovEnum x

x ovString x ovEnum x

 
 
   

The existence of enum values: .Pr ( ) EnumList(x)x ovEnum x   

<<ProvBool>> <<ProvString>> <<ProvEnum>>

<<ProvCont>><<ProvCont>>
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The above expressions are elements of the set XMMLF . 

(6) Constraint 

The Constraint can be represented as a unary predicate int( )Constra x , which 

means the meta-type of element x is Constraint, int( ) XMMLConstra x S .  It 

provides a property of constraint definition, FormulaDomain, which can be 

used for writing user-defined domain constraint formulas based on meta-model 

predicate symbol set and extended predicated symbol set when meta-modeling. 

Due to its definition of constraints of the whole meta-model in the view of a 

whole, so it is only contained in Model by Containment, while it can’t be 

contained in other meta-modeling elements.  

 
Figure 5. 25 Diagram Form of Constraints Meta-Type  

 

(7) Containment 

The Containment can be represented as binary 

predicate   ( , )Containment x y , which means element x is contained in element 

y, ( , ) XMMLContainment x y S . 

 

Figure 5. 26 Diagram Form of Containment Meta-Type  

 

We have two constraints on the meta-type connected by Containment.   

(a) The side of Containment must terminates at meta-type of model . 
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(b) The side of Containment must start form model, entity, refEntiy, 

relationship or constraints. 

(c) The self-contained relationship only happens to model. 

The above constraints can be formalised by first-order predicate formula as 

follows: 

The meta-type constraint of ending of Containment: 

, . ( , ) ( )x y Containment x y Model y   

The meta-type constraint of starting of Containment: 

, . ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) e ( ) int( )x y Containment x y Model x Entity x RefEntity x R lationship x Constra x     

  The constraint of self-contained relationship: 

. ( , ) ( )x Containment x x Model x   

The above formals are element s of the set XMMLF . 

(8) ProvCont 

The ProvCont can be represented as binary predicate   ( , )ProvCont x y , 

which means element x is contained in element y, ( , ) XMMLProvCont x y S . 

 

Figure 5. 27 Diagram Form of ProvCont Meta-Type  

 

We have two constraints on the meta-type connected by ProvCont.   

(a) The side of ProvCont must starts from the meta-type of Bool, String or 

Enum 

(b) The side of ProvCont must terminate at model entity or relationship.   

The above constraints can be formalised by first-order predicate formula as 

<<Model>> <<Entity>> <<Relationship>>

<<ProvBool>> <<ProvString>> <<ProvEnum>>

<<ProvCont>><<ProvCont>>
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follows: 

The constraint of starting of ProvCont: 

, . ( , ) Pr ( ) Pr ( ) Pr ( )x y ProvCont x y ovBool x ovString x ovEnum x     

The constraint of ending of ProvCont: 

, . ( , ) ( ) ( ) e ( )x y ProvCont x y Model y Entity y R lationship y     

The above formals are element s of the set XMMLF . 

(9)  Attachment 

The attachment can be represented as binary predicate   ( , )Attachment x y , 

which means element x is attached in element y, ( , ) XMMLAttachment x y S . 

 
Figure 5. 28 Diagram Form of Attachment Meta-Type  

 
 

 
Figure 5. 29 Diagram Form of Self-Attached  

 

 

Figure 5. 30 Diagram Form of Forming Attached Loop 

 

<<Entity>>

<<Entity>>

<<Attachment>><<Attachment>>
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Figure 5. 31 Diagram Form of Attachment Path 

We have two constraints on attachment: 

(a) The side of attachment must start from meta-type of entity, and it must 

terminate at meta-type of entity. 

(b) The attachment is the close contained relation used in different entity 

type, so the same entity type can’t be attached to itself, shown by Figure 

5-29. 

(c) If the meta-type of host is deleted, the meta-type of attachment must be 

deleted together. 

(d) The attachment loop can’t be formed between two meta-types of entity, 

shown by Figure 5-30. 

(e) Due to the hierarchy can be formed by model self-contained relationship, 

so the level of attachment among entities can’t lager than 1, namely it 

only support the attachment of two entities, the attachment path of 3 

different entities can’t be formed, shown by Figure 5-31.    

Suppose entity element x gets to attachment path of entity element z 

AttaPath(x,y,z) by entity element y, ( , , ) C
XMMLAttaPath x y z S , so the above 

constraints can be formalised by first-order predicate formula as follows: 

Meta-type constraints of two ends of attachment: 

, . ( , ) ( ) ( )x y Attachment x y Entity x Entity y    

Attachment can’t be self-contained: . ( , )x Attachment x x   

The constraints between attached elements and hosting elements: 

<<Entity>>

<<Entity>>

<<Entity>>

<<Attachment>><<Attachment>>

<<Attachment>><<Attachment>>
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, . ( , ) ( ( )) ( )x y Attachment x y Entity y Entity x     

Acyclicity of the attachment among entities:  

, . ( , ) ( ) ( , )x y Attachment x y x y Attachment y x     

Non-existence of attachment path: 

, , . ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , , )

, , . ( , , )

x y z Attachment x y Attachment y z x y y z AttaPath x y z

x y z AttaPath x y z

      
 

   The above formals are element s of the set XMMLF  

(10) EntiCont 

The entity-contained (EntiCont) can be represented as binary 

predicate   ( , )EntiCont x y , which means element x is contained in element y, 

( , ) XMMLEntiCont x y S . There are main two differences between it and 

attachment, that is to allow self-contained and the deleting of containing entity 

doesn’t affect the existence of contained entity.     

 
Figure 5. 32 Diagram Form of Meta-Type EntiCont 

 

We have three constraints on EntiCont: 

(a) The side of EntiCont must start from meta-type of entity, and it must 

terminate at meta-type of entity. 

(b) The EntiCont loop can’t be formed between two meta-types of entity. 

(c) Due to the hierarchy can be formed by model self-contained relationship, 

so the level of EntiCont among entities can’t be lager than 1, namely it 

only support the EntiCont of two entities, the EntiCont path of 3 

different entities can’t be formed. 
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Suppose entity element x gets to EntiCont path of entity element z 

( , , )EntiContPath x y z  by entity element y, ( , , ) C
XMMLEntiContPath x y z S , so 

the above constraints can be formalised by first-order predicate formula as 

follows: 

Meta-type constraints of two ends of EntiCont: 

, . ( , ) ( ) ( )x y EntiCont x y Entity x Entity y    

Acyclicity of the attachment among EntiCont:  

, . ( , ) ( ) ( , )x y EntiCont x y x y EntiCont y x     

Non-existence of EntiCont path: 

, , . ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , , )

, , . ( , , )

x y z EntiCont x y EntiCont y z x y y z EntiContPath x y z

x y z EntiContPath x y z

      
 

   The above formals are element s of the set XMMLF . 

(11) Reference 

The reference can be represented as binary predicate   e ( , )R ference x y , 

which means element x of reference entity type points to referred element y of 

entity type by reference relation, e ( , ) XMMLR ference x y S . 

 

Figure 5. 33 Diagram Form of Reference Meta-Type 

 

We have three constraints on meta-type connected by reference: 

(a) The side of reference must start from meta-type of RefEntity 

(b) The side of reference must terminate at meta-type of RefEntity. 

(c) The same RefEntity only point to a meta-type of entity type.  

(d) The referred entity can’t be the attached entity of attachments.  

<<RefEntity>>

<<Entity>>

<<Reference>><<Reference>>
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The above constraints can be formalised by first-order predicate formula as 

follows: 

Meta-type constraints of two ends of reference: 

, . e ( , ) e ( ) ( )x y R ference x y R fEntity x Entity y    

The RefEntity corresponding to referred entity: 

, , . e ( ) e ( , ) e ( , ) ( )x y z R fEntity x R ference x y R ference x z y z      

Suppose RefEntity x points to referred entity y attached to entity z and the 

character is e ( , , )R fAttaEntity x y z ， e ( , , ) C
XMMLR fAttaEntity x y z S ， so the 

attachments constraints of referred entity as follows: 

, , . e ( ) e ( , ) ( , ) e ( , , )

, , . e ( , , )

x y z R fEntity x R ference x y Attachment y z R fAttaEntity x y z

x y z R fAttaEntity x y z

   
 

   The above formals are element s of the set XMMLF . 

(12) Role-assign relation (AssginRela) 

AssginRela is used to cooperate with Relationship, and explicitly establish 

the binary relation among meta-modeling elements of entity type, according to 

the different directions of the two connected meta-modeling element, we give 

them different roles, it is a rule that the starting end of the connection is source 

role, ant the target end is target role, corresponding the AssginRela is divided 

into two relationship types: Source Role Assign Relationship (SRoleAssginRela) 

and Target Role Assign Relationship (TRoleAssginRela). So if the relationship 

between two meta-modeling elements of entity type, the source role must be 

connected with relationship entities by  SRoleAssginRela. SRoleAssginRela 

can be represented as binary predicate, SRoleAssginRela(x, y) ,which means the 

metamodeling element x of source role is connected with element y of 

relationship type by SRoleAssginRela, XMMLSRoleAssginRela(x, y) S . 

TRoleAssginRela can be represented as binary predicate,

TRoleAssginRela(x, y) ,which means he relationship element x is connected 
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with element y of target role by SRoleAssginRela, 

XMMLTRoleAssginRela(x, y) S  

 

Figure 5. 34 Diagram Form of AssginRela Meta-Type 
 

We have three constraints on the meta-types connected by SRoleAssginRela: 

(a) The side of SRoleAssginRela must start from meta-type of entity or 

meta-type of RefEntity 

(b) The side of SRoleAssginRela must terminate at the meta-type of 

Relationship  

(c) Bidirectional relationship between two types of element can’t use the 

same relationship entity.  

Suppose a representation of connection that is the source role x is connected 

to target role z by relationship entity y is e ( , , )RoleR la x y z ,

e ( , , ) C
XMMLRoleR la x y z S , so the above constraints can be formalised by 

first-order predicate formula as follows: 

   Constraints of two ends of SRoleAssginRela: 

, . ( e ( ) ( )) e ( )x y SRoleAssginRela(x, y) R fEntity x Entity x R lationship y   

   Constraints of bidirectional relationship:  

, , . e ( , , )

, , , . e ( , , ) e ( , , ) ( )

x y z SRoleAssginRela(x, y) TRoleAssginRela(y,z) RoleR la x y z

x y z u RoleR la x y z RoleR la z u x y u

  
   

 

We have three constraints on the meta-types connected by 

TRoleAssginRela: 

(a) The side of TRoleAssginRela must start from meta-type of Relationship 

(b) The side of TRoleAssginRela must terminate meta-type of entity or 

meta-type of RefEntity 

The above constraints by using first-order logic expression can be formalised 
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as follows: 

, . e ( ) ( e ( ) ( ))x y TRoleAssginRela(x, y) R lationship x R fEntity y Entity y   

 

5.6 XMML Visual Modelling 

5.6.1 Visual Definition Mechanism for XMML 

The visual description of XMML provides a graphical means for the modeller 

to describe the model. As models expressed graphically are much simpler and 

also easier to understand and communicate, today’s popular modelling 

languages most provide a visual modelling mechanism. For example, in UML, 

a block diagram is used to express class and arrows are used to express 

relationships among objects.   

Visual modelling is very important with domain-specific modelling 

languages. In different application domians, it is necessary for various domain 

concepts to differ in appearance. The visual information for the modelling 

element should accord with domain concepts in order to directly express 

semantic information of the modelling language element through its appearance 

in use. The visual representation corresponding to a modelling element is called 

a diagram of the modelling element. Considering how people actually make a 

visual identification of an object, a well-defined diagram can express more 

information than text to audiences. For example, warning signs on highways 

can more quickly and effectively express necessary information to people than 

ordinary text. Therefore, when designing a diagram for a modelling element of 

a domain-specific modelling language, there is no point in emphasising unity of 

modelling diagrams like the unified modelling language, UML. On the opposite,  

its modelling diagram must be able to realise an individual definition of the 

domain. 
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In the modelling environments, besides the modelling diagram having 

appearance performance, another important characteristic is its ability to 

generate interaction with the modeller. The modeller can change the state of a 

modelling element or its attributes and make a corresponding response to its 

visual clues by mouse clicks or key-presses on a keyboard. Examples would 

include, the state exchange of a switch, or performance of mechanical 

equipment, etc in the design of circuit.  Therefore, a modelling diagram is 

based on an event-response, and the actual response logic and action is decided 

by the modelling element itself according to events. It is necessary that the 

meta-modelling language should be able to model event-responses to the 

modelling diagram.  

In XMML, we show entities and event-response actions by introducing a 

form of definition mechanism between the modelling element and its diagram 

and these are independent of each other.  In this way we avoid cases of 

coupling appearing between a modelling element and its diagram and improve 

reusability of the diagram definition. So, the developer of the meta-model can 

specify many diagram types for modelling elements, as well as specify the 

same diagram type for different modelling elements.   

 
Figure 5. 35 Relationship between Text Concrete Syntax and that of Graphic 

 

XMML meta-modelling 

Modelling of domain concepts Modelling of visual diagram 

Domain-modelling element Diagram type of modelling element

Concrete syntax of text Concrete syntax of graphic  

Create 
Create 

Cite 

Domain-specific modelling language 

Compose
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Shown in Figure 5.35, the meta-modelling process using XMML can be 

classified as two different processes: One is the modelling of domain concepts 

and creating domain modelling elements together with text syntax. The second 

is modelling to visual diagrams and creating Diagram of modelling elements 

modelling elements together with graphic syntax. Then relationships are built 

between domain modelling elements and modelling diagrams by reference to 

relationships. These combine to enable the visual domain-specific modelling 

language to be used in domain application modelling.  

5.6.2 Primitive Description Scheme of XMML Modelling 

Elements 

The graphic syntax described by the modelling elements of XMML, pay 

attention to describing the visual appearance and event-responses that the 

modelling diagram should have. It is not related to the semantics and attributes 

of modelling elements related to the diagram type. Therefore, it is can be 

individually used in visual diagram modelling. Diagram syntax is defined by an 

XML Schema as shown in Figure 5.22.  
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Figure 5. 36 Structure Described by Diagram 
 

 

VisualElementType is used in describing a complexType of XMML Schema 

in a modelling diagram. Of the two sub-elements included, Div and Script, Div 

is used to define the nodes of the diagram, while Script is used to define the 

diagram as well as the event-handler script for each node. The meaning of each 

element is described as follows: 

(1) Attributes 

Describe a basic attribute of the diagram itself. Among them, id is the unique 
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identifier of the diagram; Type is used to describe type of diagram. elementId is 

used to illustrate modelling elements represented by diagrams, and to connect 

visual diagram objects to the element modelled by the attributes. Events are 

used to describe some event-handler set, which is globally related to the 

diagram. 

(2) Div 

Used to describe appearance of each part of the diagram, the Div is similar 

to a container, which can nest other sub-elements of div to form a DOM tree 

structure. A Div in the DOM tree is called a primitive node, and each primitive 

node has three attributes: 

Id is a unique identifier of primitive node, to query and operate every Div 

node by id in script. style is used to describe relationship attributes of visual 

information. The information shown visually can be defined through style e.g. 

by the size of a node, or the location, colour, background, or direction of text 

alignment. The actual usage of style attributes is similar to HTML / CSS and 

the following grammatical form is adopted:  style=”Style name: style value; 

style name: style value; …” This can make those users who are familiar with 

HTML / CSS find it easy to reuse CSS mastered by them to design knowledge 

to describe the visual information of a primitive node. Examples of div and 

style as follows. 

<div id=”divBox” style=”height:80px; width:120px; border:1px solid black; 

color:red; background: RES (img / component.emf); text-align: center“ / > 

Parsing style attributes controls the graphic render engine. Therefore, the 

definition ability of primitive appearance is closely related to the graphic render 

engine, rather than language, and there is no need to change the structure of the 

primitive description language for upgrading or changing support for style 

attributes. 

Features are used to describe and declare the behaviour characteristics of 
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primitive nodes, some of which are declared by feature label. Such as:features 

= “linkable:true; resizeable:false; moveable:true; editable:true; hostable: false; 

selectable:true”, In the characteristic declaration, linkable is used to mark 

whether the primitive node is connected or not, resizeable is used to mark 

whether the primitive node can change size, moveable is used to mark whether 

the primitive node can be individually dragged, editable is used to mark 

whether the primitive element can get input focus as well as whether it’s 

content be edited or not. Hostable is used to mark whether the primitive node 

can be served as a container to accept other primitives. Selectable is used to 

express whether the primitive can be selected and displayed by highlight 

background. 

The available feature label of features attributes do not place limits on these. 

Like style, attribute content can be extended, with the meaning of the extended 

feature label being parsed by the graphic render engine to achieve extend 

characteristic behaviour of primitive nodes under conditions of unchanged 

language structure. 

The attributes of events are used to describe events responded by primitive 

nodes, as well as Script function called when the event is triggered. Such as:  

events=”onclick:fnOnclick(); onload:fnOnload(); 

onkeypress:fnOnkeypress(); …” 

The event is mainly initiated by user interaction in the model designer, and it 

is can be classified in three categories: mouse event, keyboard event and 

user-defined events. It will call the script function specified in the declaration of 

events when an event is triggered. The primitive description structure is a DOM 

tree structure; the transmission mechanism of events in DOM tree is ebullient. 

Namely, one event generated in sub-node can be automatically spread to all its 

father nodes, unless a certain level of the parent node has been explicitly 

suspended at the propagation process of the event. If corresponding events are  
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specified in a father primitive node, then the script will be called. After 

finishing script execution, the event is passed to the father node of the layer 

above, up to the outermost layer Diagram. At the time of event generation, a 

global event object will be automatically generated at the same time as event 

generation to record context information of the event. Examples include, 

sourceObject generates event, coordinate mouse data at time of event, mouse 

event or key-press information of keyboard event, type of event, etc. The global 

object can be directly accessed in the event-handler script to get the required 

information. 

(3) Script  

Used to define all event-handler scripts declared in primitives. It has lang 

attributes to explain what language is used to write the script. In script, mainly 

composed by some script functions, in the modelling environment, all the 

primitive event-handler scripts are unified, managed and called by the event 

script manager. When a script definition of a primitive is loaded it will trigger a 

onload event defined on VisualElement. Here, the event processing script will 

execute some primitive initialised action according to primitives.   

5.7 Summary 

In this chapter, a domain-specific visual meta-modelling language XMML is 

given. It is designed according to the concepts and methods of DSM and used 

to provide description language support for domain meta-modelling language 

and domain application modelling in a DSM implementation framework. It can 

support description and construction of the domain meta-model and the domain 

application model at the same time.  

DSMLs are model description languages that differ from both general 

programming languages and general modelling languages. When designing 

XMML, design goals were mainly determined in terms of descriptive ability, 
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usability and verifiability. 

In the abstract syntax model of XMML the, model, entity, relationship, 

model diagram, visual element and event are all basic elements of its abstract 

syntax. As abstract syntax elements themselves, they do not have any 

domain-specific related semantics. They are concerned with the description and 

definition of model basic concepts and relationships among concepts. Therefore, 

these abstract syntax basic elements will not only make XMML able to be used 

for description of the domain meta-model but also enable it to describe the 

domain application system model. In this way, the two different abstract models 

can use the same abstract syntax elements to describe their model forming 

element concepts and relationships.  

Corresponding to abstract syntax, the concrete syntax of XMML can be 

defined by XML schema. As XMML is a visual modelling language, so the 

concrete syntax of XMML is composed of both text syntax and graphic syntax. 

The model formed by text syntax and graphic syntax description is expressed 

on the basis of XML, which is a very popular structural description language 

that is widely used in various aspects of software. The concrete syntax design is 

based on XML which ensures that XMML has good machine readability, 

interoperability and extensibility. At the same time, the concrete syntax defined 

by XML schema is more easily understood by other application programs, 

which can parse its architecture and better provide tool support for syntax 

parsing and verifying of XMML. 

The software system model expressed by the text concrete syntax is an 

abstract representation of the true system, but it is more relative to machine 

language. Meanwhile, the software system model expressed by graphic syntax 

is a human-readable abstract representation. Visual modelling capacity is very 

important for domain-specific modelling languages, in different application 

domains. This is not least because, the representation of various domain 

concepts need to be different in appearance, and visual information for the 
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modelling element should accord with domain concepts and visually convey 

semantic information of the modelling language elements to users. In XMML, 

by introducing primitive modelling element to realise encapsulation of 

appearance of entity modelling element and event response behavior to form 

the type definition mechanism. Namely, the modelling element is independent 

of its primitive and in this way not only avoids coupling between the modelling 

element and its primitive but also increases the reusability of the primitive 

definition. 

Some relationship types among elements implied in XMML modelling 

elements are obtained through formal definition and analysis of XMML 

modelling elements. These include: Possessed Type, Refined Type, Referred 

Type, Role-Assigned type, Attached Type, Contained Type. They provide a 

basis for formal analysis by XMML language reflection mechanisms and for 

descriptions of meta-modelling infrastructure. 
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Chapter 6  

Meta-Modelling Infrastructure Based on 

XMML 

One main target of designing the domain-specific visual meta-modelling 

language, XMML, is to provide basic language support for domain-specific 

modelling language (DSMLs) Designing, namely, suporting meta-modelling of 

domain-specific modelling. The architecture of XMML is given in the previous 

chapter. Meanwhile, this chapter will discuss the implementation of 

meta-modelling based on XMML on the basis of an analysis of the construction 

of the XMML language. Corresponding with the characteristics of XMML and 

the basic requirements of domain-specific meta-modelling, a meta-modelling 

infrastructure based on XMML is put forward. This provides the necessary 

modelling support for XMML applications as well as the construction of 

supporting tools and the development of domain-specific languages. 

6.1 Overview of Meta-Modelling 

6.1.1 Meta-model and Meta-Modelling 

With the research and application of Model Driven development methods, the 

application model has become the core product of development process of 

application system software. Meanwhile, modelling languages applied in 

building model applications together with modelling tools have gradually 

become the basis for ensuring successful Model Driven development. 

Especially with domain-specific modelling methods, application software 

usually involves multiple domains, and modelling different domain application 

systems often requires different modelling languages together with their 
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matching modelling tools. Many practical applications have shown that 

development efficiency using domain-specific modelling languages is about ten 

times higher than that using UML [66]. However, it is a very difficult task to 

individually design new modelling languages and modelling tools to meet the 

requirements of each new domain to be modelled. Therefore, a technology is 

needed to reduce the costs incurred in developing such modelling tools, and 

meta-modelling is one approach that can solve this problem. Its core concept is 

that meta-model developers build a meta-model of the language according to the 

characteristics of the target modelling language. They then parse or generate a 

meta-model obtained from corresponding tools to produce the target modelling 

language together with the modelling tools that support the modelling language.  

“Meta” is a prefix from Greek, when the prefix is added to a concept word, 

and it means it is a transcendence or abstract of the concepts. The simplest 

explanation of meta-model is that it is a model that describes a model, while 

meta-modelling describes the activities of creating a meta-model and related 

artefacts. However, things specified by a meta-model in different domains have 

different specific meanings. Here, we discuss meta-models and meta-modelling 

within the field of research of domain-specific modelling languages, so we take 

a meta-model as a model used to describe some modelling language. At present, 

there is no standard definition of meta-model and meta-modelling. It is 

generally agreed that a meta-model can accurately describe what is required for 

building a semantic model and its rules. It emphasises that the meta-model 

describes a modelling language at an abstract level higher than that of the model 

language itself. The meta-modelling exists for a particular purpose just like the 

modelling, and is a description of something in the real world.  

6.1.2 Framework of Meta-Modelling 

So far, there are two different implementation method frameworks for 

meta-modelling activities and their supporting frameworks. As shown in Figures 
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6.1 and Figure 6.2 [59] these are meta-modelling based on generic modelling 

tools and meta-modelling based on a modelling tools generator. 

 
Figure 6. 1 Meta-modelling Based on General Modelling Tool   

 

 
Figure 6. 2 Meta-modelling Based on Modelling Tool Generator 

 

Meta-modelling based on generic modelling tools has generic modelling 

tools as the core of the meta-modelling implementation framework. First, 

domain experts can build a meta-model with generic modelling tools to 

characterise a modelling language. Once built, the meta-model is used to a 

configure general modelling tools to make it support the modelling language 

characterised by the meta-model. That is, the general modelling tool can 

become the specific modelling tool of the modelling language characterised by 

the meta-model, by configuring the meta-model. The generic modelling tool is 
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also called the generic modelling environment, it is used to build the 

meta-model (using meta-meta model to configure general modelling tool) as 

well as building the model (using the meta-model to configure general 

modelling tools) [57]. 

Meta-modelling based on the modelling tool generator does not include the 

general modelling tool. The first step of meta-modelling is to build the 

meta-model using the modelling tool generator to characterise the modelling 

language. However, the configuration documents of the general modelling tool 

are not generated. The modelling tools which support the modelling language 

are generated directly.  

The two meta-modelling frameworks each have their own characteristics. 

The first implementation method framework has generic modelling tools at the 

core. Once the configuration documents have been loaded, a general modelling 

tool can become a modelling tool which supports the corresponding meta-model 

(describes the modelling language). There are many meta-modelling tools that 

adopt the framework, including well known names such as MetaEdit+, GME, 

DOME, etc. It is helpful to integrate multi-modelling methods and this brings 

advantages. For example, many meta-models are synchronously introduced into 

the general modelling tool in MetaEdit+. Here, the general modelling tool can 

provide good support to multi-meta-models (describing modelling language) to 

more expediently realise integration of multi-methods. 

   The second implementation method framework has meta-modelling 

based on a modelling tool generator. Here, the modelling tool generator does not 

have configurable ability, but it can generate corresponding modelling tools 

according to the meta-model. EMF and also GMF based on EMF can provide an 

exact fit for it. The main advantage of modelling tool generation is that it can 

provide the user with independent tools. This is helpful when customising, 

modifying and improving modelling tools. For example, if the modelling tool 

that is generated does not have some functions that are required (such as code 
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generation), the user can modify the generated modelling tool to add the 

required functions. On the opposite, customisation and improvement are very 

difficult to realise in general modelling tools.  

The meta-modelling framework in this thesis is similar to the first example. 

Namely, a meta-modelling framework based on a general modelling 

environment is adopted. Meta-modelling and modelling activities are carried out 

in the general modelling environments. The modelling environment of the target 

modelling language is constructed by the general modelling environment 

according to the meta-model, rather than by individual generation of modelling 

tools specified by the target language. It can be seen from analysis that although 

support from the general modelling environment at secondary development is 

less powerful than direct formation of modelling tools, it can make use of 

extensibility of the meta-modelling language and code generator. Meanwhile in 

the second example, once the meta-model on which generation of modelling 

tools is made changes, we have to generate a new modelling tool. So here the 

modification to the previous generated modelling tool is difficult to retain and 

maintain. It restricts maintainability of its extensibility.  

6.2 Architecture of Meta-Modelling Infrastructure 

Based on XMML 

In a meta-modelling framework based on a general modelling environment, this 

environment is the core of realising meta-modelling. Its basic task is to provide 

unified tool support for domain-specific modelling activities. It is not necessary 

for meta-model developers to specially develop modelling tools for various 

domain-specific modelling languages. Instead they can focus on the domain 

meta-model enabling them to concentrate on design and construction of 

domain-specific modelling languages and so decrease the cost of 

meta-modelling. 
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A general modelling environment, Archware based on the general modelling 

environment of XMML is put forward in this thesis. Its two core functions are 

as follows: The first is to provide the necessary tools for the meta-model 

developer to realise domain meta-modelling. The second is to parse the 

meta-model and generate the modelling support environment required by 

domain modelling. The basis for the realisation of meta-modelling is a model 

used for constructing the meta-model, namely the meta-meta-model. Meanwhile, 

the functions of model parsing and operation are realised by the model 

reflection interface as shown in the following figure. The meta-meta-model 

together with the model reflection interface makes up the meta-modelling 

infrastructure of the general modelling environment. Other parts of the general 

modelling environment realise access and operation of the model mainly by 

services provided by meta-modelling infrastructure.  

 
Figure 6. 3 Meta-modelling Infrastructure Based on XMML 

 

In the meta-modelling framework in this thesis, XMML is the foundation on 

which the general modelling environment is realised. The models 

(meta-meta-model, domain meta-model, domain application model) used and 

generated during the process of modelling activities adopt XMML as their basic 

descriptive language. Although their abstract syntax and semantics are different, 

they share the concrete syntax defined in XMML. The purpose of using the 
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Meta-modelling infrastructure 
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Meta-meta model 
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same basic language to describe various different models is that it is helpful to 

simplify the parsing mechanism of the model, and to enable the unified 

reflection interface to use the AST of the various domain modelling languages. 

Therefore, the meta-modelling infrastructure becomes a basic modelling data 

definition constructed on XMML and the service interface layer of basic 

language.  

6.2.1 Meta-Meta-Model 

The model of the DSML can itself be described by other meta-models. In our 

meta-modelling framework, all the domain meta-models can be described by an 

independent meta-model. For the sake of differentiating, the independent 

meta-model is called the meta-meta-model and it is the descriptive language 

model of the domain-specific modelling language. It is the key to 

meta-modelling, which can enable all the modelling languages to be described 

in a unified way. 

The meta-meta model mainly concentrates on how to express the various 

constructs of the domain-specific modelling language. These include the 

modelling concepts and relationships as well as the rules between concepts 

when designing and developing domain-specific languages. Finally it realises a 

description of the abstract syntax of the domain-specific language, its concrete 

syntax and semantics, etc. In the meta-model, the representation of abstract 

syntax is expressed by Instanced the modelling elements of meta-meta-models 

which also characterise the domain modelling concepts of the domain-specific 

modelling language as well as the relationships between and among them. In the 

actual meta-modelling activities, it is necessary to define the abstract syntax of 

the target DSML together with its concrete syntax and semantics.  

Concrete Syntax modelling is carried out mainly according to graphic syntax. 

Because text syntax is realised through the text syntax of XMML, only graphic 
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syntax is needed to design and construct according to the target domain. 

Semantics modelling is described by event-rules as well as coupled code 

generation logic, etc. A general advanced programming language is usually used 

to express them and enable model semantics to become an organic part of the 

model processing logic by timely calls of the general modelling environment.  

In essence, a meta-meta-model is also a domain-specific modelling language, 

and it is the modelling language which is specifically applied in the field of the 

design of domain-specific modelling languages. But the main differences 

between a meta-meta-model and a general meta-model lie in the fact that the 

meta-meta-model is a basic model embedded in general modelling 

environments and an important part of meta-modelling infrastructure. Its 

modelling elements and modelling structure are fixed to the meta-model and the 

meta-model developer constructs and develops the domain meta-model 

according to the domain using only these. 

The extraction and organisation of the modelling elements of 

meta-meta-model result from analysis and research result previously given. In 

the meta-meta model, the modelling elements can be classified into two 

categories: modelling entities and the relationships between them. Meta-meta 

model modelling entities are used to describe domain meta-model entity tyep 

and relationship types. Meanwhile, meta-meta-model relationships are used to 

describe relationships of these entity type and relationship type these entity 

types and relationships among the relationship types.  

The five types of modelling entity in the meta-meta model can be described 

as follows: 

(1) Model Type of Entity Element 

It used in modelling the model type of the target domain modelling language. 

Its instance objects correspond with various models of domain meta-model.   

Usually a domain-specific modelling language is used for more than one 
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model and this includes the case model, structure model, logic model, etc and 

their meta-types are Model Type of Entity Element of the meta-meta-model. 

The meta-model developer can describe the available model types of the target 

domain modelling language in this way. 

(2) Entity Type of Entity Element 

It used in modelling the entity type of the target domain modelling language. 

Its instance objects corresponded with the various domain meta-model entity 

types. The entity modelling elements of the meta-model are obtained from 

analysis of the target domain and concepts extracted from domain entities. The 

actual source of each depends on the target Of Meta-Modelling and the methods 

of meta-modelling adopted. Literature [107] concludes that there are four main 

sources of meta-model elements according to 23 practical cases. These are: 

concepts put forward by domain experts or developers, goal achieving, the 

appearance of system to be built and changes in the product line. Modelling 

elements extracted on the basis of the above four sources, can if they are entity 

type modelling elements, be described by meta-meta model entity type, entity 

elements. 

(3) Relationship Type of Entity Element 

It used in modelling relationship types of the target domain modelling 

language. Its instance objects corresponded with various domain meta-model 

relationships types. Some modelling elements obtained by domain analysis are 

relevance modelling elements. They are related to the Entity type to be 

associated with to characterise existing modelling entity relationships, as well as 

to the role they play in the relationship. The relationships cannot exist alone and 

will have real meaning only together with the actual entity type e.g. 

relationships of request / response / own / affiliate, etc. They are examples of 

relationship type entity elements of the meta-model.  

(4) Diagram Type of Entity Element 
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It used in modelling the visual diagram type of the target domain modelling 

language. Its instance objects corresponded with various diagram types of the 

domain meta-model. In an actual domain application model, the same model 

can be expressed by multi-diagrams. These diagrams can either be of the same 

type or of different types. Many diagrams of the same type can be used to 

express each part of the whole model or to express different aspects of the 

model with different diagrams. In the general modelling environment, diagrams 

of various types can correspond to their own graphics rendering engines. These 

are registered with the general modelling environment in the form of plug-ins. 

The meta-model developer can specify the available diagrams and relationships 

to the graphic rendering engine, and the related information is described by 

diagram type entity elements of the meta-meta-model. 

(5) GraphicObject Type of Entity Element 

It used in modelling the visual representation type of various visual 

modelling elements of the target domain modelling language. Its instance 

objects corresponded with various graphic object types of modelling entities. 

The best feature of a visual domain-specific modelling language is that it can 

specify the corresponding visual appearance for various modelling objects of 

the domain application model to directly express domain model content. 

Instance objects of GraphicObject type are related to diagram(graphic) type of 

model. The same domain modelling element can appear in different graphics 

and express different appearances. Description information of GraphicObjects 

can be defined by the meta-model developer with each GraphicObject 

corresponding to its description. The apparent structure of the GraphicObject, 

response event between GraphicObject and user interaction as well as 

appearance logic transformation are defined GraphicObject descriptions. 

Therefore, definitions of the GraphicObject are composed of appearance 

description and the processing logic of interactive events.    

Modelling entity elements of the above five kinds of meta-meta model are 
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the basic components used in building the domain meta-model. They must be 

organically associated if they are to integrally express the information for 

constructing the domain meta-model. Therefore, it is also necessary to make 

modelling relationships exist among the various modelling elements by 

introducing relationships in the meta-meta model.  

In the meta-meta model, six types of relationship are used to describe 

relationships among various meta-model modelling elements.  

(a) Possessed Type of Associated Element  

It used to describe membership relationships among modelling elements. 

There are hierarchical relationships among the various modelling elements of 

the domain meta-model. For example father and son, whole and part, one to 

many between model and entity, model and graphic, and graphic and graphic 

relationships. The possessed type of meta-meta model is used to describe 

modelling elements in this category. 

(b) Refined Type of Associated Element  

It used to describe the corresponding relationships between domain 

meta-model entities and refined model type, when the refined modelling of the 

domain entity object is carried out in the domain-meta model. Not all model 

types can become refined model objects and not all entities can carry out refined 

modelling. Therefore, meta-model developers must, according to the 

characteristics of the target domain applications, make related rules for model 

refinement operations. That is, during meta-modelling, the refined type of 

meta-meta model needed to specify a refinement model type which is allowed 

by the refinable entity modelling element of the domain meta-model.   

(c) Referred Type of Associated Element  

It used to describe relationships between various model type and modelling 

entity type of the domain meta-model. To ensure uniqueness of definition of the 
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modelling entity, a modelling entity object can be defined in a model. The 

“possessed” relationship is just used to define rule association. Once the entity 

object is defined, it can be referred to by other models. However, in some 

situations, not all typological models can refer to an entity type of entity object. 

For example, in the UML, the use case objects defined in use case diagrams can 

not be referred to by sequence diagrams. Therefore, it is necessary for the 

meta-meta model to describe this kind of reference rule by means of a referred 

type of associate element in the domain meta-model. Besides, in the domain 

meta-model, there are reference relationships between various modelling 

elements and visual graphic primitives. Such relationships can be one-to-one, 

one-to-many or many-to-many. The referred type of associated element can be 

used to specify that a modelling entity element can have a particular 

appearances and which entity types can refer to a particular graphic primitive. A 

structure of separation and loose coupling among them can be realised by 

reference association. 

(d) RoleAssigned Type of Associated Element  

It used to describe the role-assigned type in various domain meta-model 

Relationship Type and modelling element types. Meta-model Relationship Type 

is a special entity element, its instance objects in the domain model are 

Relationship elements, expressing binary relationships among modelling 

elements. There are two information roles (source role and target role) in 

associated elements. When the associated element is used to connect two 

modelling elements, both roles are needed to respectively assign to 

corresponding connected elements. In some situations, they can be assigned to 

specified modelling elements. Therefore, the corresponding role-assigned 

relationship can be built between an relationship entity element and a reflexive 

relation or between two modelling elements by a role assigned type of 

associated element during meta-modelling. 

(e) Attached Type of Associated Element  
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It used to describe attached relationships existing among various entity 

modelling elements of domain meta-models. In domain application models, 

some domain entity objects are used in combination. Meanwhile, some entity 

modelling elements cannot exist alone but must be attached to other entities to 

be meaningful. One example would be port objects in the software architecture 

model. These must be attached to components or connectors in use. This 

attached relationship among entity elements is described by the attached type of 

associated element of the meta-meta model, which describes a corresponding 

relationship between parasite and host. 

(f) Contained Type of Associated Element  

It used to describe contained relationships existing among various entity 

modelling elements of domain meta-models. This is an associated type among 

entities that are looser than attached types. The attached type of relationship 

forms a parasite / host relationship in associated entities. This means that when 

a host entity object is deleted, the entity object attached to it is also deleted. But 

the contained relationship describes a logic contained relationship among entity 

modelling elements, and there is no identity existing in their life cycles. For 

example, a boundary object of the UML is just a boundary container and plays 

the role of logic grouping. When the boundary objects are deleted, the 

modelling objects included in the boundary cannot be deleted at the same time.  

Besides the above core modelling elements in the meta-meta model, there are 

other assistant modelling elements used for annotation, grouping elements, etc.   

In the development of some complex domain-specific modelling languages, 

this language will not be completely described just by one domain meta-model. 

The large number of modelling elements involved as well as their associated 

relationships would make the domain meta-model too large and complex and so 

difficult to understand and maintain. Therefore, there are many types of model 

definitions of domain meta-modelling in the meta-meta model, each type of 
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model just pays attention to some parts of the constructive information of the 

meta-modelling. The various models combine into an complete meta- model. In 

order to make the organisational structure of a meta-model clear and its function 

definite, a parallel model organisational structure is defined in the meta-meta 

model. It is composed by many types of model: 

(1) Model defined by meta-model element. 

It used to define all models that are likely to be needed in the meta-model as 

well as modelling elements that are likely to be used in the model. There are six 

modelling elements of this kind: Model Type entity, Entity Type entity, 

Relationship Type entity, Diagram Type entity and Possessed Type of 

Associated Element. When meta-modelling, Model defined by meta-model 

element is the model that is built first. We can use this to define and declare all 

the modelling elements that will be used in the meta-model. Then we can use 

these modelling elements in other types of model by means of referencing.   

(2) Model defined by meta-model diagram. 

It used to define modelling element diagrams used in the meta-model, and to 

connect graphic primitives to their diagrams, and then to declare relationships 

between diagrams and modelling elements expressed by them by reference 

association. The modelling elements of such models are as follows: 

GraphicObject Type entity, Referred Type of Associated Element, Possessed 

Type of Associated Element, etc. While others use: diagram type entity, entity 

type entity and relationship type entity to refer to the above definition model of 

meta-model elements.   

(3) Model defined by reference relationship among meta-model entities. 

It used to define the reference relationship that is likely to exist between 

model type entity and entity type entity. There is only one kind of such 

modelling element, namely a Referred Type of Associated Element. The 

reference relationship is used to describe what entity elements of other models 
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can be referred to in a model.  

(4) Model defined by role definition of meta-link element. 

It used to define role assignment rules for all associated elements in the 

meta-model. There is only one kind of such modelling element, namely a 

RoleAssigned Type of Associated Element. Meanwhile, entities of entity type 

and relationship type are from the definition model of the meta-model element. 

(5) Model defined by relationship among meta-entity elements. 

It used to define implicit relationships existing among the entity elements of 

the meta-model, such as attached relationships and contained relationships. 

There are two kinds of such modelling elements: Attached Type of Associated 

Element, Contained Type of Associated Element.   

(6) Model defined by refinement relationship among meta entities. 

It used to define corresponding relationships between certain meta-model 

entity elements and refinement models. Here, there is only one kind of 

modelling element, namely a refined type of associated element. The 

relationship between the entity and refinement models is one-to-many, and an 

entity can have many types of refinement model to which to correspond with. 

In the actual meta-modelling, a part of a definition model can be possibly 

used. However, a model of the same type may have more complex 

meta-modelling. The general modelling environment can combine these 

definition models which compose the meta-model, and provide information 

meta-model access and operation through the model reflection interface.  

6.2.2 Model Reflection Interface 

In the domain-specific modelling framework given in this thesis, the advanced 

programming language, is used to describe model event processing logic, 

specification of model and model members, etc. in domain meta-modelling and 
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domain application modelling. These programming codes written by the 

advanced programming language will be timely called at design design times of 

modelling or run times of the code generator processing model. These 

programming codes usually need to dynamically access the meta-model or some 

information of the application model of the meta-model.    

The model reflection interface is a programming interface which is designed 

to meet actual requirements. It can provide dynamic design and runtime context 

using the general modelling environment, code generator and the programs of 

the model’s high-level programming language. The model reflection interface is 

a basic service provided by the general modelling environment, and it is an 

important constituent part of the meta-modelling infrastructure. It mainly 

provides two kinds of services: the first is a service of accessing the meta-model, 

and the second is to provide a service regarding the operating information of 

model instances. The general modelling environment itself will access 

meta-model construction information by using the model reflection interface to 

build the instance modelling environment of the meta-model. Meanwhile the 

meta-model event-processing program needs services provided by the model 

reflection interface to access and operate objects of model instances as well as 

the content of related modelling processing attributes.  

The realisation of the model reflection interfaces is based on XMML. This 

meta-modelling language provides unified text syntax across the domain 

meta-model and the domain application model. The same model resolution 

mechanism can be used to construct an abstract syntax tree and then the model 

reflection interface is used to provide unified model access and operation 

interface service with external objects.  

The model reflection provides services mainly by the following interfaces. 

(1) Access interface of meta-model. 

GetMetaModels():ModelTypes; 
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Return set of Model Type of Entity Element defined in the meta-model.  

GetMetaEntities(Model: ModelType): Entities; 

Return set of meta-modelling Entity Type of Entity Element defined in given 

model type. 

GetMetaRelationships(Model: ModelType): Relationships; 

Return set of meta-modelling Relationship Type of Entity Element defined in 

given model type.  

GetMetaDiagrams(Model: ModelType): Diagrams; 

Return set of meta-modelling diagram Type of Entity Element defined in 

given model type.  

GetMetaGraphicObjects(Model: ModelType, Diagram: DiagramType): 

GraphicObjects; 

Return set of GraphicObject Type of Entity Element defined in given model 

type.  

GetMetaRefineModels(Entity: EntityType): ModelTypes; 

Return set of Refined Type of Associated Element that can be built in a given 

entity.  

All the above interfaces are mainly used to query elements and their 

attributes defined in the meta-model or to filter a corresponding element set by 

an associated condition.  

(2) Operation interface of modelling element objects  

CreateElement(MetaTypeName: string): Element; 

This is a factory method used to create an element of specified type name.  

DeleteElement(Element: ElementType):Boolean; 
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Used to delete the given modelling element object.  

GetElementProperties(Element: ElementType): PropertiesType; 

Used to capture the given attribute object of modelling elements, an attribute 

object is an attribute set of a series of element objects. After the attribute object 

has been obtained, the method of attribute object is called to query or change the 

specified attribute value. 

 TriggerElementEvent(Element: ElementType, EventName: string): 

Boolean; 

Used to trigger an event processing program defined in a given element.  

ApplyElementSpecs(Element: ElementType, EventName: string): Boolean; 

Used to call a specification code segment defined in a given elements.  

GetElements(Model: ModelType, ElementType: string): ElementTypes; 

Used to capture specified type of a set of modelling element objects of a 

model.  

All the above interfaces are mainly used to query and operate the domain 

application model during the processes of modelling or code generation.  

The above gives some of the methods of model reflection interface. In the 

actual realisation, the model reflection interface is provided with services by a 

COM (Component Object Model) object. Due to the COM having independent 

with the programming language, it can flexibly call services provided by the 

model reflection interface in script language and external plug-ins and so create 

a general modelling environment with greater extensibility.  

6.3 Instances of Meta-Modelling 

In this section, the previous meta-modelling element and meta-modelling model 

structure are used to construct a visual architecture description language (ADL) 
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to demonstrate how a meta-modelling infrastructure based on XMML can give 

rise to a meta-model description.    

6.3.1 Overview of Software Architecture 

Software architecture description language can be seen as a domain-specific 

modelling language. Its target domain is software architecture, so it is necessary 

to analyse basic concepts of software architecture to extract its domain concepts 

and relationships to carry out meta-modelling of the ADL. 

Software architecture is the high level logic framework of the target system. 

Its design includes overall design of system structure, function assignment of 

each computational element, high-level interaction between units, etc. At 

present, there is no uniform definition of software architecture. The definition 

given by D. Garlan and M. Shaw is closest to reality and has been widely 

accepted in academic circles. It is believed that software architecture is a level 

of software design process, above the algorithm design of computation process 

and data structure. It deals with various problems of the overall design of 

system framework and description. It includes overall organisation and global 

control structure, communication protocol, synchronisation, data access, 

function assignment of design elements, physical distribution, composition of 

design elements, choice of design project, evaluation and realisation, etc.  

According to the above definition, software architecture can be abstractly 

generalised as follows. 

Architecture = components + connectors +constrains, namely, 

SA = {Components, Connectors, Constrain} 

Components are certain business processing, intensive computational 

elements. They are independent of function or structure, and some large-grain 

components themselves can be seen as architectures. Also, some small-grained 
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components can be reused in other components and become constituent part of 

them. 

Connectors bond together not only components, but also some computational 

elements. Here, the main difference compared with components is that it 

typically deals with communication among components and interface 

conversation and adapting and with connecting different components. These 

become part of the software architecture, and usually perform as frame-type 

objects or converted objects (calling remote components resources). 

Constraints are usually rules or specification information existing in 

components or connectors. They are used to restrict the architecture style of the 

software architecture together with those of the functional and non-functional 

specification of its constituent elements. 

A visual software architecture description language should have certain 

specific language features. It should have graphical syntax, which users will 

find easy to understand and use. At the same time, it should have the necessary 

formal syntax and strong tool support based on this.  

6.3.2 Example of an ADL Meta-Model 

Suppose that examples of ADL to be built here have the following 

specifications. 

(1) The software architecture model is mainly described by components and 

connectors, and their interaction specifications with external objects are 

described by the interface. 

(2) Many interfaces can be defined on each component or connector to 

interact with external objects.  

(3) Associations between components and other components and also 

between components and connectors must be carried out by interfaces.  
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(4) Components can build a refinement model which is still an architecture 

model. 

According to the ADL specification and its domain concepts, four basic 

kinds model elements, used in modelling, can be extracted. These are the 

component, connector, interface and binding interface. They are used for 

composing the ADL meta-model. A Model defined by meta-model element 

of the meta-meta model is used to define them, as shown in the following 

figure 

 

 

Figure 6. 4 Definition Model of ADL Meta-Model Element 

 

The figure defines: meta-model type (architecture model), meta-entity type 

(component, connector, and interface), meta-relationship type (interface 

association) and meta-diagram type (architecture diagram). There are 

relationships between meta-model type and other types of meta-modelling 

element. The elements defined in the This model will be referred by other types 

of model built in the following stages. At the same time, the general modelling 

environment will generate the modelling tools necessary for the ADL modelling 

environment. Examples would include those that are used for modelling toolbar 

buttons and a model selection list using meta-modelling information described 
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by the model.  

After the modelling elements of the domain meta-model have been defined, 

the relationships among these modelling elements must then be defined. The 

attached relationship between interfaces, components and connectors among the 

meta-entity elements can be described by a “relationship” definition model 

according to the specification of item (2) as shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 6. 5 Definition Model of Attached Relationships among ADL 
Meta-Entity Elements 

 

Components and connectors defined in the above figure will act as host 

elements of the interface, so the interface can only parasitize components or 

connectors and can not exist in models on its own.   

The Role-Assigned relationships of interface association elements can be 

described by a “role definition model of meta association element” according to 

the specification of item (3) as shown in the following figure.  
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Figure 6. 6 Definition Model of Refinement Relationship for ADL 
Meta-Entity Element 

 

“Role assign” association describes the interface association source role and 

target role, which are the only interface elements in the above figure. The 

“role-assign” association pointing to <<Relationship>> type denotes assignment 

of source role, while that pointing to <<Entity>> denotes assignment of target 

role.  

The refined model type of component can be described by a “refined 

relationship definition model of meta-entity element” according to the 

specification of item (4) as shown in the following figure.  

 

Figure 6. 7 Definition Model of Refinement Relationship for ADL 
Meta-Entity Element 

Finally, reference relationships of the visual diagrams for the ADL modelling 

elements must also define what can be achieved by the “meta-model diagram definition 

model” as shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 6.8 Definition Model of Meta-Model Diagram for ADL Meta-Entity 

Element 
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In the above figure, the corresponding visual diagrams are defined for 

various meta-modelling elements of the ADL. They are associated with their 

corresponding meta-modelling elements by reference. In the visual modelling 

provided by the general modelling environment, these visual diagrams become 

agents of modelling element objects.  

The meta-model examples for the ADL comprise such a group of 

meta-model definitions. The general modelling environment will get the 

necessary construction information for the domain modelling environment from 

the meta-model and automatically construct examples for the ADL modelling 

environment.  

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, methods of implementation of meta-modelling based on XMML 

are discussed. A meta-modelling infrastructure based on XMML is put forward. 

Corresponding with the characteristics of XMML and the basic requirements of 

domain-specific meta-modelling, this provides the necessary modelling support 

for XMML applications as well as the construction of supporting tools and the 

development of domain-specific languages. 

At present, the implementation of meta-modelling activities and supporting 

frameworks is either based on meta-modelling using general modelling tools or 

on modelling tool generators. These two approaches each have their advantages 

and disadvantages. However, taking account of the extensibility and 

maintainability of the meta-modelling environment, both use a meta-modelling 

framework based on a general modelling environment. A meta-modelling 

framework is particularly suitable for a Model Driven software development 

method based on DSM.   

In a meta-modelling framework based on a general modelling environment, 
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the general modelling environment is at the core of the implementation of the 

meta-modelling. It is not necessary for meta-model developers to concentrate 

solely on developing special modelling tools for various domain-specific 

modelling languages. They can focus on a domain meta-model that represents 

the design and construction of a domain-specific modelling language and so 

reduce the implementation costs of meta-modelling. 

A general modelling environment based on XMML, Archware is put forward 

in this chapter. Its core functions are firstly to provide the domain meta-model 

developer with the necessary tools to carry out domain meta-modelling. 

Secondly, it can parse the meta-model and generate the modelling supporting 

environment necessary for domain modelling. In the architecture of Archware, 

the design of the meta-meta model and the model reflection interface together 

constitute the meta-modelling infrastructure of the general modelling 

environment. The remaining part of the general modelling environment is 

mainly devoted to services provided by the meta-modelling infrastructure to 

realise model access and operation.   

The meta-meta model is the basis on which visual meta-modelling is realised. 

Its architecture affects methods of design for the domain meta-modelling 

language and the meta-modelling process. The meta-meta model has three main 

constituent parts: 

(1) Entity type elements. 

(2) Relationship type elements. 

(3) The definition model. 

There are five kinds of meta-model entity type modelling elements as 

follows: model type, entity type, relationship type, diagram type and 

graphicobjct type 

There are six kinds of meta-model relationship type elements as follows: 
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possessed type, refined type, referred type, role assigned type, attached type and 

contained type. 

There are six kinds of meta-model definition model as follows: definition 

model of meta-model element, definition model of meta-model diagram, 

definition model of meta-model entity referred type, role definition model of 

meta-relationship element, relationship definition model among meta-entity 

elements and refined definition model of meta-entity element.  

Through the analysis and design of the constituent parts of the meta-meta 

model, Archware can provide a unified modelling environment in which the 

supporting ability of XMML language can provide a unified and extendible 

basic model to be used for domain meta-modelling as well as for domain 

application modelling.  

The model reflection interface is a basic service provided by the general 

modelling environment. It can provide dynamic design time and runtime context 

information for the general modelling environment, code generators and 

advanced programming language programs. The realisation of the model 

reflection interface is based on XMML meta-modelling language. The XMML 

meta-modelling language provides unified text concrete syntax for the domain 

meta-model and the domain application model. The same model parsing 

mechanism can be used to construct an abstract syntax tree, then the model 

reflection interface is used to provide unified model access and operation 

interface services for external objects. There are two kinds of interface type 

based on the XMML model reflection model. These are the meta-model access 

type interface and the modelling element object operation type interface. In the 

implementation of Archware, the model reflection interface uses a COM object 

to provide services. With COM, the programming language can flexibly call 

services provided by the model reflection interface in script language as external 

plug-ins. 
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Chapter 7  

Architecture of General Modelling 

Environment 

In this chapter, domain-specific modelling tools supporting meta-modelling are 

discussed and a general integrated modelling environment based on XMML, the 

architecture of Archware, and its design and realisation are given. 

7.1 Overview of Modelling Tools 

7.1.1 Development of Modelling Tools 

The modelling tools are a key element for the realisation of Model Driven 

development. After designing a domain-specific language, the next important 

task is to determine how to provide the supporting tools for the modelling 

language. There are many ways to construct a supporting tool for a modelling 

language. The options can be listed in ascending order according to 

development efficiency and degree of automation in the following hierarchy 

[48]: 

(1) Totally design the modelling tool from scratch. 

(2) Design the modelling tool based on some bottom frames. 

(3) Generate a basic framework for the modelling tool based on some 

bottom frames using a meta-model then manually add implementation 

code. 

(4) Fully generate the modelling tool based on some bottom frames using a 

meta-model. 
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(5) Generate the necessary configuration data for the general modelling tool 

from a meta-model. 

(6) Use a general modelling environment integrating both meta-modelling 

and modelling. 

In the 1970s and 1980s, a large number of the construction methods used to 

create modelling tools are in level 1 (of the above hierarchy). Many CASE tools 

were produced during the period. They were all developed according to a 

particular modelling language. Users could only use the modelling language 

bound to the CASE tool to develop their systems. They could not adjust or 

modify the tools or the modelling language. Besides, the heavy workload that 

accompanied this level of approach to developing modelling languages and their 

supporting tools seriously hindered the pace of development of these modelling 

languages and tools. By the 1990s, with the rapid progress of software 

development technology and development tools, the development approach 

level for modelling languages and tools improved from level 2 to level 5 (of the 

above hierarchy). Form the early CASE Shells [95] and metaCASE [24] to 

deuteric meta-modelling tools represented by DOME [25], metaEdit [96, 97] 

and TBK / ToolBuilder [2], this remarkable progress saw the meta-model being 

separated from the modelling language and modelling tools and the 

development of modelling tools becoming based on a meta-model to achieve 

automatically or semi-automatically generated modelling tools. However, the 

first drawback of a development approach which separates meta-modelling from 

modelling is that it militates against rapid design, validation and debugging of 

the modelling language. From the manual design of the modelling language 

model through to generation of the modelling language and its tools, we face a 

long process of design, input, configuration, compiling and testing. This greatly 

influences the design and development efficiency of the modelling language. In 

particular, in DSM methodology, the development quality and efficiency of the 

domain-specific modelling language are related to the success or failure of a 
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domain-specific Model Driven project. In the context of what is really required, 

it is inevitable that research and realisation of the modelling environment should 

turn to an integration of meta-modelling with modelling activities. 

7.1.2 Analysis of Several General Modelling Environments 

The functional requirements of the general modelling environment can be 

analysed and checked from the perspectives of both domain meta-modelling 

specialists and domain application modelling specialists. The domain 

meta-modelling specialists have the following minimum requirements for the 

general modelling environment. 

(1) Able to declare and specify the relationship between domain concept 

entities of meta-model and entity 

(2) Able to declare the above two meta-modelling elements and specify their 

attributes 

(3) Able to specify basic rules for association between entity objects and 

how entity objects are to be carried out   

(4) Able to specify graphical or textual symbols for each kind of modelling 

element  

(5) Able to provide code generators with model accessing services 

(6) Able to generate basic modelling tools from the meta-model 

Meanwhile the domain application modelling specialists have the following 

minimum requirements for the general modelling environment. 

(1) Able to access the model 

(2) Able to create polytype models 

(3) Able to connect entity objects by association objects 

(4) Able to provide graphical interface and support drag and drop of 

primitive elements of modelling elements  

(5) Able to edit attributes of the model and its member objects 
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Besides, the general modelling tool should be capable of some of the basic 

functions of general authoring software, such as copy, cut, paste, undo, redo as 

well as multiform output of pictures of model documents, etc.  

At present, we now have some tools supporting domain meta-modelling and 

domain application models, such as MetaEdit+ [47] from the MetaCase 

Company, GME [109] from Vanderbilt college, Microsoft DSL Tools [91] as 

well as EMF [38] from Eclipse, etc. These tools have their own characteristics 

for realising supporting domain meta-modelling and domain application models. 

They also have their own meta-modelling languages, meta-meta models and 

basic frameworks.  

GME is a general modelling environment developed from the modelling 

research field of electronic engineering. The meta-meta models used by it 

emphasise concepts of ports and weaken concepts of association (Associations 

represent conducting wires connecting electronic components in circuit design). 

Compared to other modelling tools, it is more suitable for modelling systems of 

electronic engineering domains. The meta-model built by GME is described in a 

way similar to UML, and differentiates the various element types used by a 

stereotype method. Meanwhile, the specification description is with a mutated 

language based on OCL. GME belongs with the modelling tools development 

methods of level 5 (in the above hierarchy).  

DSL Tools is an integrating modelling tool which first appeared in Visual 

Studio 2005/.NET Framework SDK 3.0. As a commercial modelling tool it 

depends heavily on Microsoft platforms. DSL Tools can only be used as an 

extending tool run in the development environment of Visual Studio. All 

systems modelling generated by DSL Tools can only run on Microsoft platforms 

and this is even specified in its license agreement. From the perspective of a 

meta-meta model, DSL Tools cannot provide multi-view modelling. It cannot 

provide flexible development and customisation in meta-modelling. After 

generating corresponding modelling tools, users need to make further 
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development and adjustments. Therefore, it is a modelling tool only at level 3 

(in the above hierarchy). 

EMF is a java open-source framework and code generation tool, its core 

meta-meta model is ECore which as a matter of fact is a MOF, therefore, in the 

strict sense, it is not a modelling tool based on DSM. A concept model of the 

modelling language, attribute tree list, tool palette, etc. can be defined in EMF 

by a set of tools. Corresponding Java source code is generated by building a 

model structure of UML relationships after exporting, which is similar to other 

java binding frameworks. For example, JAXB or XMLBeans generate java 

source code after an object-oriented model is given. These are modelling tools 

at level 4 (in the above hierarchy).  

MetaEdit+ is a general modelling environment, integrating domain 

meta-modelling and the domain application model and is in level 6 (in the above 

hierarchy). At present, it is the most mature commercial general modelling 

environment [65] for modelling tools supporting DSM methodology. It is used 

in visual modelling GOPPRR（graph object property port role relationship）as a 

basic language to describe the meta-model. The basic modelling elements of the 

meta-meta model are Graph, Object, Property, Port, Relationship and Role, as 

shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2. 

 

Figure 7. 1 Meta-Model Element of MetaEdit+ 
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Figure 7. 2 Meta-Model Legend of MetaEdit+  

 

Among them: 

(1) The diagram represents an independent model, expressed as a visual 

diagram. 

(2) Objects are the main elements of a diagram. 

(3) Relationships are used to connect objects and represent a kind of 

relationship. 

(4) Role connects an object to a relationship. 

(5) Port is used to define possible added semantics when roles and objects 

are associated. 

(6) Property denotes features of the above elements. 

They are first-order meta-modelling elements of the MetaEdit+ 

meta-modelling language. The corresponding meta-model development tool is 

provided in MetaEdit+. This is used to realise description of the domain-specific 

modelling language model through use of the above meta-modelling elements, 

then to parse the meta-model obtained and automatically construct 

corresponding domain-specific modelling tools. But due to the use of its 

meta-modelling language GOPPRR it lacks some key meta-modelling elements 

relating to the extensibility of meta-modelling, which leads to MetaEdit+ being 
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limited in usability and extensibility. These deficiencies are mainly embodied in 

the following aspects. 

(1) Lack of a first-order modelling element to describe relationships among 

meta-modelling elements.  

The meta-meta model of MetaEdit+ only gives entity elements that are used 

to describe entity elements of the meta-model. It overlooks various associated 

meta-modelling elements existing in these entity elements. A part of the 

description mechanism for relationships among entity elements is put on the 

meta-modelling tools so the user cannot make necessary adjustments and 

customisations. For example, it cannot specify host objects or container objects 

for objects, nor can it model reference relationships among modelling elements 

in MetaEdit+. 

(2) Does not build first-order modelling elements for view and visual 

graphic primitives  

Although the design tools for visual graphic primitives are provided in 

MetaEdit+, the meta-modelling elements are closer to those used in the 

meta-modelling of visual modelling languages. For example, diagrams and 

graphic primitives are not independent modelling elements of the meta-model. 

Instead they are dealt with as models and attributes related to objects. Therefore, 

there is no flexible description method for visual meta-modelling which 

eventually means that multi-types of views cannot be established in the same 

model. What’s more, there is only one kind of fixed diagram primitive 

representation for objects and there is compact coupling between diagram 

primitives and objects.  

(3) Lacks a description mechanism for interactive behaviours at design 

times 

The usability of a visual modelling language largely embodies the user’s 

interactive experience provided by the modelling environment. It is a 
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requirement that the modelling tool can flexibly adjust its own activities 

according to the features of the modelling language. Meanwhile neither 

description nor an extended mechanism of inter-behaviours at the model 

designing stage is provided to meta-model developers. This leads to the 

designed domain-specific modelling language being only able to interact with 

users under the inter-behaviour framework of the same modelling tool. 

(4) Lacks flexible rules for description mechanism.  

There are four kinds of fixed declared descriptive methods for the description 

of model rules provided in MetaEdit+: connectivity, occurrence, port and 

uniqueness. So it can only make declarative descriptions of static rules for 

modelling language elements in these four kinds of fixed rules types. This 

means that the meta-model developer cannot describe the application logic of 

some complex rules. At the same time, other rule types cannot be extended and 

this leads an inability to flexibly answer some of the requirements of the 

modelling rules. 

(5) Lacks functional extensibility mechanism for modelling environment. 

The fixed modelling tool construction function provided in MetaEdit+, 

means that meta-model developers cannot extend or modify the modelling tools 

after they have been built. While as a general modelling environment, if it 

cannot provide the necessary second custom development or extensibility 

mechanism for function plug-ins, there will be some modelling requirements 

that it will find very difficult to satisfy. 

As can be seen from the above analysis, the functional realisation of the 

general modelling environment is largely limited by the basic modelling 

language and the meta-meta model that it uses. From the viewpoint of the logic 

level, the general modelling environment and basic modelling language belong 

to two different levels. In addition, the general modelling environment is a 

functional externalisation and embodiment of the basic modelling language and 
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the meta-meta model. 

7.2 Architecture of Archware 

Archware is a general modelling environment based on XMML. It is used to 

design a domain-specific modelling language which carries out domain 

application modelling and is an integrated meta-modelling and modelling 

environment. The architecture style of Archware uses architecture of Model / 

View / Controller, Shown in Figure 7.3. 

 

Figure 7. 3 Architecture Style of Archware 

 

The general modelling environment is divided into model, view and 

controller. Three top-level components are formed: model components, view 

components and controller components. These components interact with each 

other through events and orders. When the controller changes model data or 

properties all dependent views will be automatically updated. Similarly, when 

the controller changes view, this can get data from the latent model to renovate 

itself. The following describe the functions of the three main components in the 

refined architecture model of Archware architecture.  

7.2.1 Viewing Component Model 

The view component represents the modelling environment interface that users 

directly operate. For Archware, the functions of the view components mainly lie 
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in construction modelling operating environments. Examples include 

constructing corresponding toolbars, attribute editors and in model visual 

rendering engineering, etc. according to the meta-model as well as the 

perception of user interactive events and feedback of event processing results. 

However, event processing responsibility is not included. The view component 

is complex and it can be further refined as a description of the other architecture 

as shown in Figure 7.4. 

Figure 7. 4 Sub-Architecture of Archware View Components 

 

Event Controller is a core control component of view component architecture. 

It is responsible for dealing with the scheduling of other components and 

message passing. It interacts with external model component and controller 

components by two respective interface components (interface component for 

model and interface components for controller). 

Modelling Environment Constructor is responsible for constructing a 

corresponding modelling environment according to meta-model information. 

The modelling environment is made up of three main components: Model 

Designer, Modelling Tool Box, and Property Editor. The Modelling 
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Environment Constructor does not directly construct them, but they are 

constructed by the corresponding managers (Model Render Engine Manager, 

Property Editor Manager, Graphy Manager). 

The Model Render Engine Manager manages the plug-ins of the graphic 

rendering engine of the general modelling environments. The plug-in approach 

is used to achieve extensibility mechanisms for the visual modelling diagrams 

under the general modelling environment. Users can develop their own 

rendering engine plug-ins according to special model diagrams, and register 

them to the model rendering engine manager. The model rendering engine 

manager chooses a corresponding graphic rendering engine for the Model 

Designer to drive visual model design according to instructions provided by 

Modelling Environment Constructors.   

Property Editor Designer is used to design special attributes information for 

each meta-model element. It is an essential activity in modelling the attributes 

of modelling elements in the meta-modelling activities. Most modelling tools 

used in the modelling of attributes of meta-modelling elements use an approach 

based on attribute name and attribute type to describe and provide users with an 

editing interface in the form of Grid. The advantage of this method is simpler 

realisation, and it is known as “light weight property modelling”. However, this 

approach lacks the necessary flexibility when it describes some properties of 

complex elements and a single editing interface is provided to users. Therefore, 

another approach known as “heavy weight property modelling” is used in 

Archware. That is a specialist designer is provided in the meta-modelling 

environment so meta-model developers are free to develop program logic 

dealing with each item of attribute information for each meta-modelling element 

and editing window interface. The Property Editor produced during 

development will be managed by the Property Editor Manager.  

Graphy Designer is used to design a corresponding visual primitive for each 

modelling element of the meta-model together with its processing logic for user 
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interactive events. The designed primitives will be managed together in the 

Graphy Manager. The Graphy Designer provides meta-model developers with 

the visual descriptive ability of powerful modelling elements. At present, in 

some modelling tools, although graphic primitives for custom drawing tools are 

provided, these tools cannot describe logical interaction of the primitives. 

Therefore, in these modelling tools, the primitives only appear to the model 

designers in the form of static graphics and the unified processing logic for 

interactive events is provided by the Model Designer. This leads to meta-model 

developers being unable to describe and develop dynamic interactive behaviours 

for the primitives. 

The Model Designer is a main component provided to users for visual 

modelling. It is usually manifested as a “canvas”, and it is an instantiation 

presentation of diagrams in models. In the modelling process, the Model 

Designer does not deal with modelling logic but just plays the role of a drawing 

area. It is mainly used to perceive interactive user events then pass event 

information to the Event Controller for further event response treatment. 

7.2.2 Modelling Component Model 

The model component is part of the body of Archware. It is responsible for the 

realisation of meta-modelling and modelling processing logic as well as some 

entity data for the basic model. The meta-modelling infrastructure given in the 

proceeding sections resides in the components. The processing logic packaged 

by model components and model data is a black-box operation for external 

components. The model accepts requested data and view actions and the 

controller returns the final processing result. The model components can be 

further refined as another architecture model, shown in Figure 7.5. 
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Figure 7. 5 Sub-architecture of Archware Model Component 

 

Model Data I/O manager is responsible for reading-writing operations to 

model data in memory. Its main functions include the serialisation and 

deserialisation of model entity objects. It deserialises the XML storage 

representation model and passes the results respectively to the model entity 

manager and the meta-model entity manager to manage. 

The Model Entity Manager and Meta-Model Entity Manager are respectively 

used to manage the model and modelling data of the Meta-Model to realise 

operations on modelling element objects, such as adding, deleting and 

modifying, etc. At the same time, processing to services is realised by the model 

reflection interface. 

Model Events and Specifications are executable logic parts of models, and 

they are usually script codes written by general advanced languages. They are 

detached from model modelling-element objects and managed together by 

Model Events and Spec. Script Manager. When they are called, the 
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corresponding Scripting Runtime Engine will be executed and this will return 

execution results. 

The Events Controller is used to deal with event requests from internal and 

external event processing results. External event messages are mainly passed by 

the View Interface Component and the Controller Interface Component. At the 

same time, the two interface components can directly choose Model Reflection 

Interface components according to the type of external request and send the 

requested result data back.  

7.2.3 Controlling Component Model 

The controller is used to receive events caused by user operations in view, and 

these events will be assigned to model components or fed back for view 

components to deal with. There is no data processing in controller components 

and the main functions are to recognise, analyse, record, and assign events or 

requests from view and model components.   

 

 Figure 7. 6 Sub-architecture of Archware Controller   

 

The Events Controller is used to receive events or feed back event processing 

results by the Model Interface Component and View Interface Components. It 

simply recognises the newly received events and delivers those events needing 

further analytical treatment to the Event Parser which will carry out a more 

detailed analytical processing of the event information. Finally the parsed event 
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will be assigned by the Event Controller.  

The Event Parser is mainly used to carry out the necessary decomposition 

and conversion processes for events from view components and model 

components. For example, a primitive from a view component creates an event; 

during event-parser processing it will be converted into a request of a newly 

built model component element. At the same time, the event parser must still 

notify the Operation History Manager of events from user operations to track 

user operation history.  

The Operation History Manager is mainly used to generate user tracking 

records. These operational records will be used to realise undo, redo and 

logbook functions of the general modelling environment. In some modelling 

tools, tracking of user operations is realised by saving a snap of the model data. 

The biggest drawback of this approach is the need to generate a model data snap 

for every user operation. Where model data is substantial this places heavy 

demands on system resources, so the time span over which operational history 

can be recorded is limited. Consequently this approach is not used in Archware, 

and the operational instructions (the Event Parser having transformed user 

operation events into operational instructions) sent by the Event Parser are 

recorded in a stack by the Operation History Manager. When the user withdraw 

event occurs, the operational instruction is popped from the stack and 

transformed into the corresponding reverse operation and handed to the Event 

Handler to assign model components to deal with it. This approach can 

effectively resolve the problem of excessive occupation of system resources 

caused by a requirement for snapshots. 

The above description of Archware architecture gives the core components of 

the general modelling environment and describes the functions of components. 

The design focuses on the language framework of its basic modelling language, 

XMML. The overall goal is to provide a supporting environment with XMML, 

enabling both meta-modelling and modelling activities to be effectively realised 
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in an integrated visual modelling environment. 

7.3 Modelling Environment Design for Archware 

Archware is a general integrated modelling environment, its core functions are 

first to provide domain meta-model developers with the tools necessary to carry 

out domain meta-modelling and second to parse the meta-model and generate 

the modelling supporting environment needed for domain modelling. In 

practical project-development applications, there are four main phases to go 

through from target system spec. analysis to realisation of Model Driven design 

processes of the target system. These are: domain specification analysis of the 

target system, domain concepts analysis, meta-model design and target system 

design. The modelling activities of the two phases of “meta-model design” and 

“target system design” are completed using visual modelling and in the general 

integrated modelling environment Archware. As shown in Figure 7.7 and Figure 

7.8 meta-modelling of domain-specific and domain application modelling can 

be carried out in Archware, which in a large part benefits from XMML design. 

The reason is that the meta-meta model, domain meta-model and domain 

application model are described by XMML language. So, Archware can adopt 

the same modelling language syntax parse mechanism to deal with the domain 

meta-model and domain application modelling, and dynamically construct the 

corresponding modelling environment according to the meta-meta model and 

the meta-model.  
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Figure 7. 7 Realisation of Domain Meta-modelling in Archware 

 

 
Figure 7. 8 Realisation of Domain Modelling in Archware 

 

The main task of the meta-modelling design phase is to describe and define 

the domain concepts and the relationships among them as produced in the 

proceeding stage. The model designer does this using visual means. Finally the 
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domain application meta-model is obtained in the form of the domain-specific 

language model. In the meta-modelling infrastructure of Archware, a domain 

application is made up of six definition models. These are the: “MetaModel 

Element Define Model”, “MetaModel Diagram Define Model”, “MetaModel 

Entity Reference Relationship Define Model”, “MetaModel Relationship Roles 

Define Model”, “MetaEntities Relationship Definition model” and the 

“MetaEntities Refine Relationship Define Model” as shown in Figure 7.9. 

 

Figure 7. 9 Six Definition Models involved in Meta-Model Design of 
Archware 

 

Therefore, the meta-modelling process carried out in Archware is mainly a 

process of building the six definition models above and using these to 

respectively depict and describe the components of the domain-specific 

modelling language and their relationships.     

In the target system design phase, domain application modelling is carried 

out in Archware. Its modelling environment will be automatically constructed 

by parsing the domain meta-model obtained by the proceeding meta-modelling 

activities. In the domain modelling process, if it is found that there are still some 

flawed meta-models, the meta-model design environment can be switched to 

modify or edit the meta-model, and then switched to the domain modelling 

environment. But before that, Archware will check the compatibility of the new 
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meta-model domain model previously designed by the model verification model. 

An example of an incompatibility that might be found would be where the 

modelling element used in the previous domain model does not exist in the new 

meta-model. Here, Archware will use a corresponding dialogue box to ask the 

user what measures are to be adopted to resolve the incompatibility between the 

domain application model and the meta-model.  

A general visual model designer is provided to the modeller to create a visual 

modelling environment in Archware. Besides, a set of related supporting tools is 

also provided to construct an integrated modelling environment. These 

supporting tools include the editor designer for the modelling element attributes 

and the primitive designer for the modelling elements.  

The property form designer for the modelling elements is mainly used at the 

meta-modelling phase and by meta-model developers. It can be used to design 

the corresponding modelling-elements property-editor with some complex 

attributes. The designer of the modelling-elements property-editor is similar to 

rapid development tools used in advanced language programs (such as Delphi, 

VB, etc.) as shown in Figure 7.10.   
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Figure 7. 10 Attribute Form Designer for Archware Modelling Element 
 

The window-interface design area uses various frequently-used form controls, 

control attribute editors, etc. that are provided in the designer. Developers can 

design from the top, write programming code and debug code in the designer 

which provides very flexible tool support with meta-model developers when 

they design various modelling-element attributes editor-windows. The main 

difference compared with forms developed by common advanced languages is 

that the designed forms are executed in interpreted way. They do not need to be 

compiled in advance and can be executed in Archware. This is because the 

corresponding window-program virtual-machine is provided in Archware. This 

can dynamically interpretive execute-attribute editor-forms referred by 

modelling elements as shown in Figure 7.11.  
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Figure 7. 11 Modelling Element Attributes Editor Form Interpretive 
Executed by Archware 

  

The attribute editor window development will access the set of attributes that 

modelling elements have produced through the model reflection interface 

provided by the modelling environment infrastructure during running. In this 

way, the modelling-elements attributes-editor does not need to deal with 

persistent problems.    

The modelling-elements graphy-designer is used to design corresponding 

visual primitives for each modelling element of the meta-model and to write 

event processing logic when primitives interact with users. The designer is 

made up of three parts: code editor of graphy physical appearance (shown in 

Figure 7.12), preview window of graphy physical appearance (shown in Figure 

7.13) and script editor of primitive event (shown in Figure 7.14).   

The code editor of primitive physical appearance is a tool similar to the text 

editor of HTML. It provides functions such as syntax highlighting, code 

completion and tag-matching, etc. The primitive preview window is used to see 

design results of description code of primitive physical appearance and provides 
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some of the appearance style adjustment functions, such as adjusting the colour 

of primitives’ borders, text colours of primitives, primitives’ background 

pictures and primitive style attributes.  The primitive-events script-editor is 

used to write corresponding event processing script code for declared events in 

the nodes of primitives. It also provides functions such as syntax highlighting, 

code completion and syntax checking of script.    

 

Figure 7. 12 Code Editor for Primitive Physical Appearance   
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Figure 7. 13 Preview Window of Primitive Physical Appearances  

 

 

Figure 7. 14 Script Designer of Primitive Events   
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7.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the development of modelling tools supporting Model Driven 

development is analysed and illustrated and current tools (GME, DSL Tools, 

EMF, MetaEdit+) supporting domain meta-modelling and domain application 

modelling are discussed. These are shown leading up to a general integrated 

modelling environment based on XMML. Meanwhile, the architecture of 

Archware and its design and realisation are given.  

The architectural style of Archware uses MVC architecture to provide a 

supporting environment. Within this environment, XMML can be applied to 

realise domain-specific modelling. Meanwhile, meta-modelling and modelling 

activities can be effectively realised in an integrated visual modelling 

environment. In the chapter, the core components of the general modelling 

environment (view component, model component, controller component) are 

given together with a description of their functions.  

The main function of the view component is to construct a modelling 

operational environment. For example it constructs corresponding tool bars, 

attribute editors, rendering engines for model visualisation, etc according to the 

meta-model. It also recognises user interaction events and feedback resulting 

from event-handing. However, it is not responsible for event handling.   

The model component is an integral part of Archware. It is responsible for 

the implementation of meta-modelling and modelling processing logic together 

with some basic model entity data. The processing logic and model data 

encapsulated by the model component relate to external components. The model 

accepts data and action requests from both the view and the controller and then 

returns the final processed result.   

The controller component is used to receive events initiated by user 

operations in the view and to assign these events to model components for 
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disposal or feedback to the view component to handle. The controller 

component does not carry out data operations. Its main role is in identifying, 

analysing, recording and assigning events or requests from the view and model 

components. 

Archware’s design focus is on the four main processes involved in the 

implementation of DSM methods. These are domain specification analysis of 

the target system, analysis of domain concepts, meta-model design and the 

design of the target system. Meanwhile, a group of related tools serve as the 

modelling tools and environmental support for these key processes. These are 

the meta-model designer, the domain model designer, the modelling-element 

attribute-editor designer and the modelling-element graph designer. 
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Chapter 8  

Case Studies 

The case studies in this chapter "ATM transaction processing systems" and 

"RPG Game Design" are examples of domain-specific modelling applications. 

Here, the main focus is on domain-specific modelling requirements together 

with the application of the visual meta-modelling language, XMML and its 

supporting environment to illustrate the visual modelling process and 

demonstrate these different types of domain applications. 

8.1 An ATM Transaction Processing System 

In this case, an ATM (Automatic Teller Machine) transaction processing system 

which is widely used in banking systems is used to demonstrate the use of DSM 

and XMML to realise a description of the meta-model of the domain application 

system and the domain application model.  

8.1.1 Modelling Goal 

For most ATM transaction processing systems, the interactive processes 

between the system and the user are very similar. These are card reading, 

password authentication, service choice, business processing, processing results 

feedback, exit etc. However, when we look at what is specific to the individual 

banks, there are some differences. These include differences in the cards, in the 

information content and format as displayed on the ATM, in the service items in 

the ATM and in the exchange interface between the ATM and bank's internal 

data systems. Therefore, if we develop ATM transaction processing systems for 

many banks, even if the business processing is the same, we still need to 

customise according to the requirements of the different users. With traditional 
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methods of development, developers need to locate the source code that must be 

changed and modify the program by hand until it meets users demands. This is 

an inefficient method and errors can be easily introduced due to negligence 

associated with manual processing.    

To meet the requirements of such domain applications, domain-specific 

modelling (DSM) can be used to greatly improve efficiency and quality in 

domain application development. The solution is first to analyse these target 

domain systems to identify and extract details of the differences among these 

systems for use in modelling. Next, these differences are dealt with through a 

process of customising and adjusting the properties of modelling elements with 

the support of the code generators. The domain application model based on this 

can now be built as shown in Figure 8.1.  
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Figure 8. 1 Model of ATM Transaction Processing System  

 

The model depicts the interactive processing business model dealing with 

transactions between the majority of the bank ATM transaction-processing 

systems and their users. The modelling element types in the model correspond 

with domain concepts in the target system as shown in Table 8.1. 

 

A. 
 

Depicts an I/O ATM device such as a monitor, keyboard, 

card reader etc. used to get users’ operation and send back 

information to users. 
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B 
Depicts an incident initiated by the user, such as insert 

card, enter the password etc. 

C 
 

Depicts an internal processing unit of the ATM, used to 

make an appropriate disposal of a user event. 

D 
 

Depicts proxy unit of ATM accessing host server, which 

completes ATM request for background data or services. 

E 
 

Depicts user operates ATM. 

F The relationship of Event-Capturing, which is the 

relationship between modeling type A and B. 

G 

 

The relationship of Event-Citing, which is the relationship 

between Modeling type E and B  

H The relationship of Message-passing, which is the 

relationship between modeling type B and C, C and A.  

I 
 

The relationship of service request, which is the 

relationship between modeling type C and D.  

Table 8. 3 Meta-modelling Entity Element of ATM Transaction Processing 
System 

 

Such a domain application model can easily make adjustments according to 

the different system requirements of different banks e.g. different welcome 

interfaces displayed on the screen can be achieved by adjusting or changing the 

"Welcome Interface of Bank" modelling object; different card types can be 

identified by adjusting or changing the “Card Identify” modelling object; 

different back-ground services can be achieved by adjusting or changing 

“Server Agent” etc. With the cooperation of code generators, these adjusted 

codes will be automatically generated.   
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8.1.2 Meta-Model Design 

How can we build and describe the domain application model in Archware? The 

first step is to build a domain application meta-model. That is, to design the 

various types of modelling elements used in the domain application model by 

meta-model design as shown in Figure 8.1 which shows some of the entity 

elements. After this, we must deal with the types of association used in the 

domain application model. 

F 
 

Event-capturing relationship: the relationship between 

the modelling types A and B 

G 
 

Event-inciting relationship: the relationship between 

modelling types E and B 

H 
 

Information-passing relationship: the relationships 

between modelling types B and C and types C and A 

I 
 

Service request relationship: the relationship between 

modelling types C and D 

 
Table 8. 4 Meta-modelling Associated Element of ATM Transaction 

Processing System 

 

Besides, there is a modelling element of modelling type: “ATM transaction 

processing business model” and a graphic modelling element: “graphic of ATM 

transaction processing business”.  

The definitions of these meta-modelling elements are realised through a 

“Definition Model of Meta-model Elements” as shown in Figure 8.2. 
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Figure 8. 2 Definition Model of Meta-model Elements 

 

An XMML language fragment used in meta-modelling element definition is 

shown as follows: 

<ModelsType> 

 <Mode id = ‘…’ type = ‘…’> 

  <Entities> 

   <EntityType id = ‘…’ type = ‘…’> 

    <RefinedModel></RefinedModel> 

<Attachment></Attachment> 

<Contained> 

 <EntityType id = ‘…’ type = ‘TypeA’> 

      <RefinedModel></RefinedModel> 

<Attachment></Attachment> 

<Contained></Contained> 

<Properties> 

   <Name>ATM</Name> 

   …… 

</Properties> 

<Events></Events> 

<Specification></Specification> 

</EntityType> 

…… 

</Contained> 
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<Properties> 

 <Name> ATM Transaction Processing System </Name> 

 …… 

</Properties> 

<Events></Events> 

<Specification></Specification> 

   </EntityType> 

   …… 

  </Entities> 

  <Relationships> 

   <Relationship id = ‘…’ type = ‘…’> 

    <Roles> 

     <Role type = ‘…’ elementId = ‘…’> 

      <Properties>……</Properties> 

      <Events></Events> 

      <Specification></Specification> 

     </Role> 

     <Role type = ‘…’ elementId = ‘…’> 

      <Properties>……</Properties> 

      <Events></Events> 

      <Specification></Specification> 

     </Role> 

    </Roles> 

    <Events></Events> 

    <Propertis> 

    </Propertis> 

    <Specification></Specification> 

   </Relationship> 

   …… 

<Relationships> 

  <Diagrams>……</Diagrams> 

  <Events>……</Events> 

  <Properties> 

   <Name>A meta-modelling entity element of ATM transaction 

processing system </Name> 

   …… 

</Properties> 

  <Specifications></Specifications> 

  <CodeGenerators></CodeGenerators> 

  <RefEntities></RefEntities> 

 </Mode> 

</ModelsType> 
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8.1.3 Relationships Among Meta Entity Elements 

According to the specification and element definition model, we can see that 

there are no auxiliary relationships or inclusion relationships among elements 

and each element can appear alone in the model.  

8.1.4 Role Definition Model of Meta-relationship Element 

Role assigned relationships of elements in interface association are shown in 

Figure 8.3. “Role Definition Model of Meta-association Elements”. 

Figure 8. 3 Role Definition Model of Meta-association Element 

 

An XMML language fragment used in the Role definition model of 

meta-association elements is shown as follows: 

<ModelsType> 

 <Mode id = ‘…’ type = ‘…’> 

  <Entities> 

<<MetaRolesAssignModel>> 
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   <EntityType id = ‘…’ type = ‘TypeF’> 

    <RefinedModel></RefinedModel> 

<Attachment></Attachment> 

<Contained></Contained> 

<Properties> 

 <Name>event capture</Name> 

 …… 

</Properties> 

<Events></Events> 

<Specification></Specification> 

   </EntityType> 

   …… 

  </Entities> 

  <Relationships> 

   <Relationship id = ‘…’ type = ‘…’> 

    <Roles> 

     <Role type = ‘…’ elementId = ‘…’> 

      <Properties>……</Properties> 

      <Events></Events> 

      <Specification></Specification> 

     </Role> 

     <Role type = ‘…’ elementId = ‘…’> 

      <Properties>……</Properties> 

      <Events></Events> 

      <Specification></Specification> 

     </Role> 

    </Roles> 

    <Events></Events> 

    <Propertis> 

     <Name><<Assign>></Name> 

     …… 

    </Propertis> 

    <Specification></Specification> 

   </Relationship> 

   …… 

<Relationships> 

  <Diagrams>……</Diagrams> 

  <Events>……</Events> 

  <Properties> 

   <Name> Role Definition Model of Meta-association Element of ATM 

transaction processing system </Name> 

   …… 

</Properties> 

  <Specifications></Specifications> 
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  <CodeGenerators></CodeGenerators> 

  <RefEntities></RefEntities> 

 </Mode> 

</ModelsType> 

8.1.5 Definition Model of the Meta-model Diagram 

Finally, definition of visual graphic reference relationships for modelling 

elements can be achieved by using a “definition model of the meta-model 

diagram” as shown in Figure 8.4. 
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Figure 8. 4 Definition Model of the Meta-model Diagram 
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In the above illustration, the corresponding visual diagrams define all kinds 

of meta-modelling elements. They are linked to their corresponding 

meta-modelling elements by reference associations. In visual modelling 

provided by the general modelling environment these visual diagrams are 

proxies of modelling element objects.  

For example for a group of meta-model definition models for meta-model 

instances of ATM users’ balance inquiries, the general modelling environment 

will get the information necessary for the construction of the domain modelling 

environment from the meta-model and automatically construct the modelling 

environment. An example of an ATM transaction processing system is given as 

follows.  

We will take the following "<<GraphicObject>> user" and 

"<<GraphicObject>> ATM" as an example of giving definition descriptions for 

the modelling elements diagram. 

<<GraphicObject>>User 

<VisualElement id=’’ type=’TypeE’ elementId=’’ events=’onloaded:fnOnLoaded ();’> 

 <Div id=’’ style=’ height:80px; width:120px; border:1px solid black; color:red; 

background 

:RES(img/User.bmp); text-align: center“’> 

 </Div> 
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} 

 </Script> 

</VisualElement> 

 

<<GraphicObject>>ATM 

<VisualElement id=’’ type=’TypeD’ elementId=’’ events=’onClick:fnOnClick ();’> 

 <Div id=’’ style=’ height:80px; width:120px; border:1px solid black; color:red; 

background 

:RES(img/ATM.bmp); text-align: center“’> 

 </Div> 

 <Script> 

int OnClick (String id) 

{ 

 SetAttribute(id, "IsDrawBack", "true" ); 

 SetAttribute(id, "BackColor", "80, 0, 0, 255"); 

} 

 </Script> 

</VisualElement> 

 

An XMML language fragment used in meta-modelling diagram definition is 

shown as follows. 

<ModelsType> 

 <Mode id = ‘…’ type = ‘…’> 

  <Entities> 

   <EntityType id = ‘…’ type = ‘…’> 

    <RefinedModel></RefinedModel> 

<Attachment></Attachment> 

<Contained> 

 <EntityType id = ‘…’ type = ‘GOTypeA’> 

      <RefinedModel></RefinedModel> 

<Attachment></Attachment> 

<Contained></Contained> 

<Properties> 
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   <Name><<GraphicObject>>ATM</Name> 

   …… 

</Properties> 

<Events></Events> 

<Specification></Specification> 

</EntityType> 

…… 

</Contained> 

<Properties> 

 <Name><<Diagram>> ATM transaction processing system 

</Name> 

 …… 

</Properties> 

<Events></Events> 

<Specification></Specification> 

   </EntityType> 

   …… 

  </Entities> 

  <Relationships> 

   <Relationship id = ‘…’ type = ‘…’> 

    <Roles> 

     <Role type = ‘…’ elementId = ‘…’> 

      <Properties>……</Properties> 

      <Events></Events> 

      <Specification></Specification> 

     </Role> 

     <Role type = ‘…’ elementId = ‘…’> 

      <Properties>……</Properties> 

      <Events></Events> 

      <Specification></Specification> 

     </Role> 

    </Roles> 

    <Events></Events> 

    <Propertis> 

     …… 

    </Propertis> 

    <Specification></Specification> 

   </Relationship> 

   …… 

<Relationships> 

  <Diagrams>……</Diagrams> 

  <Events>……</Events> 

  <Properties> 

   <Name> Definition Model of Meta-model Diagram of ATM transaction 
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processing system </Name> 

   …… 

</Properties> 

  <Specifications></Specifications> 

  <CodeGenerators></CodeGenerators> 

  <RefEntities></RefEntities> 

 </Mode> 

</ModelsType> 

8.1.6 Summary 

In this case study example, we see XMML used, with the support of Archware 

modelling tools, to describe the domain related concepts and business processes 

of bank ATM transaction processing systems and to create the relevant 

meta-models. A simplified ATM transaction processing system is described by 

these meta-models.  

8.2 RPG Game Design 

8.2.1 Introduction to RPG 

Role-Playing Game (RPG) is a plot-development oriented type of game. The 

player takes on one or more specific roles in the virtual world to play games 

within this special context. Each role has different capabilities according to 

different episodes of the game and statistical data (such as power, sensitivity, 

intelligence, magic, etc.) and these attributes will be changed in accordance with 

the rules of the game. Some game systems can be improved through such 

changes.  

8.2.2 Specification of Target System 

(1) Leading role talks with ‘NPC1’ in the village.  

(2) If the leading role defeats ‘Ogre’, then the ‘NPC1’ will praise him for the 

good deed and give him ‘Prop A’. If the leading role has not defeated 
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‘Ogre’, then the ‘NPC1’ will tell him that he will get ‘Prop A’ only after 

defeating ‘Ogre’ and also tells him the probable location of ‘Ogre’.  

(3) Before commencing the talk with NPC1, the leading role must be 

face-to-face with NPC1 and so must be in map coordinates adjacent to 

NPC1. 

(4) The gain of prop will prompt player by message box.  

8.2.3 Analysis of Domain Concept  

(1) Leading role: a main character in the game and controlled by the player 

to drive development of the action of the game.   

(2) NPC: a minor character in the game and controlled by the computer.  

(3) Prop: goods that the leading role of the game can use or equip.   

(4) Game logic engine: game logic calculation engine, is responsible for the 

calculation of coordinates of each entity in the game, change of game 

state and so on. 

(5) Message box: displays system information.  

(6) Game state: the state of key tasks of the game.  

(7) Conversation: the conversation between the leading role and a NPC in 

the game. 

(8) Map scene 

(9) Start, end 

(10)  Association  

(a) NPC query: to query NPC at given map coordinate, if there is NPC, 

the NPC objects will be returned, or return null.  

(b) NPC inquiry response: inquiry response of game logic engine to 

NPC. 
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(c) Game states query: query states of key tasks in the game. 

(d) Game states inquiry response: inquiry response of game logic 

engine to game state.  

(e) Request for getting equip: to request equip for logic engine.  

(f) Responses to the request of getting equip: the system information 

displays the request; the system message box is shown to map 

scene.  

(g) Common flow  

8.2.4 Design of Meta-Model 

(1) Definition model of meta-model element. 

Following an analysis of the domain concepts, the domain concepts 

modelling element can be extracted. Nine basic modelling elements are as 

follows: 'start', 'end', 'leading role', 'NPC', 'props',' message box ',' dialogue ',' 

scene map' and 'association'. There are eight relationships: 'NPC query', 'NPC 

response to the query', 'game status query', ' inquiry response to game state',' 

requests for getting equipment ',' getting response to request for equipment ',' 

request for system information show ' and ' common flow '. The meta-model 

element-definition model of the meta-meta model is used to define these as 

shown in Figure 8.5. 
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Figure 8. 5 Definition Model of Meta-model Elements 
 

(2) Modelling definitions of attached relationships among meta-entity 

elements. 

According to the specification and element definition model, we can see that 

<<MetaElementsModel>>

<<Model>>
RPG Game

<<Entity>>
Actor

<<Entity>>
NPC

<<Entity>>
stage property

<<Entity>>
Logic Engine

<<Entity>>
Message Box

<<Entity>>
Game State

<<Entity>>
Dialog

<<Entity>>
Map

<<Relationship>>
NPC Query

<<Relationship>>
State Query

<<Relationship>>
Require for Property

<<Relationship>>
Require Message

of System

<<Entity>>
Start

<<Entity>>
End

<<Relationship>>
NPC Response

<<Relationship>>
State Response

<<Relationship>>
Gain Property
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there is no attached relationship among the various elements and each element 

can appear singly in the model. 

(3) Role definition model of meta-association element  

The role of element interface-associations in assigning relationships is shown 

in Figure 8.6. 

 

Figure 8. 6 Role Definition Model of Meta-association Elements 
 

(4) Definition model of meta-model diagram  

Finally, definitions of the reference relationships of the visual primitives of 

the modelling elements can be realised by using the “meta-model primitive 

<<MetaRolesAssignModel>>

<<Entity>>
Actor

<<Relationship>>
NPCQuery

<<Entity>>
Logic Engine

<<Entity>>
Logic Engine

<<Relationship>>
NPC Responese

<<Entity>>
NPC

<<Entity>>
Logic Engine

<<Relationship>>
State Query

<<Relationship>>
State Response

<<Entity>>
Game State

<<Relationship>>
Require of Property

<<Entity>>
Logic Engine

<<Relationship>>
Gain Property

<<Entity>>
Stage Property

<<Entity>>
Actor

<<Relationship>>
Require Message

of System

<<Entity>>
Map

<< Assign>><< Assign>>

<< Assign>><< Assign>>

<< Assign>><< Assign>>

<< Assign>><< Assign>> << Assign>><< Assign>>

<< Assign>><< Assign>>

<<Assign>><<Assign>>

<<Assign>><<Assign>> <<Assign>><<Assign>>

<<Assign>><<Assign>>
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definition model” as shown in Figure 8.7. 

 

Figure 8. 7 Definition Model of Meta-Model Diagram 
 

8.2.5 Design of Target System 

Domain modelling of balance inquiries is carried out based on the various 

elements of RPG created above. See figure 8.8. 
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Figure 8. 8 Design of Target System 
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8.2.6 Summary 

In this case study, we extracted a fragment of a game development process. 

With the support of Archware modelling tools, XMML language describes 

domain related concepts and the flow of the development process of this 

role-playing game. 

8.3 Summary 

In this chapter, several case-study applications are used to illustrate the visual 

modelling process and demonstrate domain-specific modelling requirements. 

They are examples of the use of the visual meta-modelling language, XMML 

together with its supporting environment to carry out visual modelling. 

When DSM methods are used in Model Driven development, the first task is 

to determine the design target. Here, the domain analysis phase involves 

acquiring knowledge of a unique domain, abstract domain modelling concepts 

and technical terms together with an understanding of several appropriately 

sized business entities existing in the target domain system. Next come the 

design and construction of the domain meta-model. Here, the main task of the 

meta-model design phase is to describe and define the domain concepts together 

with the relationships between and among the concepts obtained during the 

preceding phase. This is achieved through visual means in the model designer. 

Finally come the domain-specific language model and the domain application 

meta-model. When using Archware to carry out meta-modelling, the domain 

application meta-model comprises six main definition models: the meta-model 

element-definition model, the meta-model diagram-definition model, the 

meta-model referred-relationship definition model, the meta-relationship 

element-role definition model, the meta-entity element-relationship definition 

model and the meta-entity meta-refinement definition model. The 

meta-modelling process carried out in Archware is represented by the process of 
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building the above six definition models in the model designer. Together they 

depict and describe the components of the domain-specific modelling language 

and the relationships between and among them. The target system design phase 

follows on after the domain meta-model has been finished. The domain 

application modelling activities in this phase can be carried out in Archware, its 

modelling environment will parse and construct the domain meta-model 

obtained from the preceding meta-modelling activities. If design flaws are 

discovered in the meta-model during the domain modelling process, 

modifications or editing can be carried out in the meta-model design 

environment. This enables timely verification of the results of meta-modelling 

and effectively improves modelling efficiency. 

The above work finished the first step of model-driven development using 

DSM method, that is the domain model is established, which can be translated 

into code by code-generator, then the codes can be interpreted or complied into 

executable code. By providing automation transform, the code generator realises 

the productivity and quality advocated by the DSM method.  From the 

viewpoint of the modeller, generated code is complete. It means generated code 

is full, executable and that quality is ensured. That is to say, there is no need for 

the manual rewriting of code or for additional manual operations on the codes 

after code generation. 

Compared to the traditional development methods, the DSM separates the 

business modeling of system and implementation technique, the creator of the 

domain model uses the meta-modeling language XMML and the visual 

modeling environment Archware to establish domain-specific meta-model, 

which is used to build domain model, so the modeling activities of 

domain-specific is completed, here, the creator of domain-model can be either 

traditional software developers or those users who master domain knowledge, as 

long as they mastered the domain knowledge, and correctly use the visual 

modeling language Archware, the creation of domain model will be finished by 
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them. In this way, the creators of domain-model can focus on business logic of 

system, and don’t need to think the concrete implementation technique, so the 

domain trained personnel can be directly take part in the creation activities of 

domain model, and make the created domain model can correctly express the 

customers’ practical needs, so the situation that the system can’t correctly reflect 

customers’ requirement which is caused by a different understanding between 

software developers and domain experts can be avoided, so the development 

efficiency can be improved.   

The business modeling of the DSM focus on domain-specific modeling 

knowledge, and it doesn’t need to think if the meta-model fits to the needs of 

other domain modeling, just as the above case studies, almost completely 

different meta-models are built by the meta-modeling activities of the two 

systems, these meta-models are mainly used for modeling of model in the 

domain, and they are not general, as such, the meta-modeling activities is much 

purer and simper. 
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Chapter 9  

Conclusion and Future Work 

9.1 Summary of Thesis 

This thesis puts forward a domain-specific visual meta-modelling language, 

XMML based on a study of Domain Specific Modelling (DSM) methodology. 

XMML aims to provide a concise, flexible, scalable and formal visual 

meta-modelling language as a basis for resolving problems with 

domain-specific modelling languages and the tools that support them. A new 

basis for developing meta-modelling language solutions is proposed to promote 

the rapid design and customisation of visual domain-specific modelling 

languages together with their corresponding supporting environments. It offers 

new theory and practice to boost the spread and application of Model Driven 

development methods. Based on research in domain-specific visual 

meta-modelling languages, the key technologies and main research results are as 

follows:  

(1) The focus of this analysis and research has led to the development of a 

new domain-specific visual meta-modelling language XMML. Its 

abstract syntax model has resulted from an analysis and study of the 

basic elements that lie at the core of a visual meta-modelling language. 

These include models, entities, relationships, model diagrams, visual 

elements and events. 

(2) A general concrete syntax based on this is used to describe a meta-meta 

model based on XMML together with a domain meta-model and a 

domain application model. The unified model reflection interface can be 

used to operate these different types of model. 
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(3) A descriptive method is given for specifying domain modelling 

language semantics based on events together with methods of producing 

separate modelling elements, visual primitives and visual interactive 

descriptions. A solution to modelling language visualisation is provided 

together with solutions for achieving extensibility. 

(4) A meta-modelling infrastructure based on XMML is designed through a 

study of meta-modelling and its methods of implementation. Among 

these, a meta-meta model is taken as the basis for realising visual 

meta-modelling. Meanwhile its architecture leads to a design method 

for the domain-specific meta-modelling language and the 

meta-modelling process. Meta-meta models as described by XMML 

bring together meta-model entity elements, meta-model association 

elements and meta-model definition models. Five kinds of meta-model 

entity elements are given: model type, entity type, relationship type, 

diagram type and graphicObject type. Six kinds of relationship 

modelling element are given: possessed type, refined type, referred type, 

role-assigned type, attached type and contained type. Six kinds of 

meta-model definition models are given: meta-model element definition 

model, meta-model diagram definition model, entity reference relation 

definition model, meta-relation role definition model, definition model 

for relationships among meta-entities and definition model for refined 

relationships among meta-entities.  

(5) A general integrated modelling environment of MVC（Model/View/ 

Controller）style is constructed based on an analysis of the development 

of tools supporting Model Driven development and some current 

general integrated modelling tools.   
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9.2 Conclusion 

In recent years, Model Driven software development has been considered to be 

a further software construction technology following object-oriented software 

development methods and with the potential to bring new breakthroughs in the 

research of software development. With deepening research, a growing number 

of Model Driven software development methods have been proposed. The 

model is now widely used in all aspects of software development. One key 

element determining progress in Model Driven software development research 

is how to better express and describe the models required for various software 

components. OMG has been vigorously promoting UML and related 

technologies, but with little effect. It has become evident that a general 

modelling language, such as UML based on an object-oriented paradigm, cannot 

effectively and accurately express and describe various domain-specific 

business and software models at higher levels of abstraction. Those who seek to 

define a general modelling language and use it for modelling all problem 

domains, then teach experts in these domains how to use it to describe various 

domains, will not be effective. Modelling languages should have diversity and 

different applications need domain-specific modelling languages that suit them. 

Meanwhile, different software development organisations must also be able to 

define their own modelling languages and tools according to their own 

particular conditions. Therefore, the design and construction of modelling 

languages should be agile, economic and efficient What’s more, the 

development of modelling languages, design technologies and tools can be seen 

returning to the developers and domain experts. This is because only the 

creators and users of these models can really know what kind of modelling 

language they need. At present, Model Driven software development is still not 

mature relative to some other widely used software development technologies. 

It is still in the research and exploration phase so it seems too early at present to 

try to establish a general, standard modelling language. Meanwhile 
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overemphasis on a unified modelling language and standard Model Driven 

development can be detrimental to development and progress in this field of 

study.  

Research and discussion in the thesis highlights distinctions between 

domain-specific modelling methods and the majority of existing Model Driven 

development methodologies. Domain-specific modelling methods can be 

successfully applied to actual software development projects, which need a 

flexible and easy to extend, meta-modelling language to provide support. There 

is a particular requirement for modelling languages based on domain-specific 

modelling methods in Meta-modelling as most general modelling languages are 

not suitable. At the same time, domain-specific modelling methods can improve 

abstract levels in Model Driven software development, further improve 

development efficiency in software development projects, reduce development 

costs for software projects and make full use of a variety of reusable assets 

accumulated over time by software development organisations. A 

meta-modelling language must be easy to use, extensible and support the 

necessary tools.  It can be used expediently in Model Driven software 

development processes by development organisations of all sizes to finally 

achieve automated production of software systems. Such requirements would be 

difficult to achieve using a formal data modelling language based on 

mathematical theory. 

The research results of this thesis offer a feasible solution to current 

problems. The thesis focuses on implementation of domain-specific modelling 

methods, combines this with engineering thinking and gives a general guiding 

implementation framework. Here, the emphasis is on object-oriented analysis, 

personnel organisation and layered design of software architecture for 

domain-specific modelling. The "domain" is stressed as a keystone of software 

design and development and this is what most differentiates the approach from 

general software development process and methods. This seeks to return the 
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focus of software development to problem domains and objective business 

processes and away from concerns of the software technology itself, and so 

effectively detect and address fundamental issues affecting software 

development. 

Concerning the design of meta-modelling languages, the visual 

meta-modelling language XMML put forward in the thesis has a concise core 

design and is easy to extend and use. Its purpose is to realise rapid design and 

construction of various domain-specific modelling languages and to reduce 

development costs associated with application area modelling language and 

realisation difficulties in supporting tools. The design of XMML takes account 

of a wide range of language technologies and can effectively determine and 

realise visual descriptions, domain objects, descriptions of relationships and 

rules and can support model analysis and verification and does so with 

user-friendly technologies. 

In the area of supporting tools, a meta-meta model designed on XMML is 

given.  As an important part of the infrastructure of the general integrated 

modelling environment, the meta-meta model provides a group of general basic 

component meta-model elements together with the relationships between 

elements for the construction of the domain meta-model. It can support 

multi-view, multi-level description of the domain model. Developers or domain 

experts can complete the design and construction of the domain-specific 

meta-model and the domain application model in the integrated modelling 

environment, Archware. 

9.3 Criteria for Success and Analysis 

In domain-specific modelling development, use of the domain-specific visual 

meta-modelling language XMML put forward in the thesis and its general 

integrated modelling environment Archware can: 
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(1) Enable the domain meta-model developer to rapidly and flexibly design 

a modelling language suited to target domain application by effectively 

improving the level of abstraction in system development and 

facilitating direct system modelling according to the domain concepts of 

the domain modelling users. 

(2) Support description of multi-view and multi-level. The model diagram 

is separated from the model entity in XMML and it becomes a 

meta-modelling element for the visual description of complex system 

models from different angles. Meanwhile, refined type association 

elements are defined according to the meta-meta model of XMML and 

can gradually decompose and refine a complex domain model and its 

modelling elements from different abstract levels.  

(3) Provide a formal definition mechanism for the semantics of modelling 

elements and modelling rules. In XMML, with the support of the 

general modelling environment, the executable definitions and 

descriptions of formal semantics are provided to the corresponding 

modelling element by programming event-elements during modelling 

and code generation. 

(4) Provide a flexible model reflection interface. The model reflection 

interface in the general integrated modelling environment can provide 

model structure, introspection of meta-modelling data and formal 

modelling development. It can dynamically provide the necessary 

context information to the domain-specific modelling language.  

(5) Support the definition of interactive behaviours between the flexible 

appearance of visual modelling elements and modelling. This is in order 

to provide specifications to the corresponding graphic render engine for 

visual representations of different domain modelling languages and to 

customise primitive nodes of main modelling elements and responding 
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logic for interactive events. 

9.4 Future Work 

The thesis has laid the foundation necessary for research in descriptive 

languages through further study in key technologies of visual meta-modelling 

languages based on Model Driven development. However, areas remain for 

improvement and further implementation. Further work could be fruitfully 

carried out as follows:  

(1) Study relating to application theory. The thesis focuses on the design 

and definition of domain-specific meta-modelling languages. There is 

room for further discussion and study on areas concerning practical 

applications of this theoretical basis. These could include the use of 

XMML to specify and define corresponding modelling to realise 

support of model evolution, verification and so on.  

(2) The research and realisation of code generators. For example, a study of 

how best to define and develop the appropriate code generators, based 

on domain model descriptions, to enable the domain application model 

to generate executable target language code. 

(3) Project Practice. Meta-modelling language research based on Model 

Driven development needs to interact well with engineering practice. It 

will be necessary to test the existing research results in engineering 

practice and conduct timely discussion on issues that arise in order to 

further improve the modelling language modelling and its mechanism. 
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Appendix A  

Syntax of XMML 

XMML is a meta-modelling langue based on XML, the meta-model as built 

together with the specific application system model based on the meta-model 

use the same concrete syntax structure. The descriptions of the two models are 

finally persisted as a XML file, therefore, the concrete syntax definition of 

XMML is described by XML Schema as follows:  

A.1 ModelType Schema 

<xs:complexType name="ModelsType"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="Model" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:complexContent> 

<xs:extension base="ModelType"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element ref="Entities" minOccurs="0"/> 

<xs:element ref="Relationships" minOccurs="0"/> 

<xs:element ref="Diagrams" minOccurs="0"/> 

<xs:element ref="Events" minOccurs="0"/> 

<xs:element ref="Properties" minOccurs="0"/> 

<xs:element ref="Specification" minOccurs="0"/> 

<xs:element ref="CodeGenerators" minOccurs="0"/> 

<xs:element name="RefEntities"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="RefEntity" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:attribute name="id"/> 

<xs:attribute name="modelId"/> 

</xs:complexType> 
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</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element>  

</xs:sequence> 

<xs:attribute name="id"/> 

<xs:attribute name="type"/> 

</xs:extension> 

</xs:complexContent> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

 

A.2 PropertiesType Schema 

<xs:complexType name="PropertiesType"/> 
<xs:element name="Properties"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:complexContent> 
<xs:extension base="PropertiesType"> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="Property" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="Properties"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
<xs:attribute name="type" use="required"/> 
<xs:attribute name="name" use="required"/> 
<xs:attribute name="value"/> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
</xs:sequence> 
<xs:attribute name="propertyMgr"/> 
</xs:extension> 
</xs:complexContent> 
</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

  

A.3 EventsType Schema 
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<xs:complexType name="EventsType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="Event" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:attribute name="type"/> 
     <xs:attribute name="scriptFile"/> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
  </xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

  

A.4 SpecificationType Schema 

<xs:complexType name="SpecificationType"> 
  <xs:sequence> 
   <xs:element name="SpecsItem" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element name="content"/> 
     </xs:sequence> 
     <xs:attribute name="id"/> 
     <xs:attribute name="type"/> 
     <xs:attribute name="lang"/> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
  </xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

 

A.5 EntityType Schema 

<xs:complexType name="EntityType"> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="RefinedModel"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="Model" minOccurs="0"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="Attachment"> 
<xs:complexType> 
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<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref="Entity" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="Contained"> 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element name="EntityRef" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element ref="Properties"/> 
<xs:element ref="Events"/> 
<xs:element ref="Specification"/> 
</xs:sequence> 
<xs:attribute name="id"/> 
<xs:attribute name="type"/> 

</xs:complexType> 

 

A.6 RelationshipsType Schema 

<xs:complexType name="RelationshipsType"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="Relationship" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element ref="Properties"/> 

<xs:element ref="Events" minOccurs="0"/> 

<xs:element name="sourceRole"/> 

<xs:element name="targetRole"/> 

<xs:element name="combindedFeatures" minOccurs="0"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence/> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

<xs:attribute name="id"/> 

<xs:attribute name="name"/> 
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<xs:attribute name="type"/> 

<xs:attribute name="feature"/> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

 

A.7 Roles Schema 

<xs:element name="Roles"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="Role" minOccurs="2" maxOccurs="2"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element ref="Properties"/> 

<xs:element ref="Events"/> 

<xs:element ref="Specification"/> 

</xs:sequence> 

<xs:attribute name="type"/> 

<xs:attribute name="elementId"/> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

 

A.8 Diagram Schema 

<xs:complexType name="DiagramsType"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="Diagram" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:complexContent> 

<xs:extension base="DiagramType"> 
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<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element name="VisualElements"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element ref="VisualElement" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

<xs:element ref="Properties"/> 

</xs:sequence> 

<xs:attribute name="id"/> 

<xs:attribute name="type"/> 

<xs:attribute name="RenderEngine"/> 

</xs:extension> 

</xs:complexContent> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

</xs:complexType> 

<xs:complexType name="DiagramType"/> 

  

A.9 VirsualElement Schema 

<xs:element name="VisualElement"> 

<xs:complexType> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element ref="Div"/> 

<xs:element name="Script"> 

<xs:complexType> 
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<xs:attribute name="lang"/> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

</xs:sequence> 

<xs:attribute name="id"/> 

<xs:attribute name="type"/> 

<xs:attribute name="elementId"/> 

<xs:attribute name="events"/> 

</xs:complexType> 

</xs:element> 

<xs:complexType name="DivType"> 

<xs:sequence> 

<xs:element ref="Div" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 

</xs:sequence> 

<xs:attribute name="id"/> 

<xs:attribute name="style"/> 

<xs:attribute name="features"/> 

<xs:attribute name="events"/> 

</xs:complexType> 
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